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PEEFACE.

npHE prominence which the modern geometrical methods

have recently acquired in the studies of the Univer-

sity of Cambridge, appears to justify the publication of a

treatise devoted exclusively to these branches of Mathe-

matics. This remark applies more especially to the

method of Trilinear Co-ordinates, which forms the subject

of the greater part of the following work. My object in

writing on this subject has mainly been to place it on

a basis altogether independent of the ordinary Cartesian

system, instead of regarding it as only a special form of

Abridged Notation.

A desire not unduly to increase the size of the book

has prevented me from proceeding beyond Curves of the

Second Degree.



vi PREFACE.

In this Second Edition several new articles have been

added, especially in the latter part of the work, and the

chapter on Reciprocal Polars considerably enlarged.

N. M. F.

GONVILLE AND CaIUS COLLEGE,

August, 1866,

In the Third Edition, I have rewritten some articles

where the demonstrations were imperfect or obscure, and

have added some examples, taken from various Cambridge

Examination papers.

Decembeb, 1875.
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TEILINEAR CO-OEDINATES.

CHAPTER I.

TRILINEAR CO-ORDINATES. EQUATION OF A STRAIGHT LINE.

1. In the system of co-ordinates ordinarily used, the

position of a point in a plane is determined by means of its

distances from two given straight lines. In the system of

which we are about to treat, the position of a point in a

plane will be determined by the ratios of its distances from

three given straight lines in that plane, these straight lines

not passing through the same point. The triangle formed

by these three straight lines is called the triangle of reference,

its sides, lines of reference, and the distances of a point from

its three sides will be called the trilinear co-ordinates of that

point. We shall usually denote the angular points of the

triangle of reference by the letters A,B,C, the lengths of the

sides respectively opposite to them by a, b, c, and the dis-

tances of any point from BC, GA, AB respectively by the

letters a, /3, 7.

When two points lie on opposite sides of a line of re-

ference, the distance of one of these points from that line may
be considered as positive, and that of the other as negative.

We shall consider cl, the distance of a point from the line BG,
as positive if the point lie on the same side of tha.t line as the

point A does, negative if on the other side ; and similarly for

/8 and 7. It thus appears that the trilinear co-ordinates of

any point within the triangle of reference are all positive

;

while no point has all its co-ordinates negative.

2. Between the trilinear co-ordinates of any point an
important relation exists, which we proceed to investigate.

If A denote the area of the triangle of reference, a, 13, 7,

the trilinear co-ordinates of any point, then

aoL + 6yS -f- C7 = 2A.

Let P be the given point, and first suppose it to lie within

F. 1
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the triangle of reference (fig. 1). Join PA, PB, PC, and
draw PD perpendicular to BG. Then PD = a, and aa = twice

the area of the triangle PBC.
Fig. r.

Similarly bfi = twice the area of PGA,
cy = twice the area of PAB.

Adding these equations, we get

aa + b^ + cy = 2A.

Next, suppose P to lie between AB, AG produced, and on
the side of BG remote from A (fig. 2). Then a will be

Fig. 2.
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negative, while ^, y are positive. Hence, twice the area PBC
will be represented by — aa, and we shall therefore have as

before

aa + 6/3 + C7 = 2A.

Thirdly, let P lie between AB, AG, produced backwards
(fig. 3), so that /?, 7 are negative while a is positive. Twice

Fig. 3-

^^^^A)A./.jlr.(^^

the areas of PBC, PGA, PAB, are now represented by
aa, — 6/3, — cy respectively, so that we still have

aa-\-b/3 {-cy = 2A.

In all cases, therefore,

aa + b/3 + cy = 2A.

The importance of the above proposition arises from its

enabling us to express any equation in a form homogeneous
with respect to the trilinear co-ordinates of any point to

which it relates. Any locus may be represented, as in the

ordinary system, by means of a relation between two co-

ordinates, ^ and 7 for example, and this may be made homo-

geneous in a, /3, 7 by multiplying each term by ^-r ,

1—2
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raised to a suitable power. Thus, the equation ^"^ + h^ + h^ = ^

is equivalent to the homogeneous equation

4A»/3* + 2AA7 (aa + h^ + cy) +¥ {aa -f 6/9 + 07)'^ = 0.

The following examples may familiarize the reader with

this syst em of co-ordinates.

1. Prove that the co-ordinates of the middle point of the

A A
line £C arfe 0, -r, - .

c

2. The co-ordinates of the centre of the circumscribed circle

are HcosA, R cos B, R cos C, where

2AR =
a cos ^ + 6 cos B + c cos C

'

3. The co-ordinates of the centre of the inscribed circle are

2A
each equal to ,

-—

.

What are the co-ordinates of the centres of the escribed

circles ?

4. The co-ordinates of the centre of gravity are

2A 2A 2A
3^' "36 ' 3c

•

5. Prove that a sin 4 + /3 sin ^ + y sin G is equal to y^

;

where R is the radius of the circumscribing circle.

3. To find the distance between two given points, in terms

of their trilinear co-ordinates.

Let a,, ^^, 7, ; a,, /3^, y^, be the co-ordinates of two given

points, r the distance between them.

Then, r^ will be a rational integral function of a, — a^,

y3, — /Sg, 7j — 7^, of the second degree *.

* This, if not self-evident, may be proved as follows

:

Let P, Q be the two given points. Join PQ, and draw PM, QM' perpen-
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Again, since

aoL^ + 6/3, + C7i = 2A,

,. a{a,-a,) + h{l3,- A,) + c (7, - 7.) = ;

Similar expressions may be found for (/S, — ^^y, (7, - 73)1

Hence, r" will be of the form

^ (^1
-

13,) (7x - 7.) + ^ (% - 7.) («x
- «,) + n (a, - a,) (^, - ^,),

dicular to ^^, PN, QN' to ^C. Draw Qm perpendicular to PM, Qn to PN,
and join ?»«. Then

r=PQ = mw
sin mPn

mn
sin 4

and Pn= /S^ - jSg. -Pwi = 7^ - 7g ;

Fig. 4.

.-. mri'-^= (^1 - /Sa)^ + (7, - y^)^ + 2 (/S^ - /S^) (71 - Ta) cos ^,

whence ,^^ (i^i-^2r + (7i-72)^ + 2 (^,-^,) (7,-7,) cos^

sin2 J:
'

a rational integral function of the second degree.
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where I, m,n are certain functions of a, b, c, which we pro-

ceed to determine.

Since the values of I, m, n are independent of the positions

of the points, the distance of which we wish to find, suppose

these points to be -S and G. Then

0,«. = 0,^, = ?^,7, = (

a, = 0,/3, = 0,7,=
2A
c

also r = a. Hence
,2A 2A

b c
'

a'bc

" ^~ 4A-

Similarly
abh

^ = -4A-
ab&

4A^

Hence r' = -~[a (^, - /3J (7, -y,) + b (7, - 7,) (« - <)

+ c(a.-aj(^,-^,)).

This is one form of the expression for r^. It may also

be proved in a similar manner that

r» = 1^. {a cos A («, - a,)^ + 6 cos 5 (/3, - ^^f

+ c cos C (7,-72)'!.

4. "We next proceed to investigate the equation of a

straight line ; and first, we shall consider the cases of certain

straight lines bearing important relations to the triangle of

reference.

To find the equation of the straight line drawn through

one of the angular points of the triangle of reference, so as

to bisect the opposite side.

Let D be the middle point of the side BG, we have then
to investigate the equation of the straight line AD.
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AD take any point P, and let a, /3, 7 be its co-ordi-

Fig. 5.

B D C

nates. From D, P draw D^, PG perpendicular to AG, DF,
PH perpendicular to AB. Then by similar triangles

PG : DE :: PH : i)i^.

But DE,AC = DF.AB,

for each is equal to the area of the triangle ABG.

Hence PG.AC= PH.AB,
or b/3 = cy.

This is a relation between the co-ordinates of any point

on the line AD, it therefore is the equation of that line.

CoR. It hence may be proved that the three straight

lines, drawn through the angular points of a triangle to bisect

the opposite sides, intersect in a point. For these straight

lines will be represented by the equations

6/3 = C7,

cy =aoL,

aa = ^h,

and, therefore, all pass through the point for which

aa = b^ = cy.
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In the next three propositions the reader will easily be
able to draw a figure for himself, by comparison with fig. 5.

5. To find the equation of the straight line drawn through

one of the angidar points of the tnangle of reference, perpen-
dicular to the opposite side.

Making a construction similar to that in the last proposi-

tion, it will be seen that we have here

DE
-j^= sin DAE = cos C,AD
DF
.~f^

= sinDAF=cosB:AD '

DE DF

Hence

or

This will be the equation of the straight line, drawn
through A, at right angles to BG.

Cor. It may hence be shewn that the three straight

lines drawn through the angular points of a triangle, perpen-

dicular to the opposite sides, intersect in the point determined

by the equations

a cosA= ^ cos B = y cos G.

6. To find the equations of the internal and external

bisectors of an angle of the triangle of reference.

For the internal bisector of the angle A, we shall have,

making the same construction as before,

PG = PH.

The straight line will be therefore represented by the

equation )8 = 7.

cosC cos 5'

PG
cos a

PH
cos 5'

.'.PG cos B == PHiDOS G,

^cosB == 7 cos a
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For the external bisector we proceed as follows. Let Q
be any point on the line, a, /S, y its co-ordinates. Draw QK
perpendicular to AC, QL to AB. Then, as before, we have

QK=QL.

It will however be observed, that if Q and B lie on the

same side of AC, Q and C will lie on opposite sides of AB,
and vice versa. Hence, if

QK=^, QL = -y.

We have therefore

as the equation of the line AQ, which externally bisects the

angle A.

From the form of these equations we see, (1), That the

three internal bisectors of the angles of a triangle intersect

in a point
; (2), That the internal bisector of any one angle,

and the external bisectors of the other two, also intersect in

a point.

These points may be shewn to be respectively the centres

of the inscribed and escribed circles.

We shall hereafter prove that the points, in which the

external bisectors of each angle respectively intersect the

sides opposite to them, lie in the same straight line ; and
also that the points in which the external bisector of any
one angle, and the internal bisectors of the other two angles,

intersect the sides respectively opposite to them, lie in the

same straight line.

7. We now proceed to investigate the general equation
of a straight line.

Every straight line may he represented by an equation of
the first degree.

Let Q be any point on the straight line AC, R on AB,
and P any point on the straight line QR, then we have to
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investigate the relation between the co-ordinates (a, ^, 7) of

the point P.

Fig. 6.

The property of the straight line, which we shall make
the basis of our investigation, is, that it is the locus of a

point which moves in such a manner, that the sum of the

areas of the triangles PAQ, PAR is constant.

Let AQ = q, AR = r, then the areas of the triangles

PAQ, PAR will be respectively represented by ^ql3, ^ry,

QV
and the area of QAR by ^ A.

Hence q^-{-ry = -j^ ^

= ^(aa + bl3-]-cy).

This is the equation of the straight line QR, and, since it

involves the two arbitrary quantities q, r, it is in the most
general form of the equation of the first degi'ee between two
variables. Putting

qra , or qr
V— =1, ^ Q = tn, -J

— r = 71,

be c ^

the equation may be written

loL + m^ + ny = 0.
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8. We shall next establish the converse proposition, that

every equation of the first degree represents a straight line.

Fig. 7.

Let la + m/S + ny =

be the general equation of the first degree, and let /, g, h

be the co-ordinates of any fixed point D on the locus of the

equation, a, jS, y those of any point P.

Draw DE, PM perpendicular to AG, DF, PN perpendi-

cular to AB. Also draw Dm, Dn, perpendicular respectively

to PM, PN.

Then Pm = ^-g,Pn = y-h.

Also, since /, g, h is a point on the locus,

lf+mg + nh = 0,

whence l{a-f)-\-m{l3-g) + n(y-h)==0.

Again, aa-\-b/3 -\-cy = 2A,

«/+ ^9 + c/i = 2A

;

... a(a-/) + 6(/3-^) + c(7-^) = 0;

bn — cm cl — an am — hi

'
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Hence, the ratio ofPm to Pn is constant, whatever point
on the locus P may represent. This can only be true when
that locus is a straight line.

9. To find the co-ordinates of the point of intersection of
two given straight lines.

Let the equations of the two straight lines be

la + m/3 + W7 = 0,

I'a + m'/3 + n'<y = 0.

Where these intersect, we have

« = ^ ^ y
mn — m'n nV — n'l Im — I'm

'

These equations, combined with

aa + bfi + cy = 2A,

give the values of a, /S, 7, at the point of intersection.

10. To find the equation of the straight line, ])assing

through two given points.

Let/, g, h
; f , g\ k', be the co-ordinates of the two given

points, and suppose the equation of the requii^ed straight

line to be

LoL +Mp + Nry^O.

We must then have

Lf+Mg-\-Nh = ^,

Lf+AIg'-\-Nh' = 0;

whence
L M N

W~^^~¥-h'f fg'-fg'

giving, as the equation of the required line,

{gV -g'h) a + {hf- h'f) 13 + (fg' -fg) 7 = 0.
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11. To find the general equation of a straight line, pass-
ing through the point of intersection of two given straight lines.

If the equations of the straight lines be

loL + m/3 + 717 = 0,

Vol + m'yS + n'7 = 0,

every straight line, passing through their point of intersection,

may be represented by an equation of the form

loL + m/8 + n'y = k {Vol + m'/3 + n!>y),

where k is an arbitrary constant. For this equation is satis-

fied when the equations of the given straight lines are both
satisfied, and, being of the first degree, it represents a straight

line. It is therefore the equation of a straight line passing

through their point of intersection.

12. To find the condition that three points may lie in the

same straight line.

Let a^, /3,, 7^; a^, (3^, 7^; ttg, jB^, y^, be the co-ordinates

of the three given points, then, if these points lie in the same
straight line, suppose the equation of that line to be

\a -\- fi/S -^ vy =^ 0.

Then X, /jl, v must satisfy the following equations :

\a^ + /ii/3, + vy^ = 0,

\a3 + /./33 + 1/73 = 0,

whence, eliminating X, yu,, v, by cross multiplication,

ai/5273 - aA72 + a^ftVi - a^^iTa + ^z^{i^ - (^s^^Ji = 0,

the required condition.
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13. To find the condition that three straight lines may
intersect in a point.

Let the equations of the straight lines be

l^a + mj/8 + n^y = 0,

l^a + m^^ + n^y = 0,

l^a + m^/3 + n^y = 0.

If these three straight lines intersect in a point, the above

three equations must be satisfied by the same values of

a, yS, y. This gives, eliminating a, B, y by cross-multipli-

cation,

the required condition.

The identity of form between the conditions that three straight

lines should intersect in a point, and that three points should lie

in a straight line, is worthy of notice. Its full geometrical mean-
ing will be seen hereafter.

We shall sometimes, in future investigations, speak of the

straight line represented by the equation la + m/3 +ny — 0, as the

straight line (/, m, n). Adopting this phraseology, it will be seen

that the condition that the three points (\, mj, %) (Ig, mg, n^)

(I3, mg, ng) should lie in the same straight line, is the same as the

condition that the three straight lines (li, mj, n^) (L, mo, n^)

(Ig, mg, ng) should intersect in a point.

14. To find the condition that two straight lines may be

parallel to one another.

Let the equations of the two straight lines be

la-\-ml3+ny = (1),

Z'a-j-m'/S4-717=0 (2).

Let (/, g, h) (a, y8, 7) be the co-ordinates of any two points

in (1),

(/', g\ h') (a!, /8', 7') be the co-ordinates of any two points

in (2).
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Then the condition of parallelism requires that

a'-f ^'-g' i-h'-

Also, recurring to the investigation of Art. (8), fig. 7,

a-/ ^-9 y-^^

15

hn — cm cl-- an am- hV

1

ol'-

hn'-
-f .

-cm

B' -

~cl' -

-9
- an

i-
am' -hV

J Hence, the required condition of parallelism is

'

bn. -cm cl - an am -hi

hn cm cl an am hV
(3).

'^These two equations are equivalent to "one only, since they
Tnay be written in the form

n m In ml
c~y a c ha
n m I' n' m' I"

~c~T a c ha
where it will be seen that the equality of any two members
implies that the third is equal to either of them.

Multiplying the numerators and denominators of the
several members of (3) by I', m', n and adding, we obtain
the condition under the form

{mn - m'n) a + {nV - n'l) h + (Im - I'm) c = (4).

This is the necessary condition of parallelism, and is

generally the most convenient form which can be employed.
It is equivalent to

{mn' - m'n) sin A + (iiV - n'l) sin B + {Im' — I'm) sin (7 = 0,

a form which we shall occasionally use.

It will be observed that this condition is the same in

form as that which results from the elimination of a, /3, 7
between the equations
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la + m/8 + ?i7 = 0,

I'a + m'yS + 717 = 0,

aa -f ty8 + C7 = 0.

The last of these is, as we know, an equation whic^
cannot be satisfied by any values of a, y3, 7, since, as we hav ^

already proved (Art. 2), aa + 6/S + 07 = 2A. Hence the equa "

tion (4) may be looked upon as an expression of the fact tha/'

the two equations

la + m/3 + W7 = 0, I

I'a + m'/S + n'y = 0,
'

cannot be simultaneously satisfied by any values of a, ^, 7>

or, in other words, that the two straight lines represented ' ^J

them do not intersect, which is known to be a necessary ^'

dition of their parallelism, and also a sufficient condition, sin^p®

the two straight lines are in the same plane.

Although, however, no values of a, yS, 7 exist which will

satisfy the equation aa -{- hjS + cy = 0, yet we can always satisfy

the equation la + m^ + W7 = 0, where the ratios I ini :n ap-

proach as nearly as we please to the ratios a:b:c.

By referring to the investigation of Art. (7) it will be

seen that, q, r, denoting the distances from A, of the points

in which the straight line {l, m, n) cuts AC,AB respectively,

qra , qr qr\— = f,
i- — q = m, ~-r — n\

whence

or

he ' c

h be _m c be _n
a ar~ I

' a aq T

c _ -,
ain h _ an

r bl ' q cl
'

It hence appears, that by making the ratios l:m:n suf-

ficiently nearly equal to the ratios a:b : c, the values of q
and r may be made as great as we please, in other words,

that the straight line {I, m, n) may be removed as far as we
please from the triangle of reference. The limiting position.
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therefore, to which the straight line (1, m, n) continually ap-

proaches, and with which it ultimately coincides, when the

ratios 1 : m : n continually approach to, and ultimately co-

incide with, the ratios a : b : c, is a straight line altogether

at an infinite distance.

This is often expressed by saying that the equation

aa + 6^ + C7 = 0,

or the equivalent equation

a sin J. + /S sin 5 + 7 sin (7= 0,

represents the straight line at infinity.

This phraseology is very convenient, and free from objec-

tion, if the conventions on which it is adopted be clearly un-
derstood. It is, however, desirable that attention should be
called to the fact, that the equation

aoL + h^ + cr^ =

is, in itself, impossible,—in fact, a contradiction in terms,

—

and can only be admitted as a limiting form to which possi-

ble equations may continually tend,

15. To find the equation of a straight line, drawn through

a given point, parallel to a given straight line.

Let (I, m, n) be the given straight line, (/ g, h) the given
point, then the equation of the required straight line will be

loL + m^ -\-ny _aoL-\-b^-{-cy

lf+mg-\-nh af+bg-\-ch'

j^'or this straight line passes through the point (f, g, h), and
does not intersect the straight line (Z, m, n) ; since, if it did,

we should have aoL + bjB-V ry = 0.

Since af-\- bg + ch = ^A, this equation may also be written

loL-\-ml3 + nj= '^'^'"^^^''^\aa-\-b^ + cy).

F. 2
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Cor. The general equation of a straight line parallel to

(I, m, n) is

la + m^ + ny = k (aa -\- b^ -\- cy\

where k is an arbitrary constant.

16. To find the inclinations of a straight line, drawn
through one of the angular points of tJie triangle of reference,

to the sides which intersect in that point.

Let the equation of the straight line ^P be

fi^ = vy,

Fig. 8.

and let 6 be its inclination to AD, the internal bisector of

the angle A.

sm

Then

whence

(4-«)

sm

y^fl

a-')
tan _ti — v

tan^
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.'. tane4
^ o-;-?.)-4

tan'-

Similarly,

ft + v

IJbBm.A

v + jjb cos A '

IJ /ji + v COS A

Hence, the inclinations of the given straight line to AB, AC,
are determined.

17. To find the condition that two given straight lines

may be jperpeiidicular to one anothe7\

Let (l, m, n), (l\ m, n) be the two given straight lines.

Through A draw two straight lines parallel to them. These
will be represented by the equations

{ma — lb)^ + (na — lc)y = 0,

(m'a — l'h)l3+{na — l'c)y= 0.

And these straight lines must be at right angles to one
another.

If 6, 6' be the respective inclinations of these straight

lines to the internal bisector of the angle J., then, by the
result of the last article,

^ (Ic — na) — (ma — Ih)^ A
tan 6 = y-j r

—

jy{ tan —

,

{Ic — na) + {ma — lb) 2

tan^ =777 . , . ,
^tan-.

[Ic -na)+ {ma — lb) 2

And, if these be at right angles to one another,

1 + tan ^ tan 6' = 0.

Hence

{Ic - na) {I'c - n'a) + (ma - lb) {ma - I'b)

+ {{Ic - na) {m'a - I'b) + {ma - lb) {I'c — na)] cos ^ =
;

2—2
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.-. IV (U^ + c^- 2bc cos ^) + m7nd' + tma^

— {mn' + mn) a' cos A — {nV + n'l) (ac — ab cos A)

— {Im! + I'm) [ah — ac cos ^ ) = 0,

which, since Jf + c^ — 2bc cos A = a^, c — bcosA = a cos B,
b — c cos A=a cos G, reduces to

ll'-\-mm-\-nn'—(7n7i+m'n)cosA— {nV-\-n'l)co^B—{lm'+ l'm)co^C=0,

the required condition.

18. To find the perpendicular distance from a given point
to a given straight line.

Let (/, g, h) be the given point, {I, m, n) the given straight
line. Then, if q and r be the distance from A, of the points
where this straight line meets AG, AB, respectively, we have
shewn (Art. 7) that

\ _1 na

q b Ibc
'

1 _ 1 ma
r c Ibc'

Now, let a denote the distance from (/, g, h) to {I, m, n).

Then

{q^ + r' - 2qr aosAf a -\- qg -\- rh = £' (a/+ bg + ch),

/I 1 2cos^\i , af-\-bg + ch a h

\5^ r' qr J be r q

a , n I

l.g' + d-= 6-/+ c-r^ + fl

And from the values of q and r

1 cos^ 1 cos^ , ., a=7 (n —m cos J.) -,T-
g' r 6 c ^ '?6c

_ a (Z cos B-\-m cos -4 — w)
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Similarly
1 cos A a (I cos G + n cos A—m)

U>c

i 1 2cos^

q r qr
= \pTT-2 (^c — no) (I cos J5 + w cos J. — n)

+ (lb — ma) {I cos (7 + II cos A — m)y

= nu-i [l^ (c COS B + b COS G) + m^a + tzV — 2mn a cos ^

— n^ (c + a cos -S — 6 cos A) — lm(b—c cos ^ + a cos (7)},

which, by reduction, is equal to

a^
j^TT^ [l^ -\-m^-\-n^ — 2mn cos A — 2nl cos B — 2lm cos G).

Hence

(f+ w^ + ^i^
a' = +

(^ + m^ + w'^ - 2m7i cos ^ - 2nl cos5 - 2Zm cos G)^

the required expression.

It will be observed, that the numerator of this expression

vanishes if the point (/, g, h) lie upon the line {I, m, n), as

manifestly ought to be the case.

It will also be remarked, that the more nearly the ratios

I \ in : n approach to the ratios a : b : c, the less does the

denominator of the above fraction become, and the greater,

therefore, the distance from the point to the line ; which is

in accordance with the remark made in Art. (14).

Examples.

. 1. Find the equation of the straight line joining the middle
points of two sides of the triangle of reference ; and thence prove
that it is parallel to the third side.
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2. Find the equations of the straight lines, drawn through the

several angular points of the triangle of reference, respectively at

right angles to

f + r = 0, 2+? = 0, %f = 0;
c ^0^ a a b

and thence prove that they intersect in a point.

• 3. If ^ be the angle between the two straight lines {I, in, n),

(\j fx, v), prove that

^ l\+mfi+nv—{inv + nix)cosA—(nX + Ivjcos B— {lix+mk) cosC
(mv — nfx) sin A + (nk - Iv) sinB + (l/i — m\) sin C

4. On the sides of the triangle ABC, as bases, are constructed

three triangles A'BC, AB'C, ABC, similar to each other, and so

placed that the angle BA'C = B'AC = BAG', CB'A = C'BA = CBA',
AC'B = A 'CB = AGB'. Prove that the straight lines AA', BB', GC
intersect in one point.

5. Prove that the straight line, joining the centre of the
circle inscribed in the triangle ABG, with the middle point of the

side BG, is parallel to the straight Hne joining A with the point of

contact of the circle touching BG externally and AB, -4C produced.

6. On the sides BG, GA, AB of the triangle ABG, respectively,

pairs of points are taken, B^, G^; G^, A^; A^, B^; such that the

points of intersection of BG with -63C25 of GA with G-^A^, and of

AB with A.^Bilie in a straight line; BG2, (7^63 intersect in L

;

GAs, AG^ in M; AB^, BA^ in N. Prove that AL, BM, GN inter-

sect in one point.

7. From the vertices of a triangle ABG, three straight lines

AP, BQ, GR are drawn to pass through one point, and three
straight lines AF, BQ', GR to pass through another point, the
points P, P' lying on BG, Q, Q' on GA, R, R' on AB; BQ, GR
meet AP' in D^, D^ ; GR, AP meet BQ' in E^, E^; AP, BQ meet
GR' in F^, F^; GD„ BR, intersect in Z ; AE^, GE, in M; BF,,
AF^ in N. Prove that AL, BM, GN intersect in a point.
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Anharmonic Ratio.

19. We shall introduce, in this place, a short account of

harmonic and anharmonic section, as a familiarity with this

conception is useful in the higher geometrical investiga-

tions.

Def. 1. If OP, OQ, OB, OS be four straight lines in-

tersecting in a point, the ratio

sin POQ. sin BOS
sin POS . sin QOB

is called the anharmonic ratio of the pencil OP, OQ, OB,
OS, and is expressed by the notation {0 . PQBS]*.

Def. 2. If P, Q, B, S be four points in a straight line,

PO 7?Sf

the ratio p^ ' ^ is called the anharmonic ratio of the range
Po . i^Jti

P, Q, B, S,B,nd may be expressed thus [PQBS].

In using these definitions, attention must be paid to the order

in which the lines or points follow one another. Thus, the an-

harmonic ratio of the pencil OP, OR, OQ, OS, is dift'erent from
that of the pencil OP, OQ, OR, OS, the former being equal to

sin POR . sin QOS
, , . ,

,

^inPOQ .BJnROS
sin PO^Tiin^P^' ^ sin PO^ . sin QOR

'

Def. 3. If any number of straight lines, intersecting in

a point, be cut by another straight line, the straight line

which cuts the others is called a transversal.

20. Prop. If four given straight lines, intersecting in a

point 0, he cut by a transversal in the points P, Q, R, S, the

anharmonic ratio of the pencil OP, OQ, OR, OS, will be equal

to that of the range P, Q, R, S.

* This notation is due, I believe, to Dr Salmon. See his Conic Sections

p. 297 (sixth edition).
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Fig. 9-

For
sin PQQ _ sin POQ sin OPS
sin POS ~ sin OPQ ' sin POS

And

_PQ 0^
~ OQ'PS'

sin ROS _ sin BOS sin OPQ
sin QOP ~ sin OP>Sf * sin QOP

_IiS OQ
~OS'QR'

. sin POQ . sin ROS ^ PQ.RS
•'• smPOS.smQOR~PS. QR'

Thus the proposition is proved.

Cor. 1. It appears, from the above proposition, that if a

pencil be cut by two distinct transversals in P, Q, R, S and
P', Q\ R', S' respectively, the anharmonic ratio of the range

P, Q, R, S will be equal to that of the range P', Q', R\ S',

since each is equal to that of the pencil OP, OQ, OR, OS.

COK. 2. It appears also that, if four points P, Q, R, S,

lying in a straight line, be joined with each of two other

points 0, 0', the anharmonic ratios of the pencils OP, OQ,
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OR, OS; OT, O'Q, O'R, O'S, will be equal to one another,

since each is equal to that of the range P, Q, R, S.

21. Def. a pencil, of which the anharmonic ratio is

unity, is called an harmonic pencil.

A range, of which the anharmonic ratio is unity, is called

an harmonic range, and the straight line, on which the range

lies, is said to be divided harmonically.

From what has been said above, it will be seen that, if an

harmonic pencil be cut by a transversal, the four points of

section wdll form an harmonic range. And if four points,

forming an harmonic range, be joined with a fifth point, the

four joining lines will form an harmonic pencil.

The line OS is said to be a fourth harmonic to the pencil

OF, OQ, OR ; and the point >Sf to be a fourth harmonic to

the range P, Q, R.

The term harmonic is employed on account of the cir-

cumstance, that if the points P, Q, R, S form what is above
defined as an harmonic range, PR will be an harmonic mean
between PQ and PS.

For PQ.RS = PS.QR',

.-. PQ (PS - PR) = PS {PR - PQ)
;

,.PQ:PS::PR-PQ:PS-PR,

whence PQ, PR, PS are in harmonical progression.

From the above proportion it appears that if PQ = QR,
PS = X . Hence, if PR be bisected in Q, the fourth har-

monic to the range P, Q, R is infinitely distant. Or, as it

may otherwise be stated, if PR be bisected in Q, and P,

Q, R be joined with any point 0, not in the line PR, the
fourth harmonic to the pencil OP, OQ, OR, will be parallel

to the transversal PQR.

22. Prop. The external and internal bisectors of any
angle form, with the lines containing the angle, an harmonic
pencil.
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Fig. 10.

Let the angle FOR be bisected internally by OQ, let

PO be produced to any point F\ and let the angle P'OR be
bisected by 08, then

sin POQ = sin QOE,

sin PO/Sf= sin P'0>S

= sini20/Sf;

. sinPOQ. sinPO>Sf_
•*•

sin PO/S. sin Q0i2~

Hence the truth of the proposition.

23. Prop. If ABC he the triangle of reference, and
AD, AE straight lines respectively represented by the equations

l3-krY=0, y3 + k'7 = 0,

k'
then rr will be the anharmonic ratio of the pencil AB, CA,

AD, AE.
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Fig. II.

27

D C

Let BG cut AD, AE respectively in D, E, then since D
is a point in the line ^- ky = 0,

BD AABjD _cy^c_
CD ~ AAGD ~

6/3 bk'

and since ^ is a point in the line /8 + A; 7 = 0,

BE AABE _ cy _ c
.

GE~ AACE~-hl3~hk''

.
BD.CE ^k'

'''BE. CD k'
k'

or Y is the anharmonic ratio of the range B, D, C, E; that

is, of the pencil AB, AD, AC, AE.

Cor. It hence follows that the straight lines respectively

represented by the equations yS= 0, /S—A;7=0,7=0, /8 + A;7=0,

form an harmonic pencil.

24. Hence we deduce a geometrical construction for the

determination of the fourth harmonic to three given inter-

secting straight lines.

Let AB, AD, AC he three given intersecting straight

lines, and let it be required to find a straight line AE,
such that AB, AD, AC, AE shall form an harmonic pencil.
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Fig. 12.

Through D, any point of the second of the three given

straight lines, draw two transversals BDG, B'DC, cutting

AB in B, B\ AG in 0, C respectively. Join BV, BG\
and produce them to meet in E. Join AE, then AE shall

be the fourth harmonic required.

For, let ABG be the triangle of reference, and let the

equation of AD he ^ — ky = 0. Let the equation of B'G' be

Then that of BG' is \a-ky = 0,

BV ... \a+ yS=0,

.• AE ... /3 -^ky = 0,

whence ^jB^ is the fourth harmonic required.

25. Prop. If ABC be a given triangle, P any given

point ; and AD, the fourth harmonic to AB, AP, AC, iiiter-

sect BC in D ; BE, the fourth harmonic to BC, BP, BA,
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^1

intersect CA in E ; CF, the fourth harmonic to CA, CP, CB,
intersect AB in F ; then D, E, F lie in the same straight line.

Let /, g, h be the co-ordinates of P. Then the equation

of AP is

^-1 = 0,
9 h

Fig. 13.

whence that oi AB is

g h

Similarly, that of 5jE? is
J
+ ^= 0,

f 9
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From the form of these equations it will be seen that

the straight line

f 9 ^

passes through D, E, F. Hence these three points are in a

straight line.

Cor. The converse proposition to that above enunciated

may be demonstrated by similar reasoning.

The point P, and the line DEF, may be called harmonics

of one another with respect to the triangle ABC.

By combining the proposition last proved with that

proved in Art. (22), we shall obtain a demonstration of the

statements made in Art. 6 ;
that the points in which the

external bisectors of each angle of a triangle respectively

intersect the sides opposite to them, lie in the same straight

line ; and that the points in which the external bisector of

any one angle and the internal bisectors of the other two
angles, intersect the sides respectively opposite to them, lie in

the same straight line.

These straight lines will be respectively represented by
the equations,

a+^ + 7 = 0, /3 + 7-a = 0,

ry + a-yS=0, a-f-y3-7 = 0.

On Involution.

26. Defs. Let be a point in a given straight line,

and let

P,P\Q,Q\R,R
be a series of points on that line so taken that

OP.OP'=OQ.Oq=OR.OR' =

= a constant, k^ suppose.

Then these points are said to form a system in involution.

If if be a point such that OK^= F, K is called a focus
of the system.
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If k^ be positive, there will evidently be two such foci,

one on each side of 0, if negative (and k therefore imagi-

nary) there will be no real foci.

The point is called the centre of the system.

Two points, such as P, P' , are said to be conjugate to one
another.

It is evident that each focus is conjugate to itself, and
that the conjugate of the centre is at an infinite distance,

and that a point and its conjugate will be on the same, or

different sides of the centre, according as the foci are real or

imaginary.

The system will be determined when two foci, or a centre

and focus, are given. It will also be determined if two pair

of conjugate points be given ; as may be seen as follows.

Let jp, p', q, q be the respective distances of the four

points from any arbitrary point on the line, x the distance of

the centre from the same point.

Then, by definition,

(p - x) {p -x) = {q-x) {q' - X)
;

X —
q-qP + V

which determines the centre.

27. Prop. The anharmonic ratio offour points is equal

to that of their four conjugates.

For, if OP =p,OQ = q, OR = r,OS = s,

\s pj \r q

_ (p-g){r-s)
\p-s){q-r)

= [PQRSl
which proves the proposition.
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Cor. It is evident that [PQRP'] = [P'Q'RP].

28. Prop. Any two conjugate points form, with the two

foci, an harmonic range.

Let K^, K^ be the foci, then

K^P=p-k, K^P=p + k

p ' P

then K,P. Kf' = (p - k) (^^ + k^=^ {p' - k'),

and K,P\ K^=(k-^) (k+p) =^(f - k^)
;

.-. K,P.K^P'=K,P'.K^P,

or the four points in question form a harmonic range.

Conversely, if there be a system of pairs of points in a

straight line, such that each pair forms, with two given points,

an harmonic range, the aggregate of the pairs of points will

form a system in involution, of which the two given points

are the foci.

29. A system of straight lines, intersecting in a point,

may be treated in the same manner as a system of points

lying in a straight line, the sine of the angle between any
two lines taking the place of the mutual distance of two
points. From the proposition, proved in Ai't. 20, it will

follow that, if a system of straight lines in involution be cut

by a transversal, the points of section will also be in invo-

lution.
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CHAPTER 11.

'SPECIAL FORMS OF THE EQUATION OF THE SECOND DEGREE.

1. We now proceed to the discussion of the curve repre-

sented by the equation of the second degree. We shall first

prove that every curve, represented by such an equation, is

what is commonly called a conic section; and then, before

proceeding further with the consideration of the general equa-

tion, shall investigate the nature of the curve corresponding

to certain special forms of the equation.

Prop. Every curve represented hy an equation of the second
degree is cut hy a straight line in two points, real, coincident,

or imaginary.

The general equation of the second degree is represented

by

uol"- + v/3' -I- wy^ + 2u^y + 2vya + 2iv'al3 = 0.

To find where the curve, of which this is the equation, is cut

by the straight line

la. + mj3 -f 717 = 0,

we may eliminate a between the two equations. This will

give us a quadratic for the determination of - , to each of the

two values of this ratio, real, equal, or imaginary, one value

of a will correspond; whence it appears that the straight line

and the curve cut one another in two real, coincident, or

imaginary points.

Hence, the curve is of the same nature as that represented

by the equation of the second degree in Cartesian co-ordinates,

and is, therefore, a conic section.

F. 3
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2. We shall now inquire what are the relations of the
conic section to the triangle of reference, when certain rela-

tions exist among the coefficients of the equation.

First, suppose u, v, w, all = 0.

The equation then assumes the form

u'^y + v'yoi + w'a/9 = 0,

which we shall write

X^y + fiya + vafi = 0.

Now, if in this equation we put a = 0, it reduces itself to

Xl3y = 0,

which requires either that ^ = 0, or that 7 = 0.

It hence appears that the curve passes through two of the

angular points (B, C) of the triangle of reference. It may
similarly be shewn to pass through the third. Hence the

equation
• \^y + fiya + vafi = 0,

or, as it may also be written,

\ Lb V ^
- 4- ^ + - = 0,

represents a conic, described about the triangle of reference.

3. Let us now inquire how the line

is related to this conic.

B y
If in the equation of the conic we put —H - = 0, or,

which is the same thing, fiy-\-v^ = 0, it reduces to \^y = 0.

Hence the line - + ^ = meets the conic in the points in
/JU V

which it meets the lines /8 = 0, 7 = 0; but these two points

coincide, since the line in question evidently passes through

the point of intersection of /9 = and 7 = 6. Hence the

straight line and the conic meet one another in coincident

points, that is, they touch one another at the point A.
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Similarly, the equations of the tangents at B and G are

4. To determine the jwsition of the centre of the conic.

Through the angular points A, B, G oi the triangle of

reference draw the tangents EAF, FBD, DGE. Bisect

Fig. 14.

AG, AB respectively in H, I\ join EH, FI, and produce
them to intersect in 0. Then, since every straight line

drawn through the intersection of two tangents so as to bisect

their chord of contact passes also through the centre, will

be the centre of the conic.

3—2
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Now, at the point E, we have

" = - -^ = ^

and at the point H,

/S = 0, cy = aoL.

Hence the equation of EH is

\K fJLj \fJb VI

Similarly that of FI is

1(^ + 5:)= 1(7 + ?

Hence, at the point 0,

lp + T)=l(7 + «)=i(« + /3N

Aa VyLt vj fib \v XJ vc \K fij

a ^ 7
\ LL V

— Xa + /Jib + VC \a — fxh -\-vc \a + jxh—vc'

These equations determine the position of the centre.

Cor. We may hence deduce the relation which must
hold between X, //,, v, in order that the conic may be a para-

bola. For, since the centre of a parabola is at an infinite

distance, its co-ordinates will satisfy the equation

aoL + h^ + cy = 0.

We hence obtain the following equation

:

\V + ix^h^ + i/V - 2tivhc - ^vXca - 2\fjLah = 0,
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which is equivalent to

±MU(/i6)^±(z/c)^ = 0,

as the necessary and sufficient condition that the conic should

be a parabola.

5. To determine the condition that a given straight line

may touch the conic.

If the conic be touched by the straight line {I, m, n), the

two values of the ratio /3 : 7, obtained by eliminating a

between the equations

X/37 + fija + va^ = 0,

la + m^ -\-ny = 0,

must be coincident. The equation which determines these is

- Xlfiy + ifiy + v/S) {ml3 + ny) = 0,

and the condition that the two values of /3 : 7 be equal, is

4!fjLn . vm — {fim + vn — \iy = 0,

or \T + /jlV + i/V - 2/jLv . mn - 2v\ . nl - 2XfjL .lm = 0,

which is equivalent to

±{\l)^±{fimf±{v7i)^ = 0.

If this be compared with the condition investigated in

Art. (4) that the conic may be a parabola, it will be observed

that the parabola satisfies the analytical condition of touching

the straight line aa + 6/S + 07 = 0. This is generally ex-

pressed by saying that every parabola touches the line at

infinity.

6. To investigate the equation of the circle, circumscribing

the triangle of reference.

This may be deduced from the consideration that the

co-ordinates of the centre of the circumscribing circle are

respectively proportional to cos J., cosi?, cos G (see p. 4). Or
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it may be independently investigated as follows. Draw EAF,
FAD, DAE (iig. 2), tangents to the circle, then the angle

EAG is equal to ABC, and FAB to AGB (Euc. iii. 32).

Hence the equation of the tangent EAF must be

^
B sm G

Fig.

or
6 c

Similarly the equations of the other tangents FBD, DGE
are

c a

? + f
= 0;

a b
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.ad, comparing these with the forms of equations of the

tangents given in Art. (3), we see that the equation of the

bircumscribing circle is

a h c ^
- + - + = 0,
a 13 y

or, as it may also be written.

sin A sin B sin C ^
+ —7j— + =0.

7. Having thus discussed the equation of the conic,

circumscribing the triangle of reference, we may proceed to

investigate that of the conic which touches its three sides.

The condition that the conic

ua' 4- v/8' + W7' + 2u'^y + 2i;'7a + 2w'ayS = 0,

may touch the line a = is, that the left-hand member of the

equation obtained by writing a = in the above may be a

perfect square. This requires that

u''^ = vw.

or u' = + (vw)^.

Similarly, v' = ± {wu)\

w' = ± [nvf,

are necessary conditions that the conic should touch the lines

)8 = 0,7 = 0.

We must observe, however, that if the conic touch all

three of the sides of the triangle of reference, the three double

signs in the above equations must be taken all negatively, or

two positively and one negatively. For, if they be taken
otherwise, the left-hand member of the equation of the conic

will become a perfect square, as may be ascertained by sub-

stitution, and the conic will degenerate into a straight line,

or rather into two coincident straight lines.
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Taking then the double signs all negatively, and writing

for convenience, L\ M^, N'^, instead of u, v, lu, the equation

of the conic which touches the three sides of the triangle of

reference becomes

ZV+ M^^ + iVV - 2MN^y - 2NLya - 2LMa/3 = 0,

which is equivalent to

±iLaf±{M^)^±{Ny)^ = 0.

It may be remarked, that the condition that the point

(I, m, n) should lie in the above conic, is the same as the con-

dition that the straight line {I, m, n) should touch the cir-

cumscribing conic

L^y+Mya + Nal3 = 0.

See Art. 5. This we shall return to hereafter.

8. To find the centre of the conic.

Let D, E, F be the points of contact of the sides BC,
CA, AB respectively. Join EF, FD, DE, bisect FD, DE in

H, I, join BH, CI, and produce them to meet in 0. Then
will be the centre of the conic (see p. 32). We have

then to find the equations of BH, CI, which, by their in-

tersection, determine 0.

Fig. 1 6.
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Let/^, g^, A, be the co-ordinates of D. Then /i = ; and
Sfj, h^ will be the values of yS, 7, which satisfy the equations

and b/S -\-cy = 2A.

Hence, ^'~ Nh + Mc
2A

1

M
2A.

In like manner it may be proved that, if /g, g^^ h^ be the

co-ordinates of E,

1

/.= 2A, a=0.

Now, for 7, and therefore for every point in the line CI,

Therefore the equation of CI is

M^i^.-^
b_ ^

or
/3M + i¥c Zc + Na

'

Similarly that of BH is

7 _ a
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Therefore at the point we have

a ^ 7
Nh + Mc Lc + Na Ma + Lb'

These equations with

aoL -\- h^ + cy = 2A

determine the co-ordinates of the centre.

Cor. Hence may be obtained the condition that the

conic may be a parabola. For the centre of a parabola is

infinitely distant, its co-ordinates must therefore satisfy the
algebraical relation
'O'

whence we get

aa -1- 6/S + C7 = 0,

Lhc + Mca -I- Nab = 0,

L M N ^
or - + — + - = 0,

a b c

as the required condition.

This will be observed by reference to Art. 9, to be iden-

tical with the condition that the conic should touch the

straight line, aa + 6/8 + 07 = 0, and thus we are again led

to the conclusion noticed in Art. 7, that every parabola

touches the line at infinity.

9. To find the condition that the conic should touch a given

straight line.

If the straight line {I, m, n) be a tangent to the conic, the

values of the ratio yS : 7, obtained by eliminating a between

the equation of the conic and the equation

la -}- w/3 4- wy = 0,

e another. For tl

e equation of the <

± (Xa)^ ± (i//S)* ± {Ny)^ = 0.

must be equal to one another. For this purpose, it is most
convenient to take the equation of the conic in the form
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/3\^

CONDITION OF TOUCHING A GIVEN STRAIGHT LINE.

Eliminating a, we then get

" L (w/8 -{-ny)+l{ [M^)^ ± {Nr^fY = 0,

or (Lm + Ml)/3-\- {Ln + Nl) y ± 21 {MN/Syf- = 0,

and, if the roots of this, considered as a quadratic in

be equal, we have

{Lm + Ml) {Ln + JSTl) - I'MN = 0,

or Lmn + Mnl + Nhn = 0,

which may also be written

L M N ^
7 + - + - = 0.
L m n

It hence appears that the condition, that the line (/, m, n)

should touch the conic

{Laf ± {]\mf + {Nyf = 0,

is identical with the condition that the point (/, m, n)

should lie in the conic

LMN= 0;
a ^ 7

a result analogous to that obtained in Art. 13, Chap. I.

10. To find the equations of the four circles which touch

the three sides of the triangle of reference.

These may be obtained most readily by the employment
of the equations for the determination of the centre, obtained

in Art. 8. Thus, let it be required to find the ratios of

L, M, N in order that the conic may become the inscribed

circle. At the centre of this circle we have, as we know,
a = /3 = 7.
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This gives, by the result of Art. 8,

Nh^Mc = Lc+ Na = Ma + Lb.

To solve these equations, put each member equal to r,

we then get

M N_r_
b'^c be'

N L r— +- =—

,

c a ca

L M^r^
a b

~ ab'

Adding together the last two of these equations, and sub-

tracting the first, we get

J.
r {b + c-a)

^ = 2 Vc
•

Similar expressions being obtained for M and N, we
see that

T M v b-\-c —ac + a — b a -hb — c

be ca ab

,A ,B ,G
:: cos -^ : cos — : cos -^

.

A Z Z

Hence the iiiscribed circle is represented by the equation

cos ^ . a^ + cos — . /S' + cos -^ . 7 = 0.

It may similarly be proved that the escribed circles, of

which the centres are respectively given by

— a = /S = 7, a = — /3 = 7, a = ^ = — y,

will be represented by the equations

COS
2 (- a)* + sm

2 • ^ + ^^^^
2 " "^

'
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We may remark that, at every point in the circle which

touches BC externally, a is essentially negative, so that the

form (— a)^ represents a real quantity. Similarly the appear-

ance of {-/Sf, (—7)* in the equations of the other two

escribed circles may be accounted for*

11. The next form of the general equation of the second

degree which we propose to consider is that in which u, v', w\
the respective coefficients of 2/^7, 27a, 2a/3, are all = 0. The
equation then assumes the form

wa' + ^;yQ'^-^^;7' = 0.

We observe in the first place, that if this equation represent

a real conic, the coefficients of d\ j3'\ 7^ cannot be all of the

same sign. Suppose the coefficient of 0^ to be of a different

sign from the other two, then writing, for convenience of

future investigations, U, - M'\ - N^ for u, v, w respectively,

our equation assumes the form

12. We have now to enquire how this conic is related to

the triangle of reference.

Putting yS = 0, we get

La= ± Ny.

ABC
* If these equations be rationalised, and the sines and cosines of -, — ,

—

be expressed in terms of the sides, they assume the following forms

:

or (s - a)2 a^ + b- (s - b]~l3' + c-{s- 0)^72 - 2hc (s - h) {s -c)^y- 2ca {s -c){s- a) ya

-2ab{s-a){s-b)a^= 0,

a?s-a? + &2 (s - c)2/32 + c^ [s-bfy'^- 2bc {s -b){s- c) ^y + 2cas {s - b) ya

+ 2abs{s-c)aj3= 0,
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The interpretation of this equation is, that the two
straight lines draAvn from B to the points in which the conic

is cut by CA, form, with BG, BA, an harmonic pencil.

It may similarly be proved that the two straight lines

drawn from G to the points in which the conic is cut by AB,
form, with GA, GB, an harmonic pencil.

If we put a = 0, we get

shewing that BG cuts the conic in two imaginary points.

The analytical condition of harmonic section is, however,

satisfied here also.

13. We may next investigate the equations of the tan-

gents drawn through the points A, B, G.

If in the equation of the conic we put La = JSfy, we get

13 = 0, shewing that the straight line La — Ny = meets the

conic in two coincident points, and, therefore, touches it.

Similarly

La-\-Ny = 0, La-Ml3 = 0, La + Ml3 = 0,

are tangents to the conic.

The tangents to the conic drawn through A would be
analytically represented by the equations

Ml3 = ^i-l)Ny, M^ = -^{-\)Ny,

which shew that these tangents are imaginary, or that the

point A lies within the concavity of the conic.

14. Since the two tangents drawn through B meet the

conic in points situated in the line GA, it follows that GA is

the chord of contact of tangents to the conic drawn through

B, or that GA is the polar of B, and B the pole of GA with

respect to the conic. Similarly, G, AB, stand to one another

in the relation of pole and polar.

Again, since the pole of AB is the point G, and the pole

oi AG is the point B, it follows that the line joining B and G
is the polar of the point of intersection of AB, AG, i.e. that

A is the pole of BG, and BG the polar of A.
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We come then to this conclusion, that when an equation

of the second degree does not involve the terms ^y, ya, ot/S,

the conic represented by it is so related to the triangle of

reference, that each side of the triangle is the polar, with

respect to the conic, of the opposite angular point*.

This is expressed by saying that the triangle is self-con-

jugate with respect to the conic ; or that the three angular

points of the triangle form a conjugate triad.

The geometrical properties of the conic having been thus

established, we shall, in future investigations, write for the

sake of symmetry of form, —L^ instead of L'\ so that the

equation of the conic will be written

It must here be borne in mind that one of the three quan-
tities L, M, N is essentially imaginary.

15. Any two conic sections represented by such equa-
tions as

have important relations to one another, which we proceed to

consider.

They will of course intersect in four points, which may
be real or imaginary. We will first suppose them real, and
represent them by the letters P, Q, R, S.

Now the locus of the equation

{L'M" - L"3P) 13' + (ZW^ - r'N') y' =

passes through all the points P, Q, R, S; and, since it may
be resolved into linear factors, represents two straight lines.

* If the coefficients of j3- and 7- be equal, and the triangle of reference be
right-angled at A, the form of the equation shews that A will be a focus of the
conic, and BC the corresponding directrix.
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Suppose them to be PQ and RS. The intersection of these

two straight lines is given by the equations

{I'M" - L'M'f = {L'N' - UN"f- 7,

{LW - L''M')^ /3 = - {L"N^ - UN'')^ y,

which evidently gives /3 = 0, 7 = 0.

Hence PQ, RS intersect in J..

Similarly, PR, QS intersect in B, and PS, QR intersect

in C. Hence, the angular points of the triangle of reference

coincide with the intersections of the line joining each pair

of points of intersection of the conies with the line joining

the other pair. Hence also, if any number of conic sections

be described about the same quadrangle*, and the diagonals

of that quadrangle intersect in A, while the sides produced

intersect in B and C, then A,B, G form, with respect to each

of the circumscribing conies, a conjugate triad. The points

A, B, G may themselves be called vertices of the quadrangle,

or of the system of circumscribing conies.

It will be seen, from the preceding investigation, that any
two conies which intersect in four real points can be reduced,

by a proper choice of the triangle of reference, to the form

The same reduction may also be effected in every case

with the reservation that if two of the points of intersection

of the conies be real and two imaginary, then two of the

angular points of the triangle of reference (or vertices) will

be imaginary and the remaining one real. If all the points

of intersection be imaginary, the vertices of the conies will be

all real. This we shall prove hereafter.

16. To find the condition that a given straight line may
touch the conic.

Let the equation of the straight line be

loL + m^ + 717 = 0.

* I employ the term qxuulrangle in preference to quadrilateral, considiQxmg

a quadrangle as a figure primarily determined by four points, a quadrilateral

by four indefinite straight lines.
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Where this meets the conic, we have

and, making the two values of /3 : 7 equal, we get

(ZW + M'l?) {Un' + NT) = LVn',

whence M'NT + N'LW + rM'n' = 0,

the required condition.

17. To find the condition that the conic may he a para-
bola.

Since every parabola satisfies the analytical condition of

touching the line

aa + 6yS + C7 = 0,

the required condition becomes

a'

r ' M
c

+ irr2 + ivf2
= 0.

18. To find the co-ordinates of the centre.

Let ^3, B^ be the points in which the conic is cut by GA,
then, if B^, B^ be bisected in Q, the line BQ will pass

through the centre.

Now, let/g, 0, Ag be the co-ordinates of ^g,

A,0,h, B^.

Then those of Q are

/s+Zt ^»±^^
2 ' ' 2 '

and the equation of BQ will be

7 a.

F. 4
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Now/gj/j are the values of a given by the equations

fi =0,

aa + 6yS + C7 = 2A,

which, eliminating /9, 7, are equivalent to

4A . iV^'a
whence /« -^Z XV + iVV

Similarly A3 + A, = ^.^/^ jr^.^.
•

Hence the equation of BQ is

7 _ a

or — = —

.

c a

This gives one straight line on which the centre lies. It

may be similarly proved to lie on the straight line

a h

Therefore the co-ordinates of the centre are given by the

equations

a b c

Combining therewith

aa + 6yQ -1- C7 = 2A,

5 get for the co-ordinates of the centre

a h c

^A L^ OA ^"^ OA N'
^^

a^ h'^ & ' — a' b^ c^ '

^^
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V Each of these becomes infinite when the conic is a

parabola, as manifestly ought to be the case.

19. To find the equation of the circle with respect to which

the triangle of reference is self-conjugate.

It is a distinguishing property of the circle that the line

joining the centre with any other point is perpendicular to

the polar of that point. Hence the line

M'^ iVV = 0.

which joins the centre with the point A, must be perpen-

dicular to a = 0. This gives (see Art. 5, p. 8)

M' N'
bcosB ccosC

Similarly, since the lines joining the centre with B, G
are respectively perpendicular to

we shall have

N'

^ = 0, 7 = 0,

M'

or

c cos (7 a cos A ' a cos A h cos B

'

Hence the equation of the required circle is

a cos ^ . a" -\-bcosB.^^ + ccosG .y^ = 0,

sin 2A.a'^ sin 25 . /3' + sin 2C.ry^ = 0.

It will be remarked that this circle will be imaginarg

unless one of the quantities sin 2J., sin 25, sin 2(7 be nega-

tive, that is, unless one of the angles 2A, 2B, 20 be greater

than two right angles, or unless the triangle of reference he

obtuse-angled.

Cor. By referring to the expressions for the co-ordinates

of the centre of the conic, given in Art. 18, we see that at

the centre of the circle we have

a cosA=^ cos B = y cos C.

4—2
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Or, the centime of the circle, with respect to which the

triangle of reference is self-conjugate, coincides with the

intersection of the peiyendiculars drawn from the angular
points to the opposite sides. This is otherwise evident from
geometrical considerations.

20. To find the equation of the conic which touches ttuo

sides of the triangle of reference in the points where they meet
the third.

Let AB, AG be the two sides which the required conic

touches in the points B, G. We then require that the
constants in the equation

Za' + if/3' + Nrf + 2\^7 +^va + 2voil3 =

should be so related to one another, that when yS = we
have the two values of a = 0, and also when 7 = 6 the two
values of a may each = 0.

Hence the two equations

LoL' + M^' + 2va^ = 0,

must both be identically satisfied when a = 0, and by no
other value. This requires that

Hence the equation reduces to

Za'^H- 2X^7 = 0,

or, writing — k"^ for ^ ,

k'a' = l3y.

This equation, it will be observed, involves only one

arbitrary constant, as ought to be the case, since when a

tangent and its point of contact are given, the conic is thus
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subjected to two conditions, and, therefore, when two

tangents and their points of contact are given, to four.

21. If any straight line whatever be drawn through A,
and meet the conic in P, Q, and be represented by the

equation

^ = n%
then BP, BQ will be represented by the equations

^^a = ny, ka = — ny,

from the form of which it is apparent that BA, BP, BC, BQ
form an harmonic pencil. Or any chord of a conic is divided

harmonically hy the conic itself, any point on the chord, and
the polar of the point with respect to the conic.

22. We may observe, that the two straight lines repre-

sented by the equations

ka = coj3, ka =-y,
CO

intersect on this conic whatever be the value of w. Hence
any point on the conic may be expressed by giving the

value of the ratio

ka y

If (o be the value of this ratio at any point, that point

may be denoted by the letter a*. The line joining the two
points (o, to' may be called the line coco'.

23. To find the equation of the line coco'.

Let the required equation be

ka + m^ + ny = 0,

we have then to determine m and n.

Since, when ka — co^, ka = -y,
CO

in
we Sfet 1 H \-nco = 0.^

CO

* This mode of expression is given by Salmon in his Conic Sections.
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Similarly 1 +—, + nm = 0.
ft)

Hence m =
} = —

CD CO ft) +0)
Q)' ft)

and n = — ——,

.

ft) +ft)

Hence the line coco' is represented by the equation

ft)&)'y8 + y = (ft) + «') koL.

24. ^0 find the equation of the tangent at co.

This is obtained at once, from the result of the preceding
article, by simply putting ft)' = ft). It will then be seen
to be

(o^fi + 7 = 2ft) . A;a.

25. Tofind the pole of 0)0)'.

The pole of coco' is the point of intersection of the tangents

at ft), ft)'.

It is therefore given by the equations

2a) . A;a-ft)'/S-7 = 0,

2co' .ka-oo"^-y = 0,

ka fi 7

whence

)* — ft)
^ 2 (ft) — ft)') 2ft)ft)' (ft) — ft)')

'

2ka a 7
or , = /S = —^ ,

.

ft) + ft) ft)ft)

26. To yiwc^ the condition that a given straight line may
touch the conic.

Let the equation of the given straight line be

la. + m^ + 717 = 0.
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tt

From Art. 24, it appears that if this straight line touch

the conic, it must admit of being put in the form

- 2(oka 4- a)'yS + 7 = ;

2(ok _ <»' ^ 1

' '

I m n'

whence Z^ = Wmn,
the required condition.

The co-ordinates of the point of contact of this line will

be determined by the equations

-la = 2m^ = 2ny.

CoR. By writing a, b, c respectively for I, m, n in the

condition of tangency just investigated, we see that the

necessary condition in order that the conic may be a para-

bola is

a^ = 4>Fhc.

Or the equation of the parabola touching AB, AC in B,

G,is
a^oL^ = ^bcjBr^.

27. To find the centre of the conic.

Since the conic touches AB, AG in BG, it follows that

the straight line drawn through A, and the middle point of

BG, will pass through the centre. The equation of this

straight line is

b/3-cj = 0.

If /i' 91' K> A' 9iy K ^® *^® co-ordinates of the points

in which the straight line meets the conic, those of the

centre will be

f +f 9x±l_2 K + K
2 ' 2 ' 2 '

Now f, f, g,^, g^, h^, h^, are the respective values of

a, /3, 7, obtained from the equations

A:V-y87 = 0,

6/3 - C7 = 0,

aa + b^-\-cy = 2A.
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Eliminating 7, a between these, we get

whence 9.^^Jf<^^^^,

Similarly .-^^^ =
^^^^,^-_^^

.

These are the values ^S, 7 at the centre. The correspond-
ing value of a may be ascertained by substitution in the
equation

aa + 6/3 + C7 = 2A

to be
Wbc-a^'

These values all become infinite when 4A;'6c = a^ as mani-
festly ought to be the case, since, as has been shewn in Ai-t.

24, the conic is then a parabola.

Examples.

1. A triangle is inscribed in a conic
; prove that the points,

in which each side intersects the tangent at the opposite angle, lie

in a straight line.

2. A triangle is described about a conic
;

prove that the

straight lines, joining each angular point with the point of contact

of the opposite side, intersect in a point.

3. Find the equations of the normals to the conic XfSy + fiya

+ vaj8= 0, drawn at the angular points of the triangle of reference;

and prove that they will intersect in a point if

4. If the normals to a circumscribing conic, at the angular

points of the triangle of reference, meet in a point, prove that the
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locus of the centre of the conic is made uj) of the curve repre-

sented by the equation

\f ^(^-r) + f(r--) + ^(-^-/?') = o,

and of the three straiglit lines which join the middle points of the
sides of the triangle of reference.

5. Three conies are drawn, touching respectively each pair of

the sides of a triangle at the angular points where they meet the
third side, and all intersecting in a point. Prove that the three
tangents at their common point meet the sides of the triangle

which intersect their respective conies in three points lying in a
straight line ; and that the other common tangents to each pair of

conies intersect the sides of the triangle which touch the several

pairs of conies in the same three points.

6. Prove that the points of intersection of the opposite sides

of any quadrangle, and the point of intersection of the diagonals,

form a conjugate triad with respect to any conic described about
the quadrangle.

7. If H be the radius of the circle described about the triangle

of reference, p that of the circle with respect to which the triangle

of reference is self-conjugate, prove that

p^ + 4:]^ cos A cos £ cos C — 0.

8. If £C, GA, AB be three given tangents to a conic,

P, Q, R three points on the curve, and if the areas of the triangles

PEG, PGA, PAB be denoted by p^, /?._,, p.^, respectively, and those

of the triangles obtained by successively writing Q and R in place

of P by q,, 9'2, 9-3, r^, r^, r^, prove that

{Piq2r3f - {Piq-sr^f + {p^q-ifif - (P-jqi^f + (Psqir-^^ - (Psq^r,)^ = 0.

9. Prove that the diagonals of any quadrilateral described
about a conic, and the lines joining the points of contact of

opposite sides, all intersect in a point.

10. A system of conies is described touching three straight

lines
;
prove that, if one of the foci move along a given straight

line, the other will describe a conic about a triangle.

Hence prove that the circle, which passes through the points

of intersection of three tangents to a parabola, passes also through
tlie focus.
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11. Prove that the equation of the line passing through the

feet of the perpendiculars from a point a^, /3i, yi, of the circle

a/Sy + bya + cafS ~ 0, on the sides of the triangle of reference, may
be put in the form,

Pi COS 6 - yi COS £ y^ cos A - a^^ cos C a^ cos B - p^ cos ^ '

12. Shew that the axis of the parabola, whose equation is

a^a^ = 4:bc/3y, is given by the equation

{c + b cos A) ^ — {b + c cos A)y-)^i—
~h)^°-

13. The equation of the directrix of the parabola, which
touches the sides of the triangle of reference, and also the straight

line la + m/S + vy = 0, is

a cos A ( ) + 3cosB( -7 ) +y cos C(t ) .

\m n) \n IJ ' \l m)

14. If the equation

(^a)*+(m^)* + (»zy)^ =

represent a parabola, the equation of its axis is

I \
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CHAPTER III.

ON ELIMINATION BETWEEN LINEAR EQUATIONS.

1. Before entering upon the discussion of the conic re-

presented by the general equation of the second degree, it will

be necessary to devote a few pages to the subject of elimina-

tion between homogeneous linear equations, and to explain

some of the terms recently introduced in connection with

this branch of analysis.

We shall, however, only state and prove such elementary

theorems as will be necessary in our future investigations

;

referring the reader who may be desirous of fuller informa-

tion to Salmon's Lessons on the Higher Algebra; Spottis-

woode. On Determinants (the second edition of which will be

found in Crelle's Journal, t. 51, pp. 209, 328), and to the ori-

ginal memoirs communicated to various scientific Journals

by Messrs Boole, Sylvester, Cayley, and others.

2. If we have given n homogeneous linear equations,

connecting n unknown quantities oo^, oc^...a;^, such as

the quantities oc^, x^ ... x^csuci be eliminated between them,

and the result of the elimination may be expressed by
omitting sc^, oc^ ... x^ and writing the coefficients only in the

order in which they appear in the given equations, thus
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h>K"-K

= 0.

The left-hand member of this equation is what is called

the determinant of the given system of equations.

We proceed to investigate the law of its formation.

3. First, suppose we have two equations,

a^x^ 4- a^oo^ = 0,

\x^ -j- \x^ = 0.

Multiply the first by b^, the second by a^, and subtract,

and we get
'

0.aj)„ — ajb^

Hence
a,, ftj

' b„ b.

= aj), - aj)^.

We may remark in passing that we shall obtain the same
result by eliminating \, \ between the equations

ttjX, + 6jX, = 0,

a,X, + b,\ = 0.

Hence

A like theorem will be proved to be true for all deter-

minants.

4. Next, suppose we have the three equations

a^x^ + a^x^ + a^Xg = 0,

b^x^ + b^x^ + b^x^ = 0,

c^x^ + c,x^ + c,x^ = 0.
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Multiply these equations in order by the arbitrary multi-

jliers X^, X^, \, and add them together. Let the two ratios

i,lj : \ : X^ be determined by the conditions that the coeffi-

cients of 00^ and os^ in the resulting equation shall each be
zero, i.e. let

a^X^ + b^X, + c,X^ =
.(A).

The resulting equation is then reduced to

(a^X, + h^X^ + CjXg) ^, = 0,

which requires that

«^i\ + ^\ + Ci\=0 (B).

Multiply the first of equations (A) by a^, the second by
ttg, and subtract, we then get

(aj)^ - a,p.^ X, -4- (c,a3 - CgttJ ^ = 0,

or
0.% - o,a^ ci^K - ^A

6„c„ - hx.
, by symmetry... (C).

Hence, dividing each term of (B) by the corresponding

member of (C) we get

«i (^2^3 - 63C2) + h^ [c^a^ - c^a^) + c, (aj), - aj),),

or

«1> a,, «3

K K h
Ci> ^2' ^3

= «! [\c^ - b,c,) + b, {c,a^ - c^a^

-^c,(a^b,-aj),)

"^M + i.
c». C3

6,-63

^2' ^3

,
«2' ^3

+ c.

+ c.

ttg, as

K 63

6,-63
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It will be seen that the above process is really equivalent

to that of eliminating \, \, Xg between the equations (A)

and (B). Hence

«1> a,, a. «P K Ci

K KK = a„ 6„ ^s

^r c.. C3 ^8' ^3' ^8

5. Next, let us have the four equations

V1+M2 + M3+ ^4^4=0'

Cl^i + C2^2 + C3-'^» + C,«4=0>

d^X^ + C?2«2 "+" ^8^3 + ^4^4 = ^•

To effect the elimination, multiply the equations in order

by \, \, \y \, add them, and equate the coefficients of

a?2, ^g, ^4 severally to zero. We shall then have

ttgX, + 63X2 + C3X3 + d^\ =
a^X^ + b^X^ + c^Xg + d;x^ =

which equations involve as a consequence

a^Xj + 6^X2 + CjXg + (^,X, = ,

To determine the three ratios X, : /jl^ : Xg : X^, multiply

equations (A') in order by /jl.^, 1^^^ f^v ^^^' ^^^ equate to zero

the coefficients of Xg, X4. We thus get

C2/^2 + C3/*8 + C4/^, = 0) p,
^2/^2+^3^^3+^4/^4 = 01 ^'^^•

Also {a^fi^ + ttg/Ag + ci,/xj X, + {h^iM^ + 63/^3 + 6,^,) X, =

(AO,

(B').

whence
62/X2 + 63/^3 + hji^ - (a,jj,^ + agMg+ ajjL^)

Now, treating equations (C) as equations (A) were treated,

we see that

/*2 /*3 /^4

CgC?^ — 04(^3 c^d^ — c^d^ c^d^ — c^d^
'
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/^•2 _ /^3 _ /^4

C8> ^3

C4' d.

^v d,

c^, d^

G„ d^

o„ d.

63

C3. ^3

C4>
+ 6„

^4' ^4
j +

C3, (^3

^3' ^3

C4, c?.

+ a.
C4, (^4

+ (*.

^3, ^3

or
K< "2. d.

K Cs. d.

K c„ d. «4. c,, dj

«2' i d.

«3, K d.

a„ K d.

which, by symmetry, are equal to

a,, K 0,

a,, bs, %
a^, b. C4

These equations may be more conveniently written in the

following equivalent forms

:

K K, b. a„ a,, -J" ^2, CI3, «4 a„ «3' »4

c.,. C3. ",
-

c.> C3' C4 K K Z>4
- K ^3. ^^4

d,^ d.. d. d,, d., d. d., d., ^4 c., C3> C4

Eliminating by means of these equations \, \, \, \^,

from equation B', we get, as the result of the elimination of

x^, x^, x^, x^ between the four given equations,
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«l. «2' ^3' ^4

K, K K K
^V ^2' ^3' ^4

C?i, C^2' ^8' ^4

+ c,

K K K
c.. c„ c, -i'.

d„ d„ rf. ^2, ^3' ^4

^2' «8' »4

^2' ^3' ^4 -d.

d^, d,, d.

a,. %' «.

b„ K 6,

d. •^3. <^.

And since the above process is equivalent to the elimi-

nation of \, \y \, \, between the equations (A') and (B'),

we see that

a,, ct„ «3. «4 «i, 6,, ^1. ^l

K K ^3, ^4 ^2' ^2' ^2' ^«

Ol> C2> ^8' C4 as, 63, ^8' ^8

d,, d,. ^8> ^4 a,, 6,, C4> ^4

6. The law of formation will be sufficiently obvious from

the above investigations. If we have n horizontal and vertical

rows, it may be similarly proved that

a,, a„ ttg-.-aJ

f^i> «^2' K'--K

a^, 6j, c^...k^

= a.

K ^8---^«

h' ^8---^«

c„ C3...(;„

+ c, +...+(-1)-^,
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It may also be proved that, if we have n — 1 equations

mnecting n quantities X,, \...\^, such as

%\ + K\ + cA + . .
. + K\ = 0,

(^n\ + K\ + cA + • • • + ^;A„ = 0,

we shall obtain the following ratios between \, X^, X^,...\

\
«2. K K
<*,. K A

«,. K- k

(- ir
^2, ^2

«3'^3

By reference to the expanded values of the determinants

K K

it will be seen that the former contains 1 . 2 or two terms, the

latter 1 . 2 . 3 or six. It may also be proved that, if n quanti-

ties be eliminated from n linear homogeneous equations, the
resulting determinant will contain 1 . 2 . 3 . w terms. For,

referring to the relation between determinants of n and n—1
rows, given in Arts. (4), (5), (6), it will be seen that this theo-

rem is true for a determinant of n rows, if it be true for one
of n — 1. But it is true for three rows, therefore it is uni-

versally true.

7. The horizontal rows of a determinant are commonly
spoken of as " lines," the vertical ones as " columns." It will

F. 5
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K K K
c„ %^ %
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be observed, moreover, that each term is the product of n
factors, one taken from each line and from each column, and
that the coefficients of one half of the terms are + 1, of the
other — 1. To determine the sign of any particular term
we proceed as follows. Considering for simplicity the case of
three rows, we have

= afi^c^ - ap^c^ + a^h^c, - afi^c^ + aj)^c^ - ajb^c.

Here we observe, first, that (the factors of each term
being arranged in alphabetical order, that is, in the order of
the columns) the term afi^c^ (in which the suffixes follow

the arithmetical order, that is, the order of the lines) has a
positive coefficient. Now every other term may be formed
from this by making each suffix change places with either of

its adjacent suffixes a sufficient number of times. Thus the

term afi^c^ is produced by simply making the suffixes 2 and
3 exchange places. The term aj)^c^ is produced by making
the suffix 3 change places, first with 2, and next with 1, which
is then adjacent to it. If this process of interchanging the
suffixes of two consecutive letters be called a " permutation,"

we may enunciate the following law, which by inspection

will be seen to hold.

" Every term derived from the first by an odd number of

permutations has a negative sign. Every term formed by an
even number of permutations has a positive sign."

Thus, it will be observed that the terms afi^c^, aj)^c^,

each of which is derived from afi^c^ by one permutation,

have negative signs. The terms ajb^c^, aj^^c , each formed
by two permutations, have positive signs. The term ajb^c^,

formed by three permutations, has a negative sign.

In like manner, in the case of a determinant of four rows,

if ap^c^d^ have a positive sign, such a term as aj)^c^d^, derived

by two permutations, will have a positive sign, while aj)^c^d^,

derived by three, has a negative sign.

8. Tlie sign of a determinant is changed hy intercha/nging

any two consecutive lines or columns.
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In the first place, we observe that

Again,

aA-«2^i = -(V*2-Mi)

K\

^2' C3

2>., ?>3

^2* C3
+ c.

&2, 63

-6,
Cg, C3

by what has been shewn above,

Cj, Cg, C3

The theorem enunciated is thus proved for determinants

of two and of three rows, and may by successive inductions

be extended to any number.

CoK. It hence follows that, if any two lines or columns
of a determinant be identical, the determinant will vanish.

For we see, by the theorem, that

and therefore = 0.

9. We see that

mc„ c^, C3

«1. %' «. a„ %, a.

K K, h =: — K K 6s

K KK K h. K

= ma^ — mb^ «2' «8

C„ C3

+ mc^

= m
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Hence, if all the terms in any line or column of a deter-

minant he multiplied by any given quantity, the determinant

itself will he multiplied hy the same quantity.

10. Def. From any given determinant, other determin-
ants may be formed, by omitting an equal number of lines-

and columns of the given determinants. These are termed
Minors of the given determinant, and are called first, second,.

&c. minors, according as one, two, &c. lines and columns have
been omitted. Thus

are first minors of

K K »!

%' c. h.

a
^ ^2. ^3

h . K^ K
c , c„ Os

11. To investigate the relation which must hold among the

coefficients L, M, N, X, jju, v, in order that the quadratic

function

La'^ + MyS' + N7'' + 2\y37 + 2fiyoL + 2voi^

may he the product of two factors of the first degree in

a, /3, 7.

Let poL-\-q^-\- rrf be one factor, then - a H /S + 7

must be the other. Hence

(^a + ^/3 + r7)('-a + -/3 + ^7 )^M + Mp' + Nrf

+ 2\yS7 + 2yU7a + 2i/ay3, identically.

therefore
q r

F^ + L-=2fi,
r J)

P q
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L—=fiq-\-vr — \p,

69

9
vr-^Xp- fiq,

N^ = \p-^fiq — vr.

/. LMN. pqr = (fiq + vr - Xp) (vr -\-Xp-fjLq) (Xp + fiq - vr),

LMLX^ . pqr =\y {^iq + vr- Xp),

Mfj? pqr = /^Y (^^ + ^p - M^')*

Nv^pqr — v\^ {Xp ^fiq- vr\

.: pqr (LMN-LX- MfjL^ - Nv^) = -2Xp.fiq.vr,

.'. LMN-LX^ - Mfi^ - Nv^ + ^X^iv = 0,

which may also be written

This expression

L, V, fl

Vy M,X
H'y X,N

= 0.

L, V, fl

V, M,X
/*> X,]^

the evanescence of which is the necessary condition that the

given quadratic function may break up into two factors, is

termed the Discriminant of that function.

12. Pascal's Theorem.

From the analytical result stated in Art. 6 of the present

chapter, that the value of a determinant is not altered by
changing its lines into columns and its columns into lines, we
obtain a proof of Pascal's theorem, which asserts that

If a hexagon be inscribed in a conic, and the pairs of
opposite sides be produced to intersect, the points of intersection

lie in the same straight line.
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Let AFBDGE be the conic ; take ABC as the triangle of

reference, and let the equation of the conic be

+^+-=0

Let the equation oi AEhe ^ = n^y, oH AFhc y = wig/S,

BF...y = l^a, o{BD ... a = n^y,

Then, since D lies in the conic (1), we have \ + fim^ + vn^ = (\

whence
1, m, «,

7»„ 1

= 0. (2)

is the necessary condition that the six points A, F, B, D^
C, E may lie in a conic.

Again, if the pairs of opposite sides intersect in points

lying in a straight line, let the equation of that straight line

be pa + ^/S + r7 = 0. Then, since

5i^and GE intersect in this line, we have i> + Q'^j + v^ == 0,

GD and AF pm^ + q-\-vm^ = 0,

AEsLudBD pn^ + q% + v=0.

whence

1 I. h
m^ 1, Wg

'^1' n,, 1

= 0. .(3)

as the condition that these points of intersection may lie in

the same straight line. But (2) and (3) are identical. Hence
the proposition is proved.

13. From Pascal's Theorem many interesting conse-

quences may be deduced. Thus, if the point F coincide with
A, D with B, E with G, then AF, BD, GE become the
tangents at ^, jB, G, respectively, and we obtain the theorem
enunciated in Ex. 1, Chap. ii. Again, by supposing D to
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joincide with B, and E with G, we readily obtain the follow-

ing theorem :
" If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral, in-

scribed in a conic, be produced to meet, and likewise the

pairs of tangents at opposite angles of the quadrilateral, the

four points of intersection will lie in the same straight line."

And, by supposing F to coincide with A, we obtain a
geometrical construction, by which, having given five points

of a conic, we can draw a tangent at any one of them. For,

since AF then becomes the tangent at A, we see that, if AE,.
DB be produced to meet in G, AB, EG in H, and GH in-

tersect CD in I, then AI will be the tangent at A.

1. Prove that

a, b, c, d

h, a, d, c

c, d, a, b

d, c, b, a

Examples.

- {a + b + c + d){a - b + c — d){a — b - c + d)(a + b - c - d).

2. If

and that

=A \
= A^..., prove that

G^i Gs
= a.

Gl, C'g, Cg

6*1, 0.2, %

^1, ^2> ^3

Cjj ^2, C3

3. If
6, c

2/, «
=A

and

prove that

6', c'

B,Gf
F,G'

= A',

G,A
C',A'

c', a'

a, b

= B\

'^\a',B'\

= G,

a?* y \

a, b, c
^

a, b', c

X, y, z

(jB^ + 2/^ + a^).
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4. Prove that

5. Prove that

6. Prove that

0, 1, 1, 1, ...

1, 0, a + b, a + c...

1, 6+a, 0, b + c...

1, C+ CT, c + b, 0, ...

abc
/111 \

\a c J

7}i + n — y + z, —y + z — l, —y + z — l

-z + x — niy oi + l-z + Xf -z + x—m
— x + y — rij —x+y — n, l +m— x + y

= 0.

a b+c b+c
6 + c' a ^ a

c+a b c +a
~V ' ^T^* ~b~
a+b a+b c

c ' c ^ a+b

2{a + b + cy

(6 + c)(c + a) (a+b)'

7. Prove that, if

then

8. Prove that

9, Prove that

A, c, b, a

c, B, a, ft

&, a, (7, y
a, b, y, F

0,

A, c, b A, c, a a, A, C

c,B, a c,^,/? = fi,c,B

b, c,G a,A^ y, b, a

(m + 7^)-, n^, m^

W-, (n + If, P

P, m^, {l+mf

= 2 (mn + nl + IrrCf.

a^, a"', a^, a, 1

^. ^\ ^\ A 1

c«, c•^ c^ e, 1

^^ /3^ iS^, ^, 1

€«, .^ €^ ., 1

= ^(a-/8)(a-y)...{(a-^)'-' + (a-yr+...}.
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10. If
a + a + a C + a

X y ^ _ 1

a + y + y c + y

find the values of x, y, z; and prove that

_^ + _2/_ ^ ^_ ^ 1 ^ (a-X)(;8-\)(y-X)

a + \ 6 + X c + X (a + \) {b + X.) (c +\)

also that

(y-a)(a-^)

(« + a)- (6 + a)- (c + a)^ (a + a) (6 + a) (c + a)
*
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CHAPTER IV.

ON THE CONIC REPRESENTED BY THE GENERAL EQUATION

OF THE SECOND DEGREE.

1. We may now proceed to the discussion of the gene-

ral equation of the second degi-ee, which we shall express

under the form,

ua^ + v^^ + wy'' + 2u^y + 2?; 7a + 2w'a/3 = 0.

This we may write, for shortness,
<f>

(a, fi, y) = 0.

This equation, as we have shewn (Art. 1, Chap, il.),

represents a conic section.

2. To find the point in which a straight line, drawn in

a given direction through a given point of the conic, meets the

conic again.

Let /, g, h be the co-ordinates of the given point, a, ^, 7
those of any other point whatever. Then, for all points of

the straight line joining these two, the quantities

a-/ ^-9> y-h

will bear constant ratios to one another. Let these ratios be
denoted hy p : q : r, so that we have

a —/ ^ — <1 y — h—— = =~ =s, suppose.
p q ^ ' rir
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To find where the line again meets the conic, we must
substitute in the equation of the conic

f+ps for a, g-\-qs for yS, h + rs for 7.

We thus get, arranging the result according to ascending

powers of s,

<l> (/ g,h) + 2 {{up + w'q + v'r)/+ (w'p -\-vq + u'r) g

+ {v'p + u'q + wr) h] s +
<f> (p, q, r) s^ = 0.

The two roots of this equation, considered as a quadratic

in s, determine the two points where the line meets the

conic.

Now, since (/, g, h) is, by supposition, a point on the

conic, it follows that (j) (/, g, li) must be itself = 0. Hence,

one of the two values of s, given by the above equation, will

= 0, as ought to be the case, this value corresponding to the

point /, g, h itself The value of s, corresponding to the

other point of intersection, will then be

^ {up + w'q + v'r)f+ {w'p -\-vq + u'r) g + {v'p 4- v!q + wr) h

{p, q. r)

Hence, the values of a, /3, 7, may be determined.

To this value of s, we shall hereafter have occasion to

refer.

3. To find the equation of the tangent at a given point.

If the two points in which a straight line meets the conic

be indefinitely close together, the value of 5, investigated in

Art. 2, must be = 0. This gives

{up + w'q + v'r)f+ {w'p + vq-{- u'r) g + {v'p + u'q + wr) h = 0,

or,

{uf+ IV g + vh)p + {io'f+ vg + u'h) q + (v'/+ ug + wh) r = 0.

Hence, since, for every point on the line required,

<^-f^ ^-g ^ y-h
p q r '
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we get

{uf+ to'g + v'h) a + {wf+ vg + uh) /3 + {v'f-\- ug + luh) y

= 0, since (/, g, h) is a point on the conic.

The tangent, therefore, at (/, g, h) is represented by the

equation

(«*/+ w'g + v'h) a + (w'/-}- vg + uli) fi + (v'f-\- ug + wh) y = 0,

Obs. Those wlio are acquainted with the Differential Calcu-

lus will remark that this equation may be written thus,

4. To find the condition that a given straight line niay

touch the conic.

Let the equation of the given straight line be

loL + wy8 + n<y = 0.

Let (/, g, h) be the co-ordinates of its point of contact

;

then, comparing this with the equation of the tangent just

investigated, we see that we must have

uf-^ w'g -\- v'h _ wf-\- vg + u!h _ v'f+ ug + wh
I m n

Representing each of these equivalent quantities by — k^

we shall have

uf+wg + v'h-\- lk = (1),

'Uj'f+vg +u'h-\-mk = (2),

vf-\- u'g-\-wh-\- nk = (3).

Also, since (/, g, h) is a point on the given line,

lf-hmg-\-nh = (4).
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Eliminating /, g, h, k, between (1), (2), (3), (4), we
obtain

=
u, w', V, I = 0, or d?<f> d'cf, d'<t>

I

w', V, It, m doL'' dad^' dadj'

v', u\ w, n d'4> d'<t> d'cfy

I, m, 71, d^da' d^'' dl3dy'
m

d'(t> d'cj, d'cj>

dyda' dyd^' dr 71

I. m, n,

as the necessary condition that the line (Z, m, n) should

touch the conic ^ (/, g, h) = 0. Expanding the determinant,

this may be written

{vw - u') l^-\-{wu- v"") m' + (iiv - 'w^) It" + 2 {v'w - uu) mn

+ 2 (wV — vv) nl + 2 {u'v' — ww) Im = 0.

5. The coefficients of l^, m\ if, 2mn, 2nl, 2lm, in the

above equation, will be observed to be the several minors of

the determinant

u, %v. v'

w, V, 11

V, u'. w

They will frequently present themselves in subsequent
investigations, and it will be convenient, therefore, to denote
each by a single letter. We shall adopt the following

notation

:

vw — u U, wu — v"'' = V, uv to" = W,

v'w' — uu = U', IV It — vv = V\ uv — luiu =W'.

The condition of tangency investigated in Art. 4 may
then be written,

Ul' + Vm' + Wn' + 2 U'mn + 2 V'nl + 2 W'lm = 0,
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the same condition, it will be observed, as that which must
hold, in order that the point (I, m, n) may lie on the conic

6. To find the condition that the conic may he a parabola.

Since every parabola touches the line at infinity, the con-

dition required will be obtained by writing a, h, c respec-

tively in place of Z, m, n, in the condition of tangency. This
gives, as the necessary and sufficient relation among the
coefficients,

u, w , v\ a =0
w', V, u\ b

v\ u, w, c

a, b, c,

or Ua' + Vb^ + TTc' + 2 U'bc + 2 V'ca + 2 W'ab = 0.

7. To find the condition that the conic may break up into

two straight lines, real or imaginary.

For this purpose it is necessary and sufficient that the

expression <^ (a, yS, 7) should break up into two factors.

The condition for this has been shewn in Art. 11, Chap. ill.

to be
u, w\ V =0
w\ V, u

v', u, w

or uviu + 2uv'w' — uu'^ — vv'"^ — ww'"^ = 0.

8. To find the equation of the polar of a given point.

If through a given point any straight line be drawn
cutting a conic in two points, and at each point of section

a tangent be drawn to the curve, the locus of the intersection

of '(these tangents is the polar of the given point. We pro-

ceed to find the equation of the polar of (/, g, h).

^/I'^^i' '^' /- 5^2' K ^^ *^^ co-ordinates of the points

in wi-ich any straight line drawn through (/, g, h) meets the
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conic. Then, since (/, g, h), (/, g^, h^, {/„ g^, h^) lie in the

same straight line, we have

A9^K - 9A) + 9 (KA - hJd + h (A9. -f.9d = (1)

(see Art. 12, Chap. i.). Again, the equations of the tangents

at (/, g^y h,\ (/,, g^, \) respectively, are

f^{uoL + w'^ + v'i) + g^{w'a + v^ + u'y) + ?t^ (v'a + u'^+ wy) = 0,

f^(ua + w'/3 + v'y) + g^ {wa + v^ + u'y) + h^ (v'a + u'l3+ wy) = 0.

Where these intersect, we have

ua + w'^ + v'y _ w'oL -\-v^ + u'y _ va + u^ -f wy ,»

9tK-9A~ KA-Kfi f292-f.9i

Combining this with equation (1), we get

/{ua. + w'^ + v'y) + g {w'a + v^ + uy) + h (v'a + u^ + wg) =

or (m/+ w'g + v'h) a + (w'f+ vg + u'h) /3 + (v'f-\- u'g + wh)7 = 0,

as a relation which holds at the intersection of the tangents
;

and which, since it is independent of the values of/^, g^, \\
/g, ^2' ^h > i^^st be the equation of the locus of the point of

intersection of the tangents drawn at the extremities of any
chord passing through (/, g, h), that is, it is the equation of

the polar of (/, g, h).

It may also be written,

It will be remarked that this equation is identical in form
with that already investigated for the tangent at a point

(f, g, h) of the curve. In fact, when the point (/, g, h) is on
the curve, the polar and the tangent become identical.

9. To find the co-ordinates of the pole of a given straight

line.

Let the equation of the given straight line ^

la + 111^ + ny =0.
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If (/, g, h) be the co-ordinates of its pole, we must have,

applying the equation just investigated for the polar of

uf-¥ 'u/g + v'h _ wf-^ vg 4- u'h _ vf-h ug + wh
I m n

Putting each member of these equations = — k, we get

^/+ '^'9 + ^'^^ + ^^' = 0,

w'f-\- vg + u'h + mk = 0,

^/+ '^'9 + w^^ + nk =0,

whence

/ 9 h

w\ v\ I u\ w\ m v\ u, n
V, u, m w, v\ n u, w\ I

u\ w, n V , u, I w\ V, m
These equations, together with

af+ hg + ch = 2A,

determine the co-ordinates of the pole. They may also be
wiitten

/ g h

Ul + W'm + V'n ~ W'l + Vm + U'n ~ V'l + U'm + Wn

'

10. To find the equation of the pair of tangents drawn to

the conicfrom a given external point.

Consider the equation

<f>
(a, ^,i) + k {(w/+ w'g + vh) a + (w'/+ vg + u'h) ^

+ {vf+ug-\-wh)ryY = 0,

where k is an arbitrary constant.

This, being of the second degree in a, /3, 7, represents a
conic ; and meets the conic <ji (a, /3, 7) = in the two points

in which that conic meets the line

('«/+ w'g + v'h) a + {w'f-\- vg + u'h) yS + {vf+ u'g + wh) 7 = 0,
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and in these points only. Hence since two conies in general

intersect in four points, it follows that in this case the four

points of intersection coincide two and two, that is, the conies

touch one another at the two points where they meet the

above-mentioned line, or have double contact with each other.

The arbitrary constant k may be determined by making
the conic pass through any assigned, point. Suppose now
that the conic is required to pass through the point (/, g, h),

of which the line of contact is the polar. This gives, for the

determination of k, the condition

<f> (/ g,h)-{-k {{uf+wg + vh)f+ {w'f+ vg + u'h) g

-\-(vy-\-ug+wh)hY=0,

whence k = — -r-j-?. tn •

</> (/ g. h)

Hence the equation

(^ (/ g, h) (j) {a, /5, 7) - ((w/+ w'g + v'h) a

+ («;/+ vg + u'h) 13 + {v'f + ug + wh) r^Y = 0,

represents the curve of the second degree, passing through
the point (/, g, h) and touching the conic </> (a, yS, 7) = 0, at

the points where the polar of this point intersects it. But
this curve must evidently be coincident with the two tangents
drawn from that point to the given conic <^ (a, yS, 7) = 0.

This equation may be put under another form, for the
coeflficient of 0^ will be found, by actual expansion, to be

u (uf^ + vg^ + wh^ 4- 2u'gh + 2v'hf-\- ^w'fg)

- (uY" +wY + v"h' + 2vWgh + 2uv'hf+ 2uw'fg)

= (uv — w'^) g^ + {wu — v'^^) h^ 4- 2 {uii — v'w) gh

= Wg'+Vh'-2U'gh.

That of 2/57 is

u{ufi + vg^-\-wh:' + 2ugh + 2v'hf-^-2wyg)

— {w'f-\- vg + u%) {v'f-\- ug + wh)

= {uu' — v'w')f^ + {u''^ — vw) gh + {u'v — ww') hf+ (w'u' — vv)fg

^^Tj'f-Ugh+W'hf+Vfg.
F. 6
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Similar expressions holding for the coefficients of /3*, 7^
27a, 2a/3, we obtain the equation of the two tangents under
the form

( Wg'+ Vh'- 2 U'ghy^{ Uh'-\- Wf-2V'hf)^' +(Vf^ /7/- 2 W'fg)-/

- 2 (UT + Ugh - W'hf- V'fg) ^y
- 2 (Fy + Vhf- U'fg - W'gh) 7a

- 2
(
WV+ Wfg - V'gh - U'hf) a^ = 0.

If the point (/, g, h) be within the conic, these two tan-

gents will be imaginary.

11. To find the co-ordinates of the centre.

Since the two tangents drawn at the extremities of any
chord passing through the centre, are parallel to each othpr,

it follows that the polar of the centre is at an infinite distance,

and may therefore be represented by the equation

aa + bjS + crY = 0.

Hence, if a, /3, 7, be the co-ordinates of the centre, we
obtain, by an investigation similar to that of Art. 9,

ua -f- w'^ + v'y + ak = 0,

w'a + V/S + u'y + bk=0,

v'cL + u'^ +wy + ck = 0,

.(A).

Hence,

or

a /3 7 k

w', v\ a u', w', b v\ u\ c u, w', v'

V, u', h w, v\ c u, w\ a w', V, v!

u\ w, c v\ u, a w', V, b V', 11 , w

^
Ua + W'b + V'c W'a+Vb+ U'c V'a + U'b + Wc

^ k

uvw + 2u'v'w' — uu'* — vv'* — ww'^

'

These equations determine the centre.
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12. To find the equation of the asyiaptotes.

83

Writing a, ^, 7, for /, g, h, in the investigation of Art.

10, and paying regard to equations (A) of Art. 11, the
asymptotes will be found to be represented by the equation

<^ (a, ^, 7) (^ (a, /3, 7) - {{aa + b^ + cyf] ¥ = 0,

or
<i>

(a, 'B> 7) </> («, yS, 7) - (2A)-^ ¥ = 0.

But, multiplying equations (A) in order by a, yS', 7, and
adding, we get

<f>
(a, ^, 7) 4- 2A . A; = 0.

Hence the asymptotes may be represented by the equa-
tion

(/,(«, /3, 7) -</>(«,?, 7) = 0,

or <^(a, A 7) + 2A.A; = 0,

which may be put under the homogeneous form

{aoL + h^+ cy) 4> (a, /3, 7) + k {aa +b^ + cyf = 0.

But, by the final result of Art. 11, it may be seen that

aa-i-bS + cy ^ __ Ud' + Vb' +Wc' + 2U'bc + 2 V'ca + 2 W'ab

k
~

uvw -\- 2u'v'w' — uu''^ — vv"^ — ww'^
'

whence the equation of the asymptotes becomes

(
Ua' + Vb' + TTc^ + 2 U'bc + 2 V'ca + 2 W'ab) cf> (a, /8, 7)

— {iww + 2uvw' — uu^ — vv"^ — ww"^) (aa + 6/3 + cyf = 0.

This may also be written under the form

(aa-\-b/3-\-cyy = 0.u, w\ v, a <^(«,A7) + % w\ V

w , V, u', b W , V, u

V , u , w, c V, U, 10

a, b, c,

6—2
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Cor. It appears, from the preceding investigation, that

if a, yS, 7 be the co-ordinates of the centre of the conic repre-

sented by the equation

<t>
(a, 13, 7) = ua^ -f v/S^ + wy' -I- 2ii'l3y + 2vr^a + 2w'a/3 = 0,

then (j) (a, ^, 7) =

u, w\ v'

W', V, 11 4Z

v\ u\ w
u, w\ V, a

w\ V, id, h

v\ u\ w, c

a, h, c,

13. To find the condition that the conic may he a rect-

angular hyperbola.

If the equations of the asymptotes be

la -\- 77^/3 -t- W7 = 0,

I'a +m^ -\- n'y = 0,

the condition of their perpendicularity is

ir +mm + nn — (mn + m'n) cos A — {nV + n'l) cos B

— {Im' + I'm) cos 0=0.

Writing, for shortness,

Ua' + F6^ + Wc' + 2 U'hc + 2 Tea + 2 W'ah =A
uvw + 2uv'w' — uu^ — vv"^ — ww'^ = A",

we see, by reference to Art. 12, that

IV _ mm' _ nn!

Du-Ka^ ~ Dv-Kh' " JD^-l^'

_ J {mm' + m'n)
__ J {nl' -f n'l) _ J {Im' + I'm)

~ Du'-Kbc' ~ Dv' - Kca ~ Dw - Kab
'
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Hence the required condition is

D{u + v + w — 2u cos A - 2v cos B - 2w' cos C)

-KifC'+y + c'- 2bc cos A - 2ca cos B - 2ab cos G)=0.

Now a^ + 6^ + c^ — 26c cos A — 2ca cos B — 2ab cos =
identically, hence the required condition becomes

u-\-v -\-w — 2u cos A — 2v' cos B — 2w' cos C = 0.

CoR. It hence appears, that the condition that the

conic

u'^y + v'rya + w'a/3 = 0,

described about the triangle of reference, may be a rectan-

gular hyperbola, is

u' cos A + v cos B+w' cos (7=0;

that is, the conic must pass through the point determined

by the equations

a cos A = ^ cos jB = 7 cos C.

This point (see Art. 5, Chap. I.) is the point of inter-

section of the perpendiculars let fall from each angular point

of the triangle on the opposite side. Hence we obtain the

following elegant geometrical proposition, that every rectangu-

lar hyperbola described about a given triangle passes through

the point of intersection of the perpendicidars let fall from
each angular point of the triangle on the opposite side.

Again, if u, v', w be all = 0, the condition is

t* -t- V -f w = 0,

proving that, if the equation

UOi' -I- v^^ -f wrf =

represent a rectangular hjrperbola, the curve will pass through

the four points for which

a = y5 = 7, — a = /3 = 7, a = — ^8 = 7, a = /8 = — 7.
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In other words, if a rectangular hyperbola he so described

that each angular point of a given triangle is the pole, vnth

respect to it, of the opposite side, it will pass through the

centres of the four circles which touch the three sides of the

triangle.

14. To investigate the conditions that the general equatio^i

of the second degree shall represent a circle.

The property of the circle, which we shall assume as the

basis of our investigation, is the following : that if, through
any point, chords be drawn cutting a circle, the rectangle,

contained by their segments, is invariable.

Suppose then, that the curve, represented by the equa-

tion

cut

uol' + v/S' + wrf + 2w'/S7 + 2i; 7a + 2'M;'ayS = 0,

BG in 6j, c,, GA in c^, a^, AB in a^, b^

Fig. 17.

then, if this curve be a circle,

Ac,.Aa, = Aa^.A b„ Ba, . Bb, = Bb, . Bc„ Gb^ . Gc, = Gc, . Ga,
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Let h, h' be the respective distances of c^, a^ from AB
;

g, g' those of a^, b^ from AG : then multiplying the first of

the above three equations by sin*^ A, we get

hh' = gg\

Now A, li are the two values of 7 obtained by putting

/S = in the equation of the conic section, bearing in mind
that, when yS = 0,

aa + C7 = 2A,

This gives, for the determination of 7, the equation

u {cy - 2^Y + wa'-y + 2av 7 (2A - 07) = ;

whence, by the theory of equations,

u . 4A^
M' =

tfcc""' + wd^ — Iv'ca

'

a- -1 1 /
W.4A'

Similarly, grgf =—

5

70 T-n •

Hence, since Ac^. Aa^ = Aa^. Ah^, we obtain

uc- + wa^ — 2v'ca = va^ + wfe*^ - 2w'ah.

Similarly, from the condition

' Ba^.Bb^ = Bb,.Bc,

we find va^ + ub"^ — 2w a6 = w6^ + vc^ — 2ubc.

The condition Gb^ . Gc^ = Gc^ . Ga^

gives t(;6'' + vc^ — 2i*'6c = uc^ + wa'^ — 2?;'ca,

which also follows from the preceding two equations. Hence
the equations

wb^ + v(? — %ibc = m^ -h wd^ — Ixi'ca — vd^ + ub^ — 2w'ab

are necessary conditions that the given equation should re-

present a circle ; and, since they are two in number, they are
sufficient.
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15. To determine the intersection of a circle with the

line at infinity.

Since, at every point in the line at infinity,

cia + 6y8 + C7 = 0,

we shall have

2 _ CyOL + hoL^

a '

^ 2 _. h^y + ayoL

c

Substituting these values in the equation

uol' + v^''' + wy" + 2i//37 + 2?; 7a + 2ii;'a/3 =
we get

vc

h

.
. /^ , uh va\ ^

or, multiplying by abc,

(2u'bc — vc^ — w¥) a^y + (2v'ca - wd^ — wc^) 67a

+ {2m'ab - ub^ — va^) ca/3 = 0,

which, if the conic be a circle, reduces to

ajSy -f t-, a + cajS = 0,

shewing that every circle intersects the line at infinity in the

same two points as the circle described about the triangle of

reference ; that is, all circles intersect the line at infinity in

the same two points. These points are, of course, imaginary.

From this it follows that every circle may be represented

in either of the following forms,

aBy + bycL + caB + {Iol + m^ + ny) {aoL -\-b^ + cy) = 0,

sin2^.a''-fsin25./3' + sin2C.7'+(\a+/^/S + i/7)(a2+6y8+c7)=0.
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16. It may be shewn, by a geometrical investigation

similar to that in Art. 14, that if p^, p^, p^ be the semi-diame-

ters of the conic respectively parallel to the sides of the

triangle of reference,

p/ (wl)^ + vc^ - 2u'bc) = p^ {uc^ + lua^ - 2v'ca)

= pg^ (va^ + uh'^ — 2w'ab).

Hence, if two conies be similar and similarly situated,

the values of the ratios denoted by

w¥ + vc^ — 2iibc : uc^ + wa^ — 2v'ca : va^ + ub^ - 2w'ab

must be the same for both.

Hence, also, by reasoning similar to that employed in

Art. 15, it follows that all conies, similar and similarly

situated to each other, intersect in the same two points in the

line at infinity.

These points will be real, coincident, or imaginary, accord-

ing as the conies are hyperbolas, parabolas, or ellipses.

If the conies, in addition to being similar and similarly

situated, are also concentric, they will touch one another at

the two points where they meet the line at infinity.

17. To find the radical axis of two similar and similarly

situated conies.

By multiplying the equation of one of two given conies

by an arbitrary constant, and adding it to the equation of the

other given conies, we obtain the general equation of the
system of conies passing through their four points of inter-

section. By suitably determining the arbitrary constant, we
may make this equation represent any one of the three pairs

of straight lines passing through these four points. In the
case, therefore, in which the two conies are similar and
similarly situated, it must be possible so to determine the
constant that the left-hand member of the equation may
break up into two factors, one which equated to zero re-
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presents the line at infinity, and the other the radical axis.

Hence, if

2ta' -I- v/3' + W7" + 2w'yS7 + 2v 7a + 2w'a/3 = 0,

pa' + q^"" + rr/ + 2p'^-f + 2^'7a + 2r a^ = 0,

be the equations of two similar and similarly situated conies,

it must be possible to determine the arbitrary multiplier k,

so that

{u + kp) «'-(?; + kq) /S' -h {w + kr) rf

+ 2 (if' + kp) /37 + 2 {v + kq) 7a + 2 [w + kr) a/3

identically.

This gives, equating the coefficients of (^y, ya, a/3,

c b
2 {ii + kp') = {v-hkq) ^ + {w-{- kr)

^ ,

2 {v + A^g') = [lu + kr) - + {u + kp) -
,

C 0/

2 [w' + kr) = {u+kp)- + {v + kq) ^ ;

wh^- + vc'^ — 2w'6c _ ifc' + wa^ — 2vca
'''

rlf^- qe - "ijhc
^ ~pc' 4- m' - 2q'ca

_ va^ + ub^ — 2w'ab
~~ ~

'qob' -{pb'^-2rab
'

(The identity of these three values of k is ensured by the

condition of similarity already investigated.)

k may also be written

u V w u v' w'

a* 6' c' be ca ab

a^ b^ c^ be ca ab
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Hence, the equation of the radical axis becomes

ua v^ wy pa. q^ ry

a c a c

u V w u V w p q r p q r

a^ h^ c^ he ca ah a^ U^ & be ca ab

18. As an example of the application of this formula we
may take the following theorem. The nine-point eircle of a
triangle {that is, the cirele whieh passes through the middle
points of its sides) touches each of the four circles which touch

the three sides of the tiiangle.

Suppose that Xa + /x/3 + z/7 =

is the equation of the radical axis of the inscribed and nine-

point circles. The equation of the nine-point circle will then
be (see Chap. ii. Art. 10),

a' (s - af a' + b'{s- bf ^' -h c' {s - cf y'

- 2bc (s ~b){s- c) /3y - 2ca {s -c){s - a) 7a

- 2ab (.9 -a){s- b) ajS + (Kol + yu/3 + vy) {aa + b/3 + cy) = 0.

If this represent the nine-point circle, it must be satisfied

when a = and b^ = cy. Hence

{s-by + {s-cY-2{s-b){s-c) + 2{^^-''\=0,

Similarly

Similarly

or f + !^ = (*r>\be 2

V _^X (c — or)

c'^ a~ 2 '

y

X u. {a-b)\
a'^b ~ 2

'

2X, (c-ay + (a-by--{b-cy
a 2

= {a-b){a-c);

X = ia(a — b){a-c).

M-
= \b{b-c){b-a\

i' = -|c {c-a){c-h).
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This gives, for the equation of the radical axis,

0—c c—a a—o
Now, to ascertain whether this touches the inscribed circle,

we have, applying the condition of Chap. II. Art. 9, to in-

vestigate the value of

b — c ..A c — a „5 a — h „(7

or ^^ ((6 - c) (s - a) + (c - a){s -h) -^ (a-b)(s- c)],

which is 0. Hence, the radical axis touches the inscribed

circle, and therefore the inscribed and nine-point circles touch
one another. Similarly, it may be proved that the nine-point

circle touches each of the escribed circles.

19. The equation of the nine-point circle may be de-

duced by substituting the above values of X, fx, v, or (perhaps

more neatly) by expressing the fact that the curve

wa' + v^^ + W7' + 2u'/3y + 2v'7a + 2w'a/3 =

passes through the middle points of the sides of the triangle,

and combining the equations thus obtained with those inves-

tigated in Art. 14. The former gives

w'' + w¥ + 2uhc = 0,

wd^ + tic^-^ 2vca — 0,

uh' + vd' + 2w'ah = 0.

Hence, by Art. 14, u'bc = v'ca = wah.

Supposing u — — a, we get

V w _2a
W^&'bc'

with two similar equations, whence

u _b^ + c^ - a^ _2cosA
^

a? abc a '

.*. u = 2acosA.
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Hence, the nine-point circle is represented by the equation

a co^A.o^ + hco^B.^^ + c cosjO . y^ — a^y — hya — oa/3 = 0.

Cor. It hence appears that the nine-point circle passes

through the points of intersection of the circumscribed and

self-conjugate circles, or has a common radical axis with them.

20. We have investigated, in Art. 10, the equation of

the pair of tangents drawn to the conic from a given point

(fy 9y ^)- If these two tangents be at right angles to one

another, they may be regarded as the limiting form of a

rectangular hyperbola, and must therefore satisfy the equa-

tion investigated in Art. 13. This, therefore, gives as the

locus of the intersection of two tangents at right angles to

one another

Wg'' + V}i'-Wgh+Uh^+Wf-'2V'hf+Vp+Ug''-^W'fg
+ ^{U'f -f Ugh-V'fg - W'hf) cos^

-f 2 (
V'g' + Vhf- W'gh - JJ'fg) cos B

-1- 2
(
WK'^ + Wfg - U'hf- V'gh) cos (7=0.

This may be shewn (see Art. 15) to represent a circle, as

we know ought to be the case.

This equation may also be expressed in the following

form

:

{af-^ hg + ch) ( ^^— /+
^

g

U+ F+2Tf'cosO

Ua'+Vb'+Wc'+2 U'bc+2 V'ca+2 W'ab

abc
yagh+bhf-hcfg)=0.

If the conic be a parabola, then (see Art. 6) this breaks

up into two factors, one of which is the line at infinity ; and
the other must represent the directrix, since that is the locus

of the point of intersection of two tangents to a parabola at

right angles to one another.

The appearance of the line at infinity as a factor in the

result in this case may be explained as follows : Every para-
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bola touches the line at infinity, and this line also satisfies

the algebraical condition of being perpendicular to any line

whatever, since, whatever I, m, n may be,

al+bm+cn — {b7i+cm) cosA — {cl+an)cosB—{am+hl)cosC=0,

identically.

It therefore will form a part of the locus of the inter-

section of two tangents at right angles to one another, the

two tangents being the line at infinity itself, and any other

tangent whatever.

The directrix of the parabola is therefore represented by
the equation

V+W-\-2U'cosA W+U-{- 2F' cos B ^
a-f-

-J

^
a b

U+V+2W'co^C
H 7 = 0.

c

21. To find the magnitude of the axes of the conic.

Let a, /3, 7 be the co-ordinates of the centre ; and, for

shortness' sake, put

a-a = x, /3-^=2/, 7-7 = -^.

Then if r be the semi-diameter drawn from the centre to

a, ^, 7> we have (see Art. 3, Chap, i.)

r'* = vx'a (^ cos A.x^ + bcosB .'if + c cos C /), (1).

Again, from the equation of the conic,

= <f>(a,^,ry) =
(f)

(a + x, '^-\-y, y + z)

=
<f)

(a, /3, 7) + 2x {uoL + w'^ 4- v'r^)

+ 2y (w'oL + vyS + tt'7) -f 2z {va + u^ + wy)

+ </> (^, y, z)-

Now, by Art. 11 of the present chapter,

UOL + w'^ + v'y _ w'a + v^ + uy _ vol -\- u'§ -{- wy
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^Also^ + 6?/ + C2: = a (a - a) + 6 (/S - /6^) + c(7 - 7) = . . . (2)

:

^^^P .-. (j> {oc, y,z) = -<f> (a, ^, 7),

V or, ux^ + vy"^ + wz^ + 2iiyz + 2v'2^a; + 2w'xy

u, w', v'

w', V, u'

u, w
(2A)'

u, w', V, a

w , V, u\ b

v', u, iV, c

a, b, c,

.(3).

(See Art. 12, Cor.)

Now the semi-axes are the greatest and least values of

the semi-diameter. We have then to make

abc
,^2^ a cos A. of -i- b cos B .

y'^
-{- c cos G .z^ (4)

a maximum or minimum, x, y, z being connected by the

relations (2) and (3).

Multiply (2) by the indeterminate multiplier 2/^, (4) by
X, adding them to (3), differentiating, and equating to zero

the coefficients of each differential, we get

ux 4- w'y + v'z + \a cos A .x-\- tia = 0\

w'x -\-vy + u z -f- \b cos B . y -^^ fjbb = 0\ (5).

vx + iiy + luz -f- \c cos G . z + lie = 0\

Multiplying these equations in order by x, y, z, and add-

ing, we get

abc

u, w', V

w', V, u

v', u, w
u, w\ v'y a

w, V, u', b

V, u, w, c

a, 6, c, 1
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Substituting this value of \ in equations (5), and elimi-

nating X, y, z, fjL from the equations combined with (2), we

obtain the following quadratic for the determination of -^ :

/as cos J.
-.). -w,

-w, I
hs cos B

.)

-V,

-u',

'cs COS G, /cs COS G \

b, ' c,

where s is written for

u, w', v

abc W, V, u

v', u', w
u, w', v\ a

w , V, u', b

?/, u\ w, c

a, b, c, ol

1

This equation determines the semi-axes.

22. To find the area of the conic.

In the above equation, the coefficient of ~ is

— abcs^ {a cos B cos G+b cos G cos A + c cos A cos B),

which is equal to

(sin A cos BcosG-\- sinB cob G cos A

+ sin G cos A cos B)

2A

a'b'cV

2A
sin A sin BsmG= — 4A'^

. si
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The term independent of r^ is

r u, w, v\ a

W, V, ii\ h

v', u', w, c

a, b, c,

Hence the product of the two values of r^ is

4AV
u, w\ v\

w\ V, u,

v', u\ w,

a, 6, c,

a

h

c

The area of the conic is, therefore,

27rAahc

u, w , V

w', V, It

v', u\ w
u, w\ V, — a

w\ V, u', -b
V, u\ w, -c
c, 6, c,

From the above investigation may be obtained the crite-

rion which determines whether the conic be an ellipse or

hyperbola. For, in the hyperbola, the two values of r' have
opposite signs, hence the curve will be an ellipse or hyper-
bola according as

u, w\ V, a

w', V, u, b

V, u\ w, c

a, b, c,

is negative or positive ; or according as

Ua' + Vb' + Fc'^ -t- 2 f7'6c + 2 V'ca + 2W'ab

is positive or negative.

F.
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Examples.

1. Each angular point of a triangle is joined with each of

two given points
;
prove that the six points of intersection of the

joining lines with the opposite sides of the triangle lie in a conic.

2. A conic is described, touching three given straight lines

and passing through a given point
;
prove that the locus of it

centre is a conic.

Express, in geometrical language, the position of the given

point relatively to the straight lines, in order that the locus of

the centre may be a circle.

Also find the locus of the given point, in order that the locus

of the centre may be a rectangular hyperbola.

3. Four circles are described, so that each of the four tri-

angles, formed by each three of four given straight lines, is self-

conjugate with respect to one of them
;
prove that the four circles

have a common radical axis.

/ 4. If A, B, C, A', B\ C be six points, such that the straight

) lines B'C, CA\ A'B\ are the several polars of the points A, B,G^
with respect to a given conic, prove that

The three straight lines AA\ BB ^ CC\ intersect in a point

;

and that

The points of intersection of BC with B'C\ CA with C'A\ AB
with A'B\ lie in a straight line.

5. If two triangles circumscribe a conic, their angular points

lie on another conic.

6. The equation of a conic circumscribing the triangle of

reference, and having its semi-diameters parallel to the sides equal

to rj, r^, r^, respectively, is

a b

Ty^a ?vy8 r-i^y

= 0.
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7. A conic always touches the sides of a given triangle

;

prove that, if the sum of the squares on its axes be given, the

locus of its centre is a circle, the centre of which is the point of

intersection of the perpendiculars let fall from the angular points

of the triangle on tlie opposite sides.

8. If 6 be the angle between the asymptotes of the conic,

represented by the general equation of the second degree, prove

that

4 0, sin J, sin i>, sin C

sin A, u, w', v'

sin 5, w\ V, u

sin C, v', u\ w

9. The two circular points at infinity may be represented by
the equations,

— (u + v + w; — 2u' cos A — '2v' cos B
-2w' cos Cyt&n- 6=^0.

-V-ic

.V-w _

10. Prove that the area of a conic inscribed in the triangle of

reference is to the area of the triangle as 27r is to , + -^ + , , where
di d.2 %

d^, d.2, d-i are the lengths of the semi-diameters parallel to a^ h, c

respectively.

11. The internal and external bisectors of the angle BAC of

the triangle of reference meet the side BC in L^, Z^, respectively;

M^, M.,, JV^, xV^ are points similarly taken on the sides CA, AB
respectively: circles are described on L^L.^, M^M.^, J^iJ^o as

diameters
;
prove that these circles have a common radical axis,

whose equation is
*

(6^ — C-) bca + ((f - a?) ca/3 + (a- - b-) aby = 0.

12. Prove that the circumscribed circle, the self-conjugate

circle, and the nine-point circle of a triangle, Iiave a common
radical axis.

13. Prove that twice the square on the tangent, drawn from
any external point to the nine-point circle, is equal to the sum of

the squares on the tangents, drawn from the same point to the
circumscribed and self-conjugate circles.

7—2
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CHAPTER V.

TRIANGULAR CO-ORDINATES.

1. We shall now give a concise account of a system of

co-ordinates which differs from that which has been the

subject of the preceding chapters in assigning a slightly

different interpretation to the co-ordinates. In the system
which we are about to explain, the position of a point P is

considered as determined by the ratios of the areas of the tri-

angles PBG, PGA, PAB, to the triangle of reference ABC,
If these quantities be denoted by the letters x, y, z, they will

be connected by the identical relation

X -\- y -^ z = l.

2. In this method, as in that of trilinear co-ordinates,

an equation of the first degree represents a straight line,

and one of the second degree a conic.

Again, since x : aoL :: y : b^ :: z : cy, it follows that if

the same straight line be represented in the two systems by
the equations

la + m^ + 717 = 0,

I'x -i- my + n'z = Q\

:. I : I'a :: m : m'h :: n : nc.

Hence we may pass from any relation among the coeffi-

cients in the trilinear system to that in the present one, by
writing la, mb, nc, for I, m, n, respectively. Similarly, in

conies, we may pass from any such formula to the corre-

sponding one, by writing

ud\ vb"^, w&, u'bc, v'ca, lu'ab, for u, v, w, u', v', tv

.
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And, since U = vw — u^,

101

we must write for U, h^c^U, and similarly for V and Tf,

Also, since U' = v'w' — uu,

we must wi-ite for U', a^bcU', and similarly for V and W,
b'caV, c'abW.

Hence we obtain the following synopsis of formulae

:

The straight lines drawn through the angular points of a

triangle, bisecting the opposite sides, are represented by

y — z = 0, z — x = 0, x — y = 0.

The internal bisectors of the angles, by

be c a a

The perpendiculars, by

1/ cot B — z cot C= 0, z cot G — 00 cot ^ = 0,

o) cotA — y cot B=0.

The distance between two points, by

{a' {y - y') (^' -^)-\-h\z- z) {x -x) + d'{x- x') {y' - y)]^

or by

^Qf^c'-d'){x-xy+{c'+a'-b%y-y'f-\-{o^-Vb'-c'){z-zy]^

The condition of parallelism of the straight lines

Ix + my + *i^ = 0, I'x +my + nz = 0, is

1, I, r =0,

1, m, m'

1, ?i, ?i'

or mn — m'n + 7z^' — n'l + ^w' — I'm = 0.
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The condition of perpendicularity,

2/ra' + 2mnib' + 2nnc^ - {mn + mn) {h^ + c' - a")

- (nt + n'l) (c' + a' - h^)

- (Im + I'm) (a* + U' - c') = 0,

or {{I - m) {I' - 71 ) +{l- n) (Z' - m')} a^

+ [{m - n) (m - 1') + {m-l) (m - n)] V

+ [{n - I) (n - m) + {n - m) [n - I')} c' = 0.

The perpendicular distance from the point [x, y, z) to the

line Ix + my + nz = 0, is

(Ix -\- my + nz) 2A

{(I -m)(l- n) a^ + (m -n)(m- 1) ¥ + (n - 1) {n - m) c'}-

'

The line at infinity will be represented hy x-\- y + z = 0,

3. Again, in conies we have the following formulae

:

The conic will be a parabola, if

u, w', v,l
1

= 0,

w\ V, u\ 1

V, w', w, 1

1, 1, 1,
i

or if U+V+W +W + 2V' +2Tr' = 0.

A rectangular hyperbola, if

ita' + vb^ + ^vc' - u {If + c' - a") - v {c" + a' - If)

-w{a^ + })'-c') = 0,

or {u + II —V— w) a^ •{ {v -\- V — w — u) Jf

+ {w + w -id -v)c'=0.

A circle, if

v +w—2u w-hu—2v' u + v — 2w'
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r
The centre is given by

X y
W, V, 1

V, u, 1

u\ w, 1

or

u, w

,

w, V,

v', u,

y

v\ u', 1

u, w\ 1

w\ V, 1

The equation of the asymptotes is

<^ C^-, y, z) -h u, w', v

w\ V, 11

V, u, w

W+U'+V"

{x + y + zf = 0.

The radical axis of two circles

ux^ + vy^ + wz^ + 2uyz 4- 2vzx + 2wxy = 0,

px^ + qy^ + rz^ + 2p'yz -{ 2qzx + 2rxy = 0,

is represented by the equation

ILK + vy-\-wz _ px + qy-\-rz

u, w v\ 1

w', V, u, 1

V, u, w, 1

1, 1, 1,

u-\-v + w —u—v—w p + q + r —p —q—r

The circular points at infinity by

X ^\/~\By ^sJ~\Cz--=€ f=€a c

The inscribed circle by

{s--arx' + (s-byy'-h{s-cyz'

— 2 (s — h) {s — c)yz — 2(s — c)(s — a)zx — 2{s — a){s — h) xy = 0.

The square on the tangent from the point x, y, z to the

circle iia^ +. . .+ 2%yz +. . . =0 is

£^2 ^ ^2
_J.

p2

\ —, ;

J iua? -\-vy^+wz^+2u'yz+ 2vzx+ 2wocy),

Other formulae may be adapted in a similar manner.
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CHAPTER VI.

RECIPKOCAL POLARS.

1. The theory of Reciprocal Polars, which will be

treated of in this chapter, discusses the relations which
exist between systems of points and straight lines which are

the poles and polars of each other with regard to any conic

;

and shews how from the properties of a curve, regarded as

the locus of a moving point, may be deduced those of another

curve which is always touched by the polar of this moving
point with regard to a fixed conic. The theory is especially

valuable when the conic, with respect to which the poles and
polars are taken, is a circle.

2. The polar of the point of intersection of two given

straight lines is the straight line which joins the poles

of those straight lines. This will readily be seen to follow

geometrically from the definitions of a pole and polar ; or it

may be analytically proved thus.

Let the two straight lines be represented by the equations

;ja + w^/3 + 71,7 = (1),

l^a + m^l3-\-n^y==0 (2).

At their point of intersection, we have

« ^ /3 ^ 7
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The pedlar of this with respect to

to which form every conic may, by suitable choice of the

triangle of reference, be reduced, is represented by the equation

{m,n^ - m^n^) La + {n^l, - nj^) M/S + {l^m^ - l^m^) Ny = 0.. .(3).

But the poles of (1) and (2) with respect to the same
conic are given by

Both these points lie on the line (3). Hence the propo-

sition is proved.

8. If a point move in any manner whatever, its polar

will move in a manner dependent upon the motion of the

point, and the curve which the polar always touches (its

envelope, as it is called) will have certain definite relations to

the path traced out by the point. The locus of the moving
point and the envelope of its polar, are called the polar

reciprocals of one another. The use of the word reciprocal

arises from the fact, which we proceed to demonstrate, that

the locus of the point may be generated from the envelope

of its polar, in the same manner as the latter curve was
generated from the former. For shortness' sake we shall

denote the two curves by the letters L and E.

Let P, P' be any two points on L, the pole Q of the

chord PP' will be the point of intersection of the correspond-

ing tangents to E (that is, of the two tangents to E which
are the polars of P, P' with respect to the conic). Now let P'

move along L up to P, then PP' ultimately becomes the tan-

gent to Z at P ; moreover the polars of P and P' approach
indefinitely near to coincidence, and their point of intersection

Q will ultimately be a point on E. But Q is the pole of PP\
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hence the polar of any point on E is a tangent to L. That
is, if a point move along E, its polar will envelope L. In
other words, L may be generated from E, as E was from L.

In this consists the reciprocity of the curves.

The process of generating E from L, or L from E, is

called reciprocating L or E.

4. If the curve L be cut by any straight line whatever,
the polars of the several points of intersection will be the

several tangents of E, drawn through the pole of the cutting

line. And conversely, the several tangents drawn to L from
any point will have for their poles the several points in which
E is intersected by the polar of that point.

If any two curves be reciprocated, the polar of any point

common to both will be a common tangent to the reciprocal

curves, and the pole of any tangent common to both will be
a point of intersection of the reciprocal curves. Hence any
two curves will have as many points of intersection as their

reciprocals have common tangents, and as many common
tangents as their reciprocals have points of intersection.

If the curves touch one another, then two of their points

of intersection coincide ; and consequently the two corre-

sponding tangents to the reciprocal curves will coincide,

and therefore the reciprocal curves will also touch one an-

other.

5, From what has been said above, it will be seen

that the total number of tangents, real or imaginary, which
can be drawn to E or L from any point (not on the curve

itself) is equal to the total number of points, real or imagi-

nary, in which L or E is cut by any straight line, not a tan-

gent to it.

A curve, to which n tangents can be drawn through the

same point, is said to be of the ?i*'' class, and we may therefore

express the above proposition by saying that the degree of a

curve is the same as the class of its reciprocal, and the class

of a curve the same as the degree of its reciprocal.
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6. The number of tangents, real or imaginary, which

can be drawn to a conic from a given point is known to be

two. Hence, the reciprocal of a conic is intersected by a

given straight line in two points, real or imaginary, and is

therefore of the second degree, that is, it is itself a conic.

7. This proposition may also be proved analytically as

follows.

Def. The conic with respect to which the poles and
polars are taken is called the auxiliary conic.

We have seen (Art. 15, Chap, il.) that any two conies

may be expressed by equations involving the squares of the

variables only. Let then the auxiliary conic be denoted by

La' + M^' + Nr^' = (1),

and the conic to be reciprocated by

Za^ + 7/i;8^ + 717^ = (2)..

If (/, g, h) be any point on the required curve, its polar

with respect to (1) will be given by the equation

LfoL + Mg^ + N1ifi = 0.

In order that this may touch (2) we must have (see Art.

16, Chap. II.)

^-r + ~g'+^-Ji' = (3).
I ^ m ^ n ^

'

(3), regarding/, g, h as current co-ordinates, is therefore the

reciprocal of (2) with respect to (1).

CoR. It hence appears that the three points which form

a conjugate triad for two given conies, will also form a con-

jugate triad for the reciprocal of one with respect to the

other.

8. To find the polar reciprocal of the conic

uoL^ + vf^"" + lui' + 2w'/37 + 2yVa 4- 2w;'a/8 =

with respect to

a'^ + /3^ + 7' = 0.
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[The conic, a' + /S'^ + 7" = 0, is imaginary, but the analy-

tical process of finding the pole of a given straight line, or

the polar of a given point, may be equally well performed,
whether the auxiliary conic be imaginary or real, provided

its coefficients be real.]

Let /, g, h be any point on the required locus, its polet-^

with respect to the auxiliary conic is

and in order that this may touch the given conic, we must
have (Art. 4, Chap, iv.)

0, /; g, h =0,

/, u, w\ V

g, w', V, u'

h, v', u\ w

or, {vw - xC)p -H {wu - v'^) g' + {uv - w'^) h^

+ 2 (v'w' - uu') gh+2 (w'u - vv') hf-h2 (u'v' = ww')fg = 0,

which, adopting the notation of Chap, iv., may be written

Uf^Vg'+ Wh'-h2U'gh-i-2V%f+ 2Wfg = 0.

This is therefore the required equation.

It may be proved, in a similar manner, that if

be the equations of any two conies, the equation of the reci-

procal of the first with respect to the second is

dyjr dyfr dyjr

">
da

'

dfi'

d-^lr d'<f> d^<l>

da' da'

'

dadfi
'

d^ d'<f> d'<j>

d^' d^da' d0''

dyjr (f<^ d?4>

dy' dyda' dyd^'

dy

d'<f>

dady

d'<i>

d^dy
d^
dy'

= 0.
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9. Since the tangents at the extremity of any diame-

»» ter of a conic are parallel to one another, it follows that

Bthe polar of the centre is at an infinite distance, and con-

versely, that the line at infinity reciprocates into the centre

of the auxiliary conic. Hence it follows that parallel lines

reciprocate into points lying on a straight line passing through

the centre of the auxiliary conic; and that the asymptotes

of any curve, being the tangents drawn to it at the points

where it meets the line at infinity, reciprocate into the points

of contact of the tangents drawn to the reciprocal curve from

the centre of the auxiliary conic.

Since the asymptotes of an hyperbola are real, while those

of an ellipse are imaginary, it follows that the tangents, drawn
• from the centre of the auxiliary conic (supposed real) to the

reciprocal curve, will be real or imaginary, according as the

original curve is an hyperbola or an ellipse. If it be a para-

bola, the reciprocal curve will pass through the centre of the

conic, which is in accordance with what has already been

stated, that every parabola touches the line at infinity. Con-

versely, if one conic be reciprocated with respect to another,

the reciprocal curve will be an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola,

according as the centre of the auxiliary conic lies within,

upon, or without, the original conic.

10. We have now sufficient materials for transforming

any descriptive proposition, that is any proposition relating

to the position of lines and points, without reference to

considerations of magnitude, into another. Before proceeding

further, we will give a few examples of this process.

We will first take the following proposition. " If two of

the angular points of a triangle move each along a fixed

straight line, and each side pass through a fixed point, the

three points lying in the same straight line, the third angular

point will move along a straight line, passing through the

intersection of the straight lines along which the other angu-

lar points move."

The reciprocals of the three sides of the given triangle

will be three points, which may be considered as the angles of

a triangle, which may be called the reciprocal triangle. Those
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of the angular points of the first triangle will be the sides of

the reciprocal. Those of the fixed straight lines, along which
two of the angular points of the first triangle move, will be
fixed points through which two of the sides of the reciprocal

triangle pass. Those of the three points, lying in the same
straight line, through which the sides of the given triangle

always pass, will be three straight lines, intersecting in a point,

along which the angular points of the reciprocal triangle

always move. Hence the data of the reciprocal proposition

will be " Two of the sides of a triangle pass each through a

fixed point, and each angular point moves along a fixed

straight line, the three straight lines passing through the

same point." In the given theorem, the thing to be proved

relates to the motion of the third angular point. To this

will correspcjnd tlie third side of the reciprocal triangle. To
the straight line, passing through the intersection of the

two given straight lines, along which the third angular point

may be shewn to move, corresponds a point lying in the

same straight line with the two given points, and through

this the third side will always pass. Hence, under the cir-

cumstances stated above as data of the reciprocal theorem,
" the third side will pass through a fixed point lying in the

straight line joining the two fixed points, through which the

first sides pass*."

* The given theorem may be expressed, by the aid of letters, as follows

:

Let PQR be the given triangle, and let its angular point Q move along

a fixed straight line OX, its angular point R along a fixed straight line Y.

Also, let the straight line Qlt always pass through a fixed point F, RP
through a fixed point G, FQ through a fixed point H, the three points F, G,

H lying in the same straight line. Then the given theorem tells us that the

point P will always move along a fixed straight line, passing through O.

Now let the whole figure be reciprocated with respect to any conic section.

Let the line which is the polar of any point be denoted by accenting the

same sinfile letter by which the point is denoted in the original figure ; the

polar of P, for example, being denoted by P'. Then the 2}oint of intersection

of the lines P', Q' will be denoted by the two letters P'Q', and this will be the

pole of the line PQ. We have then a triangle of which the sides are P', Q', IV,

the side Q' always passing through a fixed point O'X', the side 11' through a

fixed point O'Y'. Also the angular point Q'R' always moves along a fixed

straight line F', the point R'P' along a fixed straight line G' , the point P'Q'

along a fixed straight line H' , the three straight lines F', G', H' passing

through the same point. Then the reciprocal theorem is that the side P' will

always pass through a fixed point lying in the line Q'.

The student will find the above mode of transformation, in which a
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Again, turn to Example 4, on page 56, and let us inves-

''tigate the reciprocal theorem. The three conies touching
respectively each pair of the sides of a triangle at the angu-
lar points where they meet the third side, will reciprocate

into " three conies passing respectively through each pair of

the angular points of a triangle, and touching the lines joining

them with the third angular point," that is, the sides of the

triangle themselves. This condition, therefore, reciprocates

into itself The condition " all intersecting in a point

"

reciprocates into " all touching a straight line." Hence the

data are, *' Three conies are drawn, touching respectively

each pair of the angular points of the sides of a triangle at

the points where they meet the third side, and all touching
a straight line."

In the matter to be proved, we may first enquire what are

the reciprocals of " the sides of the triangle which intersect

"

(that is, which do not touch) " their respective conies." These
will be " the angular points of the triangle not lying on their

respective conies." The three tangents at their common
point will reciprocate into *' the three points of contact of

their common tangents." And the meeting of the tangents
with the sides will reciprocate into the lines joining the
points of contact with the angular points. Hence the first

thing to be proved is, " That the three straight lines joining

the points of contact of the common tangent with the angu-
lar points of the triangle not lying on the respective conies

all pass through a point."

Again, "the other common tangents to each pair of

conies " reciprocate into '" the other points of intersection of

each pair of conies," and "the sides of the triangle which
touch the several pairs of conies " into the angular points of

the triangle " common to the several pairs of conies." Hence
the latter part of the theorem will run :

" And that the same
three straight lines respectively join the other point of inter-

section of each pair of conies with the angular point of the
triangle common to each pair."

straight line is denoted by a single letter, and a point by the pair of letters
representing any two straight lines which intersect in it, a useful mode of
familiarizing himself with the method of reciprocal polars.
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11. After a little practice, the process of reciprocating

a given theorem will be found to consist simply in writing

"straight line" for "point," "join" for "intersect," "locus

for "envelope," &c., and vice versa. The word "conic"
will of course remain unaltered.

12. Brianchons Theorem.

By reciprocating Paschal's Theorem (given in Art. 12,

Chap. III.), we obtain Brianchon's Theorem, which asserts

that

*'If a hexagon be described about a conic section, the

three diagonals will intersect in a point*."

* It may be well to append an independent proof of tliis important
theorem.

Take three sides of the hexagon as lines of reference, and let the equations
of the other three be

Let the equation of the conic be

The conditions of tangency are

!.+— + —=0,

^3 »»3

whence

1, —

,

= 0.

The line passing through the intersections of /3=0 with (Z.^, /«.{, 1) and of

7= with {U, 1, n.,) is represented by the equation

Similarly, the other two diagonals are represented by

%^+^=0,

^+^ + 7= 0;
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Tlie student will find it useful to transform, by the

iethod of reciprocal polars, the special cases of Pascal's

Theorem, given in Art. 18, Chap. III. ; and to obtain a geo-

metrical construction by which luhen five tangents to a conic

are given, their 'points of contact may he found.

13. The anharmonic ratio of the pencil formed by four

intersecting straight lines is the same as that of the range

formed by their poles. This may be proved as follows.

Let OP, OQ, OR, OS be the four straight lines, F, Q',

R', S' their poles, which will lie in a straight line, the polar

Fig. 1 8.

of ; let F, Q, R, 8 be the points in which the pencil is

cut by the transversal F'Q'R'S'.

Let this transversal cut the conic in K^, K^. Bisect

whence, if these intersect in

a point,

1

1

7//..

=0;

the same condition as that already investigated.

F.
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K^K^ in V. Then, since PKJP'K^ is divided harmonically

in P, K^, P', K^ (Art. 21, Chap, ii.), it follows that

PK^.P'K, = PK,.P'K^,
whence

(VP-VK^) (F^,4- VP') = (VP-\- VK^) (VK^-VPy
which since VK^== ^K^, reduces to

VP.VF=VK^\
which, by similar reasoning,

= FQ.FQ'=Fi2.FJR'=F>Sf.ra'.

Hence the eight points P, Q, R, S, P', Q\ R\ S' are in an
involution, of* which K^, K^ are the foci, and therefore

(Art. 27, Chap, i.)

[O.PQRS] = [P'qR'S'-\.

14. In Art. 13, Chap. i. we saw that the condition that

the three points {\, m^, nj, (l^, m^, n^), (l^, m^, n^ shall lie

in the same straight line is identical with the condition that

the three straight lines (Z^, m^, ?i,), {l^, m,, ^i^), (/g, m^, n^)

shall intersect in the same point. Now these several points

and lines are respectively the poles and polars of each other,

with respect to the imaginary conic

a'^ + ^' + 7' = 0.

Thus the theory of reciprocal polars explains the fact

that the condition for three points lying in a straight line

is identical with that for three straight lines insersecting in

a point. It also explains the identity of conditions noticed

in Chap. II. Arts. 7 and 9.

For the reciprocal of the conic

X'a^ + //3' + i^V - 2mi;/37 - 2v\rya - 2\fiaff=0 (1),

with respect to

will be found to be

X^7 + yU7a + m/3 = (2).
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And the polar of (/, g, h) is /a +g^ + hy = 0.

Hence if the line fa + g^ + hy = touch (1), the point

(/, g, h) lies in (2), giving for the condition of tangency

J 9 ^^

And if the line fa+g0 + Ji/y=O touch (2), the point

{/, g, h) lies in (1), giving for the condition of tangency in

that case

^T + /^y + ^'^^' - 2/^^^^^ - ^v\hf- "iXiifg = 0.

These conditions of tangency are identical w^ith those

already investigated.

Again, every parabola touches the line at infinity. Now
the co-ordinates of the pole of this line are proportional to

a, b, c. Hence, if the conic, represented by the general

equation of the second degi'ee, be a parabola, the point

{a, b, c) must lie in the reciprocal conic. This gives, as the

condition for a parabola,

Ua'-\-Vb'-^Wc'-{-2irbc-\-2V'ca + 2Wab = 0,

the same as that already investigated.

15. Prop. A^ig straight line drawji through a given

plane A is divided harmonically by any conic section, and the

Ijolar ofA with respect to it.

This proposition may be proved as follows. Let the

straight line cut the curve in P and Q, and the polar of A in

B. Let G be the polar of the straight line, and let ABC be

the triangle of i-eference. The conic will be self-conjugate

with respect to ABC, and will therefore be represented by
the equation

ua^ -\- v^^ -\- wf = 0.

Hence the lines CP, GQ, which are tangents to the conic, are

represented by the equation

ua'-i-v^' = 0,

and therefore form an harmonic pencil with GA, CB.

8—2
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16. The straight line CB may be regarded as the polar

of A with respect to the locus made up of the two straight

lines CP, CQ. For the values of yS and 7 at J. being 0, 0,

and the equation of GP, CQ being uoi^ + v^ = 0, we get for

the equation of its polar, a = 0, that is, the polar is the
line AB.

17. If four straight lines form an harmonic pencil, either

pair will be its own polar reciprocal with respect to the other.

For, adapting the equation of Art. 8, to the case of two
variables only, we get for the polar reciprocal of a/3 = 0, with
i-espect to uoL^+ v^''^ = 0, the following equation,

0, ua, v^

ua, 0, 1

v^, I,

or uva^ = 0.

= 0,

0, /3. a

A a,

«, 0, V

And, conversely, for that of ua^ + v^* = with respect

toay3 = 0.

= 0,

or uo^ + v/3^ = 0, in either case reproducing the reciprocated

curve. Hence the proposition is proved.

18. We may hence deduce the condition that two pairs

of straight lines may foim an harmonic pencil. First let

them all intersect in A, and the equations of the two
pairs be

wa'+vyS' + 2w;'aye = (1),

pe + q^^+ 2r'a^ =0

The polar reciprocal of (1) with respect to (2) is

0, pa + r'fi, r'a + qfi

pa + r'/9, u, w' = 0,

r'a + q^, w\ v

(2).
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or u (r'oL + ql3f + v{pa + v ^f - 2w' (r'a + q^) (pu + r'/S) = 0.

I
Suppose that

ua^ + v^' + 2w'a^ = u{a+ k^l3) (a + k^/S)

identically, i.e. that

2w' = It {h^ + ^2).

At the point of intersection of the line a + k^^ — 0, with
ry = 0, we have

Taking the polar of this with respect to the curve (2)

we get

(p\ -r)0L + (r'k^ -q)^ = 0.

[f this be identical with a + k^^ = 0, we get

^rk^-q
pK

or pk^k^ - 2v (k^ -\-k^) + q = 0;

.'. pv — 2rw' 4- qu — 0,

the required condition.

The symmetry of this equation shews that (2) is also its

own polar reciprocal with respect to (1), as ought to be the

case.

19. If the point of intersection of the four straight lines

do not coincide with one of the angular points of the triangle

of reference, we have then only to express the condition that
the range formed by their intersection with any one of its

sides, 7 = 0, for instance, be an harmonic range. If this be
the case, the pencil formed by joining these four points
with G will be an harmonic pencil, and we shall have, as
before,

pv — 2rio + qii — 0.
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20. We next proceed to consider the results to be de-
duced from the theory of reciprocal polars, when the aux-
iliary conic is a circle. It is here that the utility of theory is

most apparent, as we are thus enabled to transform metrical

theorems, i.e. theorems relating to the magnitudes of lines

and angles.

We know that, if FQ be the polar of a point T with
respect to a circle, of which the centre is >S and radius k,

then ST will be perpendicular to PQ. Let ST cut PQ in V,

Then
ST.SV=:k\

Hence the pole of any line is at a distance from the centre

of the auodliary circle inversely proportional to the distance of
the line. And conversely, the polar of any point is at a dis-

tance from the centre of the auodliary dixle, inversely propor-

tional to the distance of the point itself

21. If TX, TY he any two indefinite straight lines,

P, Q their poles, then, since SP is perpendicular to TX, SQ
to TY, it follows that the angle PSQ is equal to the angle

XTY or its supplement, as the case may be. Hence, the

angle included between any two straight lines is equal to the

angle subtended at the centre of the auooiliary circle by the

straight line joining their poles, or to its supplement

22. From what has been said in Art. 15, and the earlier

articles of this chapter, it will appear that to find the polar

reciprocal of a given curve with respect to a circle, we may
proceed by either of the following two methods.

First. Draw a tangent to the curve, and from S, the

centre of the auxiliary circle, draw /SfF perpendicular to the

tangent, and on SY, produced if necessary, take a point Q,
such that SQ .SY=Jc\ The locus of Q will be the required

polar reciprocal.

Secondly. Take a point P on the curve, and join SP ; on

SP, produced if necessary, take a point Z, such that

SP.SZ = k\

Through Z draw a straight line perpendicular to SP. The
envelope of this line will be the required polar reciprocal.
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23. It will be observed that the magnitude of the radius

of the auxiliary circle affects the absolute, but not the relative,

magnitudes or positions of the various lines in the reciprocal

figure. As our theorems are, for the most part, independent
of absolute magnitude, we may generally drop all considera-

tion of the radius of the auxiliary circle, and consider its

centre only. We may then speak of reciprocating " with re-

spect to >S^" instead of " with respect to a circle of which S is

the centre." S may be called the centre of reciprocation, k the
constant of reciprocation.

24. As an example of the power of this method we will

reciprocate the following theorem, " The three perpendiculars
from the angular points of a triangle intersect in a point."

This may be expressed as follows: ''If 0, A, B, G he
four points, such that OB is perpendicular to CA, and 00 to

AB, then will OA be perpendicular to BO."

Reciprocate this with respect to any point S, and the four

points 0, A, B, give four straight lines, which we may call

each by three letters abc, ah'c\ afhc', a'h'c, respectively. Then,
the fact that OB is perpendicular to GA is expressed by h and
h' subtending a right angle at S, or by hSh' being a right

angle. Again, the fact that 00 is perpendicular to AB,
shews that cSc' is a right angle. Then the reciprocal theorem
tells us that aSa is also a right angle. We may express this

more neatly as follows : aa, hh\ cc, are the diagonals of the
complete quadrilateral formed by the four straight lines, hence
it appears that at any point at which two of the diagonals of

a complete quadrilateral subtend a right angle, the third

diagonal also subtends a right angle. Or, in other words,

The three circles, described on the diagonals ofa complete quad-
rilateral as diameters, have a common radical axis.

The extremities of this axis may be conveniently called

the foci of the quadrilateral*.

25. If the system formed by the four points 0, A, B, G
be reciprocated with respect to any one of them, for in-

stance, the triangle thus obtained will be similar, and similarly

situated, to that formed by the other three points A, B,G.

* This name is proposed by Clifford, in the Messenger of Mathematics.
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For if on OA, OB, 00 respectively (produced if neces-

sary), we take points A\ B\ C, so that

OA . OA' = OB . OB' = 00. 00',

and through A', B, O draw YZ, ZX, XF, severally at right

angles to OA' , OB', OC , then YZ, ZX, XY are respectively

parallel to BO, OA, AB, or the triangle XYZ is similar and
similarly situated to the triangle ABO,

We may observe further, that the point X, since it is the

intersection of the polars of B and C, is itself the pole of

the line BG, and therefore OX is perpendicular to BO, that

is to YZ. Similarly, Y, OZ, are respectively perpendicular

to ZX, X Y. Hence, is the intersection of the perpendicu-

lars dropped from X, Y, Z on YZ, ZX, XY respectively. It

may be convenient to call the point of intersection of the

perpendiculars let fall from the angular points of a triangle on
the opposite sides, the ortlwcentre of the triangle, or of its

three angular points. Here we may say that " If a triangle

be reciprocated with respect to its orthocentre, the reciprocal

triangle will be similar and similarly situated to the given

triangle, and will have the same orthocentre."

It will be seen by Art. 19, that any three points and
their orthocentre, reciprocated with respect to any point S,

give a quadrilateral, of which >S is a focus.

26. If any conic be reciprocated with respect to an ex-

ternal point 8, the angle between the asymptotes of the re-

ciprocal- hyperbola will be the supplement of that between
the tangents drawn from >Sf to the conic. (See Art. 9 of this

chapter.)

Conversely, if an hyperbola be leciprocated with respect

to any point S, we obtain a conic, which subtends at S an
angle the supplement of that between the asymptotes of the

hyperbola.

27. From the last article it follows that, if a parabola

be reciprocated with respect to any point S on its directrix,

we obtain a rectangular hyperbola, passing through S.

If a rectangular hyperbola be reciprocated with respect to
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ly point >Si on its circumference, we obtain a parabola whose
[rectrix passes through S.

Again, if a conic be reciprocated with respect to any point

on its director circle (i. e. the circle which is the locus of the

intersection of two perpendicular tangents) we obtain a rect-

angular hyperbola.

If a rectangular hyperbola be i-eciprocated with respect to

any point S not on the curve, we obtain a conic, whose di-

rector circle passes through S.

28. It is known that the conies passing through the four

points of intersection of any two rectangular hyperbolas, is

itself a rectangular hyperbola ; and also that any one of these

four points is the orthocentre of the other three. If, then, we
reciprocate these theorems with respect to any one of the four

points of intersection, we obtain the theorem that, "If a
parabola touch the three common tangents of two given para-

bolas, its directrix passes through the intersection of the

directrices of the two given parabolas, that is, through the

orthocentre of the triangle formed by their common tangents."

In other words, " If a system of parabolas be described, touch-

ing three given straight lines, their directrices all pass through
the orthocentre of the triangle formed by the three given
straight lines."

Again, reciprocating this system of rectangular hyperbolas

with respect to any point S, we get, " All conies, which touch
four given straight lines, subtend a right angle at either focus

of the quadrilateral formed by these four straight lines," Or,

in other words, "The director circles of all conies which
touch four given straight lines, have a common radical axis,

which is the directrix of the parabola which touches the four

given straight lines."

29. To find the polar reciprocal of a circle with respect

to any point.

From what has already been shewn, we know that this

will be a conic ; we have now to investigate its form and
position.

Let S be the centre of reciprocation, k the constant of

reciprocation, MPM the circle to be reciprocated, its centre,
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MM' its diameter passing through 8, p its radius, and let

Fig. 19.

Through 8 draw any straight line cutting MPM in P
and Q.

On 8PQ, produced if necessary, take two points Y and
Z, such that

8P.8Y = 8Q.8Z=h\
The straight lines drawn through Y and Z perpendicular to

8P will be tangents to the reciprocal conic.

Now 8Y.8Z =
k' ¥

8P.SQ p'-e'

which is constant. Hence, the reciprocal is a conic of" such

a nature that the rectangle under the distances from 8 of any
two parellel tangents is constant. It is therefore a conic, of

2A;'
which /Si is a focus, and of which the axis-minor is ,.

It will be an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola, according as p
is greater than, equal to, or less than c, that is, according as
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II

he centre of reciprocation lies within, upon, or without, the

circle to be reciprocated. This agrees with what has been

already shewn, Art. 9.

Let 2a, 2h, be the axes of the conic, 21 its latus-rectum,

e its eccentricity.

To determine their magnitudes, we proceed as follows.

The axis-major will be in the direction SO. Let A, A' be

its extremities.

Then

Hence,

I SA ^ SA'

SM + S3r_2p

¥
or the latus-rectum is inversely propor-

tional to the radius of the circle.

Again,
_h^_ k'p

e'=l

I p'-c''

a'

= 1-
-c" ky

or e =

Thus the eccentricity varies directly as the distance of

the centre of the circle from the centre of reciprocation, and
inversely as the radius of the circle.

If d be the distance from S of the corresponding directrix,

e p '

c c
'

or, the directrix is the polar of the centre of the circle.

30. We have now the means of obtaining, from any
property of a circle,, a focal property of a conic section.
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Take, for example, Eiic. ill. 21. This may be expressed as

follows :
" If three points be taken on the circumference of

a circle, two fixed and the third moveable, the straight lines

joining the moveable point with the two fixed points, make
a constant angle with one another." This will be recipro-

cated into " If three tangents be drawn to a conic section,

two fixed and the third moveable, the portion of the move-
able tangent intercepted between the two fixed ones, subtends
a constant angle at the focus," This angle will be found, by
reciprocating Euc. ill. 20, to be the complement of one-half

of the angle subtended at the focus by the portion of the
corresponding directrix intercepted between the two fixed

tangents.

Again, it is easy to see that " if a circle be described

touching two concentric circles, its radius will be equal to

half the sum, or half the difference, of the radii of the given
circles, and the locus of its centre will be a circle, concen-

tric with the other two, and of which the radius is half the

difference, or half the sum, of the radii of the two given

circles."

Hence we deduce the following theorem. " If two conies

have a common focus and directrix, and their latera-recta be
21, 21', and another conic, having the same focus, be described

4)11'

so as to touch both of them, its latus-rectum will be . -
p ,

and the envelope of its directrix will be a conic, having the

same focus and directrix as the given conies, and of which
4^11'

the latus-rectum is -i^:^-r/
•"

Again, take the ordinary definition of an ellipse, that it

is the locus of a point, the sum of the distances of which
from two fixed points is constant. This is equivalent to
" the sum of the distances from either focus, of the points of

contact of two parallel tangents, is constant."

The reciprocal theorem will be, "If a system of chords

be drawn to a circle, passing through a given point, and, at

the extremities of any chord, a pair of tangents be drawn to

the circle, the sum of the reciprocals of the distances of

these tangents from the fixed point is constant."
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The known property of a circle, that " two tangents make
iqual angles with their chord of contact," will be found, when

[transformed by the method now explained, to be equivalent

to the theorem that "if two tangents be drawn to a conic

from an external point, the portions of these tangents, inter-

cepted between that point and their points of contact, sub-

tend equal angles at the focus." From the fact that "all

circles intersect in two imaginary points at infinity," we learn

that "all conies, having a common focus, have a common
pair of imaginary tangents passing through that focus." And,

more generally, we may say that all similar and similarly

situated conies reciprocate into a system of conies having two

common tangents.

81. Two points, on a curve and its reciprocal, are said

to correspond to one another when the tangent at either

point is the polar of the other point. Two tangents are said

to correspond when the point of contact of either is the pole

of the other.

The angle between the radius vector of any point (drawn

from the centre of reciprocation), and the tangent at that

point, is equal to the angle between the radius vector of,

and tangent at, the corresponding point of the reciprocal

curve.

For, if P be the given point, PY the tangent at P, and S
the centre of reciprocation, and SY be perpendicular to PY\
and if P' be the pole of PY, and P'Y' the polar of P, then
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P' will lie on SY, produced if necessary; and if SY' be per-

pendicular to P'Y\ SY' will pass through P. Hence, since

SP, PY, are respectively perpendicular to P'F, SP, it

follows that the angle SPY is equal to the angle SP'Y'.

32. We have investigated (Art. 10, Chap. Iv.) the equa-
tion of the two tangents drawn to a conic from any given
point (/, g, h). If in the right-hand member of that equa-
tion we substitute for 0, &) (aa + 6/3 4- cyf, w being an arbi-

trary constant, we shall obtain the general equation of all

conies of which these lines are asymptotes. Now, since the

asymptotes of the reciprocal conic with respect to (/, g, h\
are respectively at right angles to the two tangents drawn
from (/, g^ h), it follows that the family of conies thus ob-

tained will be similar in form to the reciprocal conic.

33. To find the co-ordinates of the foci of the conic repre-

sented hy the general equation of the second degree.

Since the reciprocal of a conic with respect to a focus is

a circle, it will follow from Art. 32 that the family of conies

obtained as above must, if (/, g, h) be a focus, be circles also.

Applying the conditions for a circle investigated in Art. 14,

Chap. IV., it will be found that the terms involving w dis-

appear of themselves, and our conditions assume the form

{Uh'+ WP-^V'hf)c' + {Vf-r Ug'-2Wfg)b'

+ 2 ( U'f -\- Ugh - W'hf-- Vfg) be

= (Vf-^Ug'-2W'fg)a' + (Wg'-\-Vh'-2U'gh)c'

+ 2 (Fy + Vhf- Ufg - W'gh) ca

= {Wg'-\-Vh'-2U'gh)¥-\-{Uh'-i- Wf-2V'hf) a'

+ 2
(
W'h'' -f Wfg - V'gh - IThf) ah,

or

{VT)' + Wc'+2U'bc)f-2(rc-{-W'b)f(bg-\-ch)-hU{bg-\-chY

=iWc'-i- Ua'-^2rca)g'-2(W'a+ U'c) g{ch+af) + V{ch+afY

=^{Ua'-\-Vb'-{-2W\ib)h'-2{U'b+V'a)h{af-hbg) + W{af-{-bgy,
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I

equations which, since af-\- hg + ch = 2A, may also be written

.under the form

(
Ua' + Vb' +Wc'-\-2U'bc+2V'ca+2 W'ab)f

- 4A (V'c 4- W'b + Ua)f-{- 4 U. A'

= ( Ua' +Vb''+Wc'-i-2 U'bc + 2Vca + 2 W'ab) g"

-4A(Tr'a+ C/"c+ F6)^ + 4F.A'

= {Vie ^Vb""^W& ^2JTbc^-2Yca^-2W'ab)K'

-4A(?7'6+Fa+Trc)/t + 4F.Al

The equations, together with

af+bg-^ch = 2A,

determine the co-ordinates of the foci. It will be seen that

they give four values of /, g, h, two of which are real, two
imaginary.

If the conic be a parabola, then, applying the condition of

Art. 6, Chap, iv., these equations reduce to

{V'c + W'b + Ua)f- UA = (F'a + U'c + Vb) g - VA

= {U'b+V'a+ Wc)h-WA,

which give the focus in that case.

If the equation

aoc^ -1- vy^ + wz^ + 2u'yz + 2vzx + 2w'xy = 0,

be expressed in triangular co-ordinates, we get, for the co-

ordinates of the foci, the equations

(^U+V+W+2U' + 2V' + 2W')P - 2{V' + W' + U)f+U

{U^V+W+2U' + 2V' + 2W')g' -2{W' +U' +V)g + V
b'

{U+V+W+2U' + 2V'-h2W')h'-2{U' + V'+W)h-^W
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or, if the conic be a parabola,

2|F_+jr + U)f- U_2(W'-\-U'+V)g-V

34. Interesting results may sometimes be obtained by a
double application of the method of reciprocal polars. Thus,

the theorem that "the angle in a semicircle is a right angle"

may be expressed in the form that " every chord of a circle,

which subtends a right angle at a given point of the curve,

passes through the centre." Reciprocating this with respect

to the given point, we get

" The locus of the point of intersection of two tangents to

a parabola at right angles to one another, is the directrix."

Now, reciprocate this with respect to any point whatever,

and we find that

" Every chord of a conic which subtends a right angle at

a given point on the curve, passes through a fixed point."

Again, take Euc. ill. 21. This may be expressed under
the form " If a chord be drawn to a circle subtending a con-

stant angle at a fixed point on its circumference, it always

touches a concentric circle." Reciprocating this theorem with

respect to 0, we get " If two tangents be drawn to a para-

bola containing a constant angle, the locus of their point of

intersection will be a conic, having a focus and directrix in

common with the given parabola." Reciprocate this, with

respect to any point whatever, and we get, " If a chord be
drawn to a conic, subtending a constant angle at a given

point on the curve, it always touches a conic having double

contact with the given one."

Examples.

1. Having a given focus and two points of a conic section,

prove that the locus of the point of intersection of the tangents at

these points will be two straight lines, passing through the focus,

and at right angles to each other.
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2. Prove that four conies can be described with a given focus

tnd passing through three given points, and that the latus-rectuni

of one of these is equal to the sum of the latera-recta of the other

^hree.

^ 3. On a fixed tangent to a conic are taken a fixed point Ay

and two moveable points P, Q, such that AP, AQ subtend equal

angles at a fixed point 0. From P, Q are drawn two other tan-

gents to the conic, prove that the locus of their point of inter-

section is a straight line,

4. Two variable tangents are drawn to a conic section so that

the portion of a fixed tangent, intercepted between them, subtends

a right angle at a fixed point. Prove that the locus of the point

of intersection of the variable tangents is a straight line.

If the fixed point be a focus, the locus will be the correspond-

ing directrix.

5. Chords are drawn to a conic, subtending a right angle

at a fixed point
;
prove that they all touch a conic, of which that

point is a focus.

6. Three given straight lines BC^ CA, AB are intersected by

two other given straight lines iwAi^ A.^; B^, B^; C^^G^ respectively.

Prove that a conic can be described touching the six straight lines

AA^, AA„ BB„ BB,, CO,, CC\.

7. A,B,C,S are four fixed points, SD is drawn perpendicular

to SA, intersecting BC in B, SE perpendicular to SB, intersecting

CA in E, SE perpendicular to SC, intersecting ^^ in F. Prove
that D, E, E lie in the same straight line.

Prove also that the four conies which have >S^ as a focus, and
which touch the three sides of the several triangles ABC, AEF,
BED, CDE have their latera-recta equal.

8. Two conies are described with a common focus and their

corresponding directrices fixed
;
prove that, if the sum of the re-

ciprocals of their latera-recta be constant, their common tangents

will touch a conic section.

9. A conic is described touching three given straight lines

BC, CA, AB, so that the pair of tangents drawn to it from a given

point 0, are at right angles to each other. Prove that it will

always touch another fixed straight line ; and that, if this straight

F. 9
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line cut BC, CA, AB in Z>, E, F respectively, each of the angles

A 01), BOB, GOF is a right angle.

Prove also that the polar of with respect to this conic will

always touch a conic, of which is a focus.

10. OA, OB are the common tangents to two conies having a

common focus S, CA, CB are tangents at one of their points of in-

tersection, BD^ AE tangents intersecting CA, CB in D, E. Prove
that *S', D, E lie in the same straight line.

1 1

.

Any triangle is described, self-conjugate with regard to a
given conic

;
prove that, if a conic be described, touching the sides

of this triangle, and having the centre of the given conic as a

focus, its axis-minor will be constant.

12. Prove that two ellipses, which have a common focus, can-

not intersect in more than two points.

13. If a system of conies be described, passing through four

given points, four fixed straight lines may be found, such that

the chord of each, intercepted by any conic of the system, sub-

tends a right angle at one of the points.

14. If a parabola be reciprocated with respect to any circle,

the radius of curvature of the reciprocal conic, at the origin, varies

inversely as the latus-rectum of the parabola.

15. If the two pairs of straight lines represented by the

equations

im^ + qr" ¥ 2r'a^ = 0,

form a harmonic pencil, the two straight lines of each pair not

being conjugate, prove that

(u-q + vp — 2w'r'Y =36 (uv - w'^) (pq - r'^).
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CHAPTER VII.

TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATES.

1. In the systems of co-ordinates with which we have
hitherto been concerned, we have considered a point as

determined, directly or indirectly, by means of its distances

from three given straight lines ; and we have regarded a

curve as the aggregation of all points, the co-ordinates of

which satisfy a certain equation. It is equally possible, how-
ever, to consider a straight line as determined by means of

its distances from three points, which distances may be
termed its co-ordinates; and to regard a curve as the en-

velope of all straight lines, the co-ordinates of which satisfy

a certain equation.

This system is closely connected with the theory of reciprocal

polars. In fact, it may be looked upon as a means of so inter-

preting equations as at once to obtain the results which the
method of reciprocal polars would deduce from the ordinary me-
thod of interpretation. The equations are the reciprocals of those

described in Chapter v. with respect to (x? + y- + z^ — 0.

We may then define the co-ordinates of a straight line

to be the perpendiculars let fall upon it from three given
points A , B, 0. The lengths of these perpendiculars we will

denote by the letters p, q, r respectively, the lengths BC,
CA, AB being represented as before by the letters a, b, c,

and the angles of the triangle of reference ABC being
denoted hy A, B, C, and its area by A.

2. Any two co-ordinates, q and r for example, will be
considered to have contrary signs if the line of which they

9—2
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are the co-ordinates cuts the line 5(7 in a point lying

between B and C, otherwise to have the same sign. Thus,

the internal bisector of the angle A has its co-ordinates of

contrary signs, the external bisector of the same sign. The
sign of p relatively to q and r will be determined in the

same manner.

If D be any point on the line BO, q, r the co-ordinates of

any line passing through it, and BD = a^, 01) = a^, distances

measured along the line BO from B to being considered

positive, and from to B negative, it will readily be seen that

q _ r

a, a,

'

Since this is a relation between the co-ordinates of any line

passing through the point D, it may be considered as the

equation of the point D.

If D be the middle point of BO, a^= — a^, hence it

appears that the middle points of the sides of the triangle of

reference are represented by the equations,

g + 7' = 0, r-\-p = 0, p + q = 0.

It may also be proved that the points where the internal

bisectors of the angles meet the opposite sides, are repre-

sented by

bq + cr = 0, cr -{-ap = 0, ap + bq = 0.

The points where the external bisectors of the angles

meet the opposite sides, by

hq — cr = 0, cr — ap = 0, ap — bq = 0.

The feet of the perpendiculars from the angular points on

the opposite sides, by

q tan jB + r tan 0=0, r tan C + p tan ^ = 0,

p tan A + q tan B=0.

The points of contact of the inscribed circle, by

+ -^ = 0, -^+ ^'^ = 0, -i_+_4 = 0.
s—b s—c ' s -c s—a ' s—a s—b

where 2s = a-\-b + c.
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3. We shall next prove the following proposition ; that

be any given point within the triangle ABC, then the

'co-ordinates p, q, r (their signs being taken in the manner
already explained) of any straight line QPR, passing through

it, will be connected by the following equation,

ABOG. p + AGOA .q + AAOB.r = 0.

—D
Fig. 21.

Let the triangular equation of QPR be

la; + my + 7iz = 0,

and the trilinear co-ordinates of 0, f, 77, f.

Then f : 97 : ? :: ABOGiAGOA : AAOB.

And, since lies on QPR,

Again, since p is the distance from the point (1, 0, 0) to

the line, (I, m, w).

Similar equations hold for Q and R, hence

p _q _r
I m n'

or p^ + mt) -f n^— 0,

whence ABOG .p + A GOA .q-{-AAOB.r = 0.

This equation may be regarded as the equation of the

point 0.
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A similar equation may be proved to hold for any point J
without the triangle, BOG being considered negative, if J. 1
and be on opposite sides of BG.

The following are the equations of some important points

connected with the triangle of reference

:

Centre of gravity, p+ q + r = ^).

Centre ofcircumscribing circle,psin2A +5'sin2j5 -f-rsin 2 C=0.

Centre of inscribed circle, ap + hq-\-cr = 0.

Centres of escribed circles,

ap — bq + cr = 0,

ap+hq — cr — 0.

Orthocentre,

p tan A + q tan B-\-r tan (7 = 0.

4. We proceed to investigate the identical relation which
holds between the co-ordinates of any straight line.

Let any straight line cut the sides AB,AGoi the triangle

of reference in D, E. From A, B, G let fall AP, BQ, GR,
perpendiculars on the line, then BQ = g, GR = r, AP =—p.

Let the triangular equation of RPQ referred to ABG as

triangle of reference, be

Iw + my -\^ nz = 0.

Then, as shewn in the last article,

(L2AY=l{l-m){l-n)a'+i'^-n){m-l)b'+{n-l)(n^7n)c']p\

Similar equations holding for q^ and r", we get

f_q'_r^

(2A)

{I -m){l- n) d^-{-{m- n) (m -l)h* + (n- 1) (n - m) c*
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B C

Fig. 22.

whence

the required relation between the co-ordinates ofany straight

line whatever.

This may also be expressed in the form

0, 1, 1, 1,

1, 0, c^ }>\ p
1, c*, 0, a?, q

1, b\ a\ 0, r

0, p, q, r, 1

= 0,

as may be found by evaluating the determinant.

Cor. Since the line at infinity may be considered as

equidistant from A, B, and (7, it will be represented by the

equations|) = g = r.

5. To find the distance from the point Ip + mq + nr = 0,

to the line (p^, q^, rj.

By what has been shewn above, it appears that the

triangular co-ordinates of the point are

I m n

l-\-m + n' l-\-m + n' l+m + n'
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And the triangular equation of the line

p^x 4- q^y 4- i\z = 0.

Hence, if She the distance between them,

(l+m-^n) l(p-q,){Pr-r,)a'+{q-r^ )(?,-JP,)&*+(^-i>,)(^-5'i)c'l

2A.

Cor. Hence, if p be the radius of a circle, Ip 4- mg + nr =
the equation of its centre, the circle, being the envelope of a

line whose distance from the centre is constant, will be repre-

sented by the equation

(p-q)(p-r)a'-\-(q-r){q-p)b^+{r-p)(r-q)c'

~\p)\l + m + n)'

6. An equation of a degree, higher than the first, may
be regarded as representing the curve which is touched by all

the straight lines, the co-ordinates of which satisfy the equa-

tion of the curve. Adopting this mode of interpretation, the

values of the ratios p : q : r which simultaneously satisfy

two given equations will be the co-ordinates of the common
tangents to the two curves represented by these equations,

and the values obtained by combining any given equation

with an equation of the first degree, will represent all the

straight lines which pass through the point represented by
the equation of the first degree, and which touch the curve.

From this it follows, that an equation of the ?i*'' degree will

represent a curve such that n tangents, real or imaginary,

can be drawn to it from any point, that is, a curve of the

w"' class.

It will hence follow that every equation of the second

degree represents a conic. We may proceed to consider some
of its more interesting special forms.

7. To find the equation of a conic which touches the three

sides of the triangle of reference.
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co-ordinates of the sides of the triangle of reference

q = 0, r = for BG,

r = 0, p = for GA,

p = 0, ^ = for AB.

Hence, the equation of the required coilic must be satis-

fied whenever two out of the three co-ordinates p, q, r are = 0.

It must therefore be of the form

Lqr + Mrp + Npq — 0.

The equations of the points of contact are

M^ N '

N^ L ^'

L ' M ^'

These may be established as follows : If in the given

equation we make Mr + J^q = 0, we obtain either g = 0, or

r = 0. It hence appears that the tangents drawn through

the point Mr -\-N'q = 0, pass either through the point g = 0,

or through the point r = 0. But the three points

Mr-\-Nq = 0, q = 0, r = 0,

lie in the same straight line ; hence the tangents drawn from

Mr + Nq = coincide, that is, it is the point of contact of the

tangent for which q = r = 0. Similarly for the other two
points of contact.

It will hence appear, by reference to the equations of the

points of contact of the inscribed circle, given in Art. 2, that

that circle is represented by the equation

{s — a)qr-\-{s — h) rp + (s — c) pq = 0.
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The escribed circles will be represented as follows :

— sqr + (s — c) rp + (s - h)pq = 0,

(s — c)qr — srp + {s — a}pq= 0,

(s —b)qr+{s — a) rp — spq = 0.

8. To find the equation of a conic drcumscrihed about
the triangle of reference.

,

The equations of the angular points of the triangle of

reference are ^ = 0, g = 0, r = 0. Now, since each of these
points lies on the curve, the two tangents drawn through
any one of them must coincide, hence when any one of these
quantities is put = 0, the remaining equation must have two
equal roots. The required equation will therefore be of the
form

Xy + W<f + N\^ - ^MNqr - 2NLrp - 2LMpq = 0.

The co-ordinates of the several tangents at the angular points
will be given by the equations

p = 0, Mq-Nr = 0,

q = 0, Nr-Lp = 0,

r = 0, Lp-Mq=0.

If the conic be a circle, the tangent at A will be deter-

mined by the equations

p = 0, —?-y^ = Y-.
—

r,

,

^
c sm (J sm B

which last is equivalent to b'^q — cV = 0.

Similar equations holding for the other two tangents, the
equation for the circumscribing circle will be

ay + b'q^ + c'r^ - Wc\r - Ic^a^p - 2a^b^pq = 0,

which may be reduced to

+ ap* ± bq^ ± cr^ = 0.
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9. By investigations similar to those in Chap. iv. Art. 8,

4t may be shewn that the equation of the pole of the line

{f> 9i ^) with respect to the conic

[ ^ {P^ ^y ^) = '^*P'^ + '"^^ + ^^"^ + 2uqr + 2v'7y + 2wpq = 0,

is

(w/4- w'g + vh) p + {w'f+ vg + u'h) q + (v/-i- u'g + wh) r = 0.

Now, the centre is the pole of the line at infinity, which is

given by the equations p = q = r.

The equation of the centre is therefore

(u+v' -\- w)p + ('«'+ V -^-w') q+ {u -\-v' -\-w)r = 0.

If the conic be a parabola, it touches the line at infinity

;

the condition that it should be a parabola is therefore

u + v + w -\-2u' + 2i;' + 2w' = 0.

10. The two points in which the conic is cut by the line

(/, g, h) are represented by the equation

(See Chap. IV. Art. 10.)

Hence the two points in which it is cut by the line at

infinity are given by

(u -\-v-{-w+2u -{-2v -\-2w'){up^-hvq^+wr^+ 2uqr+ 2vrp+ 2wpq)

— {(w + v' + w') p-\- {u -\-v + w) q + {u +v -ir w) rY = 0.

Hence may be deduced the equation of the two points at

infinity through which all circles pass. For these are the
same for all circles. Now, for the inscribed circle they are

obtained by putting

y = v = w = 0, 2u' = s — a, 2v' =s — b, 2w' = s— c.

The equation then becomes

4iS {(s — a)qr + {s — h) rp-\-{s- c)pq} - {ap + 65- + erf. — 0,

or ay + h^(f + c'V - 2hcqr cos A - 2carp cosB-2abpq cos0= 0,
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which may also be written

«' iP -q)(p-r) + y (q - r) (q-p) + & [r - p) (r -q) = 0,

the equation of the two circular points at infinity.

Hence may also be deduced the conditions that the
equation

up^ + vq^ + tV7^' + 2u'qr + 2vrp + 2wpq =

may represent a circle. For, comparing this equation with
that just obtained (Art. 5, Cor.), we get

u V ^u

a^-h^^G^-2mn h^^&-a^-2nl c^-.a^-V-2lm
2u 2v' 2w

Putting each member of these equations = k, they may be
written

a^ — Ilk = l^, h^ — vk = m^, (? — wk = n?,

bcQosA + uk = — mn, ca cos B }- v'k = — nl,

ah cos G + wk — — Im.

These equations give

(6'' - vk) ((f - wk) = [be cos A + u'kf,

or {vw - u"-) F - {vG^ + w¥ + 2u'bc cos A)k-\- 6V sin^^ = 0.

Again, we get

(a^ — uk) (be cos A + u'k) + (ca cos B + v'k) (ah cos G + w'k) = 0,

or {v\u' —uu')I(^-\-{a{au'+bcosG.v'-{-ccos B.w') — be cos A.u]k

+ a^bc sin BsmG= 0.

Now, since 6V sin^ A = a^bc sin 5 sin C = (2Ay, these

equations may be written under the form

(vw - u"") F - (vc' + luW + 2uhc cos A)k+ 4A'' = 0,

{v'w'—im)k'^+{a{aii+bv'GosG+cw'QOsB)—bGGo^ A . u}k+4!A^—0.
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Combining these with the four similar equations, we get

',{2uu — v^ + uv — w'^—2 {v'lu — uu')} k

- [u {b^ + c' -^ 26c cos A) + vd' + wd' -\- 2d'u'

+ 2av' (c cos ^ + 6 cos C) + 2aw' (b cos (7 + c cos B)} = 0,

wu — v"^ -\-uv — w"^ — 2 {v'w — uu) _ 1

^^ ~(u^v + w + 2u'^2v + 2w') a' ~ k
'

Two other corresponding expressions may of course be

obtained for h, and the required condition is therefore

wu—v^-\-uv—w'^—2{vw' — uu) _ uv—w^+vw—u'^—2{w'u—vv')

vw — li^ + wu — v"^ — 2 {u'v — ww)

11. To find the equation of the conic luith respect to which

the triangle of reference is self-conjugate.

Since each angular point of the triangle of reference is the

pole, with respect to this conic, of the opposite side, it follows

that the equation of such a conic will be of the form

up^ + vq^ + wr^ = 0.

From the last article it will be seen that the equation

of the self-conjugate circle is

P'
;^
+

l)'-{-c'-d' ' c'-^d'-b''^

or

d'+b'-c'

7^-P—+ --^1_^+
be cos A ca cos B ab cos C

= 0,

= 0,

which may also be written

p^ tan A + cf tan B + r tan C = 0.

Examples.

1. A parabola is described about a triangle so that the tan-

gent at one angular point is parallel to the opposite side ; shew

that the square roots of the perpendiculars on any tangent to the

curve are in arithmetical progression.
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2. A conic is circumscribed about a triangle such that the

tangent at each angular point is parallel to the opposite side ; shew
that, if />, q, r be the perpendiculars from the angular points on
any tangent,

3. Shew that the equation of the centre of this conic is

p + q + r = 0.

4. Conies are drawn each touching two sides of a triangle at

the angular points and intersecting in a point
;
prove that the

intersections of the tangents at this common point with the sides

cutting their respective conies lie on one straight line, and that

the common tangents to the conies intersect the sides in the same
three points.

5. A system of hyperbolas is described about a given triangle;

prove that, if one of the asymptotes always pass through a fixed

point, the other will always touch a fixed conic, to which the three

sides of the triangle are tangents.

6. A parabola touches one side of a triangle in its middle
point, and the other two sides produced

;
prove that the perpen-

diculars, drawn from the angular points of the triangle upon any
tangent to the parabola, are in harmonical progression.

7. Prove that the nine-point circle of the triangle of reference

is represented by the equation

a{q + r)^ + h{r + pf +c {p + q)^ = 0.

8. If pj, p2, ps be the radii of three circles, the internal com-
mon tangents to each pair of the circles touch a conic whose
tangential equation, referred to the centres of the circles, is

a^ (p — q){p — r) + b"^ (q -'r){q - p) + c^ (r —p) {r - q)

hp2/
+ iA'(^ + ~P P^

\p2p3 PaPi Pi

1 2. There is another system of Tangential Co-ordinates,

"which bears a close analogy to the ordinary Cartesian system.

If X, y be the Cartesian co-ordinates of a point, referred to

two rectangular axes, then the intercepts on these axes of the
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[polar of the point, with respect to a circle whose centre is the

[origin, and radius k, will be ,
- respectively. These in-

'

.
^ y . .

tercepts completely determine the position of the line, and
their reciprocals may be taken as its co-ordinates, and

^K denoted by the letters f, ?;.

13. In this system, every equation of the first degree
represents a point.

Let «f + 677 = 1

be an equation of the first degree.

Draw the straight lines OX, OF at right angles to one
another ; on OX take the point A, such that OA = a, and
on OY take the point B, such that OB=h. Draw AP, BP
perpendicular to OX, F respectively, meeting in P.

Then, the equation

af + 67; = 1

shall represent the point P.

Fig. 2
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Through P draw any straight line meeting OX, OY in

H, K, respectively. Then, if f, rj be the co-ordinates of this
line,

J _e J__
OH ^' OK'"^'

„ y OA KP
Hence ^^ = 0H = EK^

, OB HP
^'^ OK~HK'

a relation which is satisfied by the co-ordinates of every line

passing through the point P. This equation therefore repre-

sents the point P.

14. In this system, as in that described in the former
part of the present chapter, an equation represents the curve,

the co-ordinates of whose tangents satisfy it, and an equation
of the n^^^ degree will therefore represent a curve of the
?i*^^ class.

15. If the perpendicular OQ let fall from on the
straight line HK (fig. 23) be denoted by p, and the angle
QOX by (j), we shall have

-. cos <b sin <f>

? =—^ V = ,

P P

and a point will then be represented by the equation

a cos <^ + 6 sin <^ =p ;

an equation which, if a^ + ¥ be put = c^ and - = tan a,

becomes p = c cos (^ — a).

We thus obtain a method of representing curves by a
relation between the perpendicular from a fixed point on the
tangent and the inclination of that perpendicular to a fixed

straight line. These may be called the tangential polar co-
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ordinates of the curve. This method will be found discussed

in the Quarterly Journal of Pm^e and Applied. Mathematics,

Vol. I. p. 210.

Examples.

1

.

Prove that the distance between the points a^ + 677 = 1

,

a'^ + 6^77 - 1, is {(a' - ay + (b' - hyf.

2. Prove that the cosine of the angle between the lines ($, rj),

(^', r{) is

{e+rii(r^+ii'

3. Prove that the distance from the point {a^ + St; = 1) to the

line (4, rj,) is (a^, + br,, - 1) (^/ + rj.'fK

4. Prove that the equation i^ + rf + 2P^ +2Qrj + E = repre-

sents a conic, of which the focus is the origin.

What are the co-ordinates of its directrix'? What is its eccen-

tricity, and what its latus-rectum ?

5. Prove that the equation p = a + c cos <fi represents a circle
;

and determine the radius of the circle.

6. Prove that the evolute of the ellipse a^^ + b^rf = 1 is

represented by the equation

e
{a'-by

F. 10
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CHAPTER VIIi:

ON THE INTERSECTION OF CONICS, AND ON PROJECTIONS.

1. We shall here say a few words on the subject of the

intersection of two conies, as an acquaintance with this branch
of the subject will be useful in future investigations.

Since every conic is represented by an equation of the

second degree, it follows that any two conies intersect in

four points, which may be (1) all real, (2) two real and two
imaginary, or (3) all imaginary.

2. Through these four points of intersection three pairs

of straight lines can be drawn. If the four points be called

P, Q, R, S, the pairs of straight lines will be PQ and MS,
PR and QS, PS and QR. If PQ and RS intersect in L,

PR and QS in M, PS and QR in N, the points L, if, N are

called (see Art. 15, Chap, ii.) the vertices of the quadrangle

PQRS. Also the three points L, M, iV will form, with

respect to every conic passing through the points P, Q, R, S,

a conjugate triad ; and therefore each of them will have the

same polar with respect to all such conies.

3. The equations of the pairs of lines PQ, RS, &e. (the

sides and diagonals of the quadrangle) may be found as

follows. Let the equations of the conies be

ff, (a, /S, 7) = uoc" + vjS^ + wy^ + 2it^y + 2v'7a + 2w'a^ = 0. . .(1),

yfr (a, /3, 7) =pa' + q^' + ry' + 2p'^y-\-2q'ya-\-2r'a^ = 0...{2) ;

then every conic passing through their four points of inter-

section will be represented by an equation of the form

•^ <^(a,A7) + ^V^(a,A7) = (3).
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I

If the left-hand member of this equation break up into

two factors, the conic degenerates into two straight lines, real

or imaginary. The condition that this should happen is

ti + pk, w' + r'k, v' + q'k

w + r'h, V + qk, u' + p'k

v' + q'k, u + pk, w -{-rk

= 0. (4),

a cubic for the determination of k, of which the roots are

either all real, or one real and two imaginary. If the roots

be all real, the vertices of the quadrangle, which will be the

centres of the several conies included in the form (3), will be
all real. If one root only be real, then one vertex only of

the quadrangle will be real. We proceed to consider how
the reality of the vertices L, M, N depends upon that of the

points P, Q, R, S.

4. First, suppose all the four points P, Q, R, S to be
real, then it is clear that all the vertices will be real.

5. Next, let two of the points, P, Q, for example, be
real, and R, S, imaginary.

Then, the line PR can have no other real point but P.
For, if it had, it would itself become a real line, and .we

should have a real line cutting a real conic in one real and
one imaginary point, which is impossible.

Hence the point M, which lies on PR, is imaginary.

Similarly the line PS, and the point N, which lies on it, are

imaginary. The real vertex must therefore be L, which lies

onPQ.

We may observe that the line R8 will be real. For the

two lines PQ, RS, considered as one locus, will be represented

by equation (3) when for k is substituted the real value cor-

responding to the point L. Hence the form of the expression

</) (a, l3, y) + kyjr (a, jS, y) answering to PQ, contains one
real linear factor, and the other linear factor, which answers
to RS, will therefore also be real.

10—2
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6. Thirdly, let all the four points of intersection be ima-
ginary. Then the three vertices will all be real.

For, by what has been shewn above, one vertex is neces-

sarily so. Take this as the angular point A of the triangle

of reference, and let its polar with respect to the two conies

be taken for the side BG.

The point B being chosen arbitrarily, let its polar with

respect to one of the conies be taken as AG. Then this

conic may be represented by the equation

(^^v^''^wrf = ^ (1).

Let the other be represented by

a'^-f-<?yS= + r7'^ + 2p'/37 = (2).

Since the four points of intersection are imaginary, the

roots of the quadratic

(g-v)/3'+(r-'M;)7' + 2//97 =

will be imaginary. Hence

(g-v) {r-w)>'p"' (3).

Now let (0, g, h) be the co-ordinates of either vertex.

Then, since it has the same polar with respect to both conies,

the equations

vg0 + why = 0,

{qg + ph)l3-^(pg + rh)j=:0,

will represent the same straight line, hence

qg +p'h _p'g + rh

vg wh

The two values of ^ ,
given by this equation, will deter-

mine the vertices. Now the roots of this equation are real or

imaginary, as

(qw — rvf + 4ivwp'^ ^ 0.
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That is, the vertices will necessarily be real, if v and w
have the same signs. Suppose them, however, to have con-

trary signs, then, by (3),

qr — p'^ > qw -hrv — vw
;

therefore multiplying both sides by — 4fvw, which is a positive

quantity,

— 4<vw (qr — p'^) > 4fVW (vw — qw — rv);

/. (qw + rvf — ^vw {qr — p'^) > (qw+rvf+Ww"^— 4<vw(qw + rv)

> {qiu + rv — 2vwf

>0;

.
•. {qw — rvf + ^vwp"^ > 0.

Hence, when the four points of intersection are imaginary,

the vertices are in all cases real.

7. These vertices form, with respect to the two conies, a
conjugate triad. Suppose now that they are taken as angular

points of the triangle of reference. Let the conies be repre-

sented by the equations

UOL^ + v^^ + W7^ = 0,

pd' + q^''+ rj' =0.

^ , 7Then + . = +
{qw — rvy {ru—pwy (pv — quf

are the equations of the several pairs of common chords of

the two conies. Since two of the expressions

qiu — rVy ru—pw, pv — qu,

must necessarily have the same sign, it follows that one pair

at least of common chords is always real. The other two
pairs will, as may easily be seen, be real or imaginary, accord-

ing as the four points of intersection are, or are not, all real.
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8. Eetuming to the equation (4) given in Art. 3 of this

chapter we see that it may be partially developed into the
following form

:

U, W, V

w\ V, u'

v, u', w

p, w\ v' u, r, v' u, w\ q

r\ V, u' + w, q, It + w', V, p'

q, u', w v', p\ lU V, u', V

u, v', q' p, '^\ q' p, r', v'

w\ q, p + T\ % V + r, q, u'

V, p, r q',u', r q, p\ w

P. r q'

r\ q. p' F = 0.

q\ V\ r

This equation is generally written

A + BA; + e'F + A'^' = 0.

Here A and A' are known to be the discriminants of the

two given conies. Now the roots of this equation are the

values of k which will give the three pairs of straight lines

drawn through the points of intersection of the two conies,

and since these values must remain unaltered by any trans-

formation of co-ordinates, it follows that the ratios of the four

coefficients. A, @, ©', A', also remain unaltered by any such
transformation. On this account they are called the In-

variants of the system. They possess numerous interesting

properties, but a detailed examination of them would lead us

too far from the object of this work. They will be found
fully discussed in Dr Salmon's treatise. As an example of

their use, however, we may demonstrate the following pro-

position :
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Then

If ^ = 0, S' = be the equations of two conies, 2 =
that of the reciprocal of the first with respect to the second,

2' = that of the second with respect to the first, then

2-e>sf' + e'>sf-2' = o

identically.

The direct investigation of this, taking the equations in

their most general form, will be somewhat laborious. Sup-

pose, however, that the conies, referred to their common con-

jugate triad, are represented by the equations

S = ua' + vl3' + wy' = {S),

.S'=pce+q^' + ry' = (S').

A = uvw, © = pvw + qwu + ruv,

A' =pqr, S' = 2iqr + vrp + wpq.

0, pa, q^, Ty
j

pa, u, 0,
=y'^^^oL' + q^wu^'' + T\ivy\

q^, 0, V, ^ ^ "^

ry, 0, 0, w

X' = u^qra^ + vVp/8^ + w^pqy^,

S'SSS' = {uqr + vrp + wpq) (ua^ 4 vjS'^ + wy^)

— (pvw + qwu + ruv) (pa^ + q^^ + ?^7^)

= {u\r —p^vw) a^ + {v\p - (fwu) yS^ + ivf'pq - r\v) y^

= t'-2.

Hence, as stated above, 2 - SS' + S'S - 2' = identically,

in the case where the conies are referred to their common
conjugate triad. And, from what has been said above, it

appears that on account of the invariance of S and 0', the

same result holds in whatever manner the conies may be

expressed. We thus see that if each of two conies be re-

ciprocated with respect to the other, the four points of

intersection of any two of the conies thus obtained, and the

four points of intersection of the other two, lie on a conic.

Also 2

And

V _
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On Projections.

9. Def. The surface generated by a straight line of

indefinite length, which always passes through a given fixed

point, and always meets a given curve, the curve and point'

not lying in the same plane, is called a cone.

The fixed point is called the vertex, and will be denoted
in this chapter by the letter V,

If a cone be cut by any two planes, either of the curves

of section is said to be a projection of the other.

Also the two points in which any generating line is cut
by two planes are said to be the projections, the one of the
other. The straight line in which the two planes intersect is

called the Unprojected.

It may easily be seen that the projection of any curve on
a given plane coincides with the shadow of the curve which
would be cast upon the plane by a luminous point coinciding

with the vertex of the cone.

The projection of a point of intersection of any two curves

will be a point of intersection of their projections.

The projection of any straight line will be a straight line;

and that of any curve of the ?ith degree will be a curve of the

nth degree. For since any straight line and curve of the nth.

degree intersect in n points, their projections will also inter-

sect in n points.

10. If AB be any given straight line, and a cone be cut

by any plane parallel to VAB, the projection of the line AB
will be infinitely distant. Hence it is always possible so to

project a figure, that the projection of any given straight line

shall be removed to an infinite distance. This is called pro-

jecting the straight line to infinity.

11. Any quadrilateral may be projected into a parallelo-

gram.

For, if ABGD be any quadrilateral, and the sides AB,
CD be produced to meet in E^ AD, BG in F, and the line

EF projected to infinity, then, since the projections of AB,
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CD intersect at an infinite distance, tyhich Fis the common

I^one another, as also those of ^D, BG, wpnics. The sections

the quadrilateral ABGD is projected into ^o the plane VAB™
,

,^ are parallel to
12. The angle EVF will be the angle betvig^j, ^^^ g^^^i.

jections of the sides AB, BG. For if the plantj'^j.jjj

tion cut the lines VA, VB, VG, VD in A', B', L
'

spectively, then the points A\ B', G', D' are respective}-, diffi-

projections of A, B, G, D. Now the plane ABA'B' contiich,

the points V, E, and, since the plane of projection, in whici>

the points A\ B' lie, is parallel to VEF, and therefore to VE,
it follows that A'B' is parallel to VE. Similarly B'G' is

parallel to VF, and therefore the angle A'B'G' is equal to the

angle EVF.

13. Since the angle EVF may be made of any magni-
tude, by taking the point V anywhere on any segment of a

circle of which EF is the base and which contains an angle of

ihe required magnitude, it follows that any quadrilateral may
be projected, in an infinite number of ways, into a parallelo-

gram of which the angles are of any assigned magnitude.

14. We may now proceed to detail the application of the

theory of projections to curves of the second degree.

It will easily be seen that the projection of any tangent to

any curve will be a tangent to the projection of the curve.

Again, if any point and straight line be the pole and polar

of one another with respect to a given conic, their projections

will be the pole and polar of one another with respect to the

projection of the conic.

For, let be any given point, XY its polar with respect

Fig. 24.
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to any given conic. On XF take any point T, external to

the conic, and from T draw two tangents TP, TQ, then PQ
will pass through 0. Now project the whole system, and let

0\ P', Q', T\ X', Y be the respective projections of 0, P,

Q, T, X, F. Then TP', TQ will be tangents to the pro-

jected conic, and P'Q' will pass through 0'. Hence since T
is any point on X'Y\ X'Y' will be the polar of 0'.

1^. From the proposition just proved, it will follow that
any two conies maybe projected into concentric curves. For
it is always possible (Arts. 5 and 7) to find one real point at

least, the polar of which with respect to two given conies is

the same straight line. Let then this straight line be pro-

jected to infinity, and its common pole, with respect to the

two conies, will become the centre of the curves of projection.

16. It may also be proved that any two conies may be
projected into similar and similarly situated curves. For it is

always possible (Arts. 5 and 7) to find two straight lines

which meet two given conies in the same two points, real or

imaginary. Project either of these straight lines to infinity,

and the conies will then be projected into curves, two of the

points of intersection of which are infinitely distant, that is,

into similar and similarly situated conies. These will be
ellipses or hyperbolas, according as the points, in which the

line projected to infinity meets the conies, are imaginary or

real. If the two conies have double contact with one another,

their projections will also be concentric.

17. The projections, spoken of in the last two articles,

may be effected in an infinite number of ways. For any point

whatever may be taken as the vertex of the cone, and if the

cone be cut by a plane, parallel to that which passes through
the vertex and the line which it is required to project to in-

finity, the required projection will be effected.

18. It hence follows that it is possible to project any two
intersecting conies into hyperbolas of any assigned eccen-

tricity. Suppose, for example, that it is required to project

two conies, intersecting in points A, B, into two similar and
similarly situated hyperbolas, the angle between the asymp-
totes of each being a. Take any point V, such that the angle
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A VB = a, and describe two cones, of which V is the common
vertex, passing through the two given conies. The sections

of these cones made by any plane parallel to the plane VAB
will be hyperbolas, of which the asymptotes are parallel to

VA, VB respectively, and will therefore be similar and simi-

larly situated to one another, and of the required form.

19. We now come to the most important and most diffi-

cult point of the theory of projections, the process by which,

from the properties of the circle, those of conic sections in

general may be deduced. We have just seen that any two
conies may be projected into hyperbolas of any assigned ec-

centricity. Now this process, the possibility of which we
have shewn by a geometrical method, of course admits of

algebraical proof And the algebraical investigation, on ac-

count of the continuity of the symbols employed, would not

take any account of the restrictions introduced into the geo-

metrical investigation, either as to the conies intersecting in

real points, or as to the eccentricity of the conies into which

they are projected being greater than unity. It is therefore

possible, by an algebraical process, to transform the equations

of any two conies whatever into those of conies of any eccen-

tricity, and therefore into those of circles. The points and
tangents common to the two given conies will be transformed

into points and tangents common to their projections, and the

relations of poles and polars will remain unaltered.

Since all circles pass through the same two points on the

line at infinity, it follows that all circles are transformed by
projection into a system of conies passing through the same
two points, or having a common chord. Again, since every

parabola touches the line at infinity, it follows that all para-

bolas will project into a system of conies touching the same
straight line. A system of parabolas and circles will project

into a system in which all the circles will become conies pass-

ing through the same two points, and all the parabolas will

become conies, having the straight line joining those two
points for a common tangent.

20. We have seen, in the investigation of the co-ordinates

of the real and imaginary foci, given in Chap. VI., that the pair
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of imaginary tangents, drawn to a conic from any one of its four

foci, satisfy the analytical conditions of being asymptotes to a
circle. Hence these tangents must themselves meet the line

at infinity in the two circular points. Conversely, if from the

two circular points at infinity two pairs of tangents be drawn
to any conic, these will form an imaginary quadrilateral, cir-

cumscribing the conic, the four angular points of which are

the four foci of the curve.

Hence all conies having the same focus project into conies

having a paii' of common tangents; and all confocal conies

into conies inscribed in the same quadrilateral.

The directrix is the polar of the focus, hence, if two conies

have the same focus and directrix, they project into two conies

having a common chord of contact for their common tangents,

that is, having double contact with one another.

21. The anharmonic ratio of any pencil or range is un-

altered hy projection.

Let the transversal PQRS cut the four straight lines OP,
OQ, OR, OS. Take any point V, not lying in the plane

through these straight lines, join VO, VF, VQ, VR, VS, and

let these lines be cut by any other plane in 0', F', Q, R\ S'.

Then

[a ,F'qR8'] = [F'qR'8-\

F'Q' . R'S'
~ F'R' . QS'

si.uF'Vq .^hiR'VS'
~

sin F' VR' .sin Q'VS'

sin FVQ. sin RVS
~

sin FVR. sin QVS

FQ.RS
~'FR.QS

= [FQRS]

= (0 . FQRS\.
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Hence the anharmonic ratio of the given pencil and range

is the same as that of their projection.

22. The following proposition is useful in the projection

of theorems relating to the magnitude of angles.

Any two lines which make an angle A with each other,

form with the lines joining the circular 'points at infinity to

their point of intersection, a pencil of which the anharmonic

ratio is e^''-^^^'^~^-

It will be understood that the two given lines are taken

as the first and third legs of the pencil.

Take the two lines as two sides of the triangle of reference,

and let them be denoted by /3 = 0, 7 = 0. The lines joining

their point of intersection to the circular points at infinity

are given by eliminating a between the equation of the line

at infinity and that of the circumscribing circle, that is, be-

tween

7/1 /^ tj ^ c „

This gives y8' + 2/37 cos ^ + 7' = 0.

Now the two lines represented by the equation

(^-h){^ + k'y) =

form with ^ = and 7 = a pencil of which the anharmonic

k'
ratio is

j^
(Art. 23, Chap. I.). In the present case,

k=:-e^'^~\ k' = e-^''~\

Hence the anharmonic ratio is

g-^V-1
_g2^V-l = g(iT-2^)V-l.

Cor. In the case in which the lines are at right angles

to one another, -4 = h » ^^^ ^^^ anharmonic ratio becomes,

unity, that is, the four lines form an harmonic pencil.
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23. The known property of a circle, that "the angles in

the same segment are equal to one another," gives rise to an
important anharmonic property of conic sections. The pro-

perty of the circle may be expressed thus, that "if J., ^ be
any two fixed points on the circumference of a circle, any
moving point on it, the angle AOB is constant." Project the
circle into any conic, and let A\ B\ 0' be the projections of

A,B,0\ H,K those of the circular points at infinity. Then,
from the result of the last article, it follows that

[0' ,A'B'HK} is constant.

Or, the anharmonic ratio of the pencil, formed hy joining

-any point of a conic to four fixed points on the curve, is con-

stant.

Reciprocating this theorem, in accordance with Art. 13,

Chap. VII., we see that if any tangent to a conic be cut by four
fixed tangents, the anharmonic ratio of the range, formed by
the points of section, is constant.

24. If P, Q, R be three points in a straight line, and

p, q,rhe their projections, and s the projection of the point

at infinity pn the line PQR, then

r ^ pq.rs FQ.RS
For [pqrs] = ^^ =

cTe /id j"-^^
-^ ps . qr PS . QE

where 8 denotes the point at infinity on the line PQR.

Also RS : PS in a ratio of equality, hence

lpqr's]=^.

25. If P, P', Q, q, R, R'.., be a system of points in

involution, and p, p, q, q', r, r ... their projections, then since

by Art. 27, Chap. I. [PQRS] = [PqR'S'l and by Art. 21

of this Chapter [PQRS] = [pqrs], [P'Q'R'S'] = [p'q'rs'l
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it follows that [pqrs] = [p'qr's'], or p, p', q, q, r, r'... are a

system of points in involution. Hence, a7iy system of points

in involution projects into a system in involution.

If P coincides with P', p will coincide with p, or the foci

of one system project into the foci of the other. We may
observe that the centre of one system will not, in general,

project into the centre of the other.

26. Let a system of circles be described through two
given points A, A', and let any circle of the system cut a
given straight line in P, P'. Produce AA' to meet the

given straight line in 0. Then

OP . OP' = OA . OA',

or OP . OP' is constant for all circles passing through A, A'.

Hence, the system of points in which a system of circles,

passing through two given points, cut a given straight line,

are in involution. Project the system of circles into a system
of conies, passing through four given points, and we learn

that "a system of conies, passing through four given points,

cut any straight line in a system of points in involution."

Of this system of conies, one can be drawn so that one of

its points of intersection with the given straight line shall be
at an infinite distance,—in other words, so that one of its

asymptotes shall be parallel to the given straight line. The
other point, in which this conic cuts the given straight line,

will be the centre of the system.

Again (see Art. 3, Chap, ix., infra), two conies can be
described, passing through the four given points, and touch-
ing the given straight line. The two points of contact of
these conies will be the foci of the system of points in in-

volution.

By reciprocating these propositions, we obtain analogous
properties of the system of conies, inscribed in a given quad-
rilateral, whence, by projection, may be obtained those of a
system of confocal conies.

27. When the vertex of the cone, used for purposes of
projection, is infinitely distant, so that the cone itself be-
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comes a cylinder, the projection is said to be orthogonal. In
this mode of projection, the line at infinity remains at an
infinite distance, and any two parallel lines will therefore

project into parallel lines. Also any area will bear to its

projection a constant ratio ; and the mutual distances of any
three points in the same straight line will bear to one another
the same ratios as the mutual distances of their projections.

Two perpendicular diameters of a circle will, since each is

parallel to the tangent at the extremity of the other, project

into two conjugate diameters of an ellipse. By this method,
many properties of conic sections, more especially those re-

lating to conjugate diameters, may be readily deduced from
those of the circle.

Examples.

1. If XYZ be a triangle which moves in such a manner that

its side YZ always passes through a fixed point P, ZX tlirough Q,

XY through R, and if the locus of Y be a fixed conic passing

through R and P, that of ^ a fixed conic passing through P and

Q, prove that the locus of X will be a fixed conic passing through

Q, R, and through the other three points of intersection of the

2. If two tangents be drawn to a conic so that the points

in which they cut a given straight line form, with two fixed points

on the straight line, a harmonic range, prove that the locus of

their point of intersection will be a conic passing through the two
given points.

3. A system of conies is described touching four given

straight lines
;
prove that the locus of the pole of any fifth given

straight line with respect to any conic of the system is a straight

line.

If the fifth straight line be projected to infinity so that the

points where it intersects two of the other given straight lines be

projected into the circular points, what does this theorem become?
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4. A system of conies is described about a given quadrangle

;

prove that the locus of the pole of any given straight line, with

respect to any conic of the system, is a conic passing through the

,
—^vertices of the quadrangle.

f ^ 5. A system of conies is described touching the sides of a

given triangle, and from a given point a pair of tangents is drawn
to each conic of the system. Prove that, if the locus of one of

the points of contact be a straight line, that of the other will be a

conic circumscribed about the given triangle,

6. The tangent at any point P of a conic, of which S and H
are the foci, is cut by two conjugate diameters in T, t; prove that

the triangles SPT, HPt are similar to one another.

7. Two parabolas have a common vertex and their axes at

right angles to each other
;
prove that the polar reciprocal of

either with respect to the other is a rectangular hyperbola, of

which the axes of the parabolas are the asymptotes.

F. 11
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CHAPTER IX.

MISCELLANEOUS PROPOSITIONS.

ON THE DETERMINATION OF A CONIC FROM FIVE GIVEN
GEOMETRICAL CONDITIONS.

1. If any five independent conditions be given, to which
a conic is to be subject, each of these, expressed in alge-

braical language, will give an equation for the determination
of the five arbitrary constants which the equation of the
conic involves. Hence, five conditions suffice for the deter-

mination of the conic. It may, however, happen that some
of the equations for the determination of the constants rise

to a degree higher than the first, in such a case, the constants

will have more than one value, and more than one conic

may therefore be described, satisfying the required condi-

tions, although the number will still be finite.

The geometrical conditions of most frequent occurrence
are those of passing through given points and touching given
straight lines, with such others as may be reduced to these.

We proceed to consider how many conies may be described
in each individual case.

2. Let five points he given.

In this case we have merely to substitute in the equation
of the conic the co-ordinates of the several points for a, /3, 7

;

we shall thus obtain five simple equations for the determina-
tion of the constants, and one conic only will satisfy the given
conditions.

3. Let four points and one tangent he given.

Take three of the points as angular points of the triangle

of reference. Let /, g, h be the co-ordinates of the fourth
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given point, Ix + m/3 + 717 = 0, the equation of the given tan-

gent. Let the equation of the conic be

\ Lb V r.

- + S + - = 0.
a P 7

Then for the determination of the ratios \: fi:u, we have

the equations

J 9 h
0,

\H'^ + fjbV + vW — 2fjLvmn — 2vXnl — 2\fxl7n = 0.

These equations will give two values for the ratios, and
prove therefore that two conies can be described satisfying

the required conditions.

4. Let three points and two tangents be given.

Take the three points as angular points of the triangle of

reference. Let the two given tangents be represented by the

equations

loL + m^ + n'y = 0,

Vol + m'^ + n 7 = 0.

If then the conic be represented by the equation

a ^ 7

we have, for the determination oi\: fi'.v, the equations

X*^ + yu-^m^ -\- v^n^ — 2/jLvmn — 2v\nl — 2\jjLhn = 0,

XT + fi'm'' 4- vV - 2fiv7n'n - 2v\nl' - 2\iJil'm' = 0,

which, being both quadratics, give four values for each of the

ratios, shewing that four conies may be described satisfying

the given conditions.

. 0. Let two points and three tangents he given.

Take the three tangents as lines of reference, and let

f, g, h
;
/', g' , h' , be the co-ordinates of the two given points.

11—2
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Then, if the equation of the conic be

W + At'/3' + ^'7' - 2yu,z//37 - 2i/\7a - 2X/iay8 = 0,

we shall get, writing/, g,h', f ,
g' , h\ successively for a, ^, 7,

two quadratics for the determination of the ratios \ : /u, : i/,

giving therefore four conies.

6. Let one point and four tangents he given.

Taking three of the tangents as lines of reference, the

condition of touching the fourth given line gives a simple

equation for the determination of the coefficients, and that of

passing through the given point a quadratic. Hence, two
conies may be described, satisfying the given conditions.

7. Let five tangents he given.

Taking three of the tangents as lines of reference, the
condition of touching each of the others gives a simple

equation for the determination of the constants, shewing that

one conic only can be described satisfying these conditions.

The results of Arts. 5, 6, 7, may of course be deduced by
the method of reciprocal polars, from those of Arts. 4, 3, 2.

8. Several other forms under which the data may be
given, are reducible to a certain number of lines and points.

Thus to have given a tangent and its point of contact is

equivalent to having two points given, the points being

indefinitely close together. Or, it may be regarded as equi-

valent to having two tangents given, these tangents being
indefinitely nearly coincident. To have given that a conic is

a parabola is equivalent to having a tangent given, since

every parabola touches the line at infinity. To have given

that it is a circle is equivalent to having two points given,

since all circles intersect the line at infinity in the same two
points. And this explains the reason why four circles can

be described touching the sides of a given triangle, but only

one circumscribed about it. So, to have given that a conic

is similar and similarly situated to a given one is equivalent

to having two points given. To have given an asymptote is

equivalent to having two points given, for an asymptote may
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be regarded as a tangent, the point of contact of which is

given (at an infinite distance). To have given the direction

of an asymptote is equivalent to having one point given, for

»H this virtually determines the point in which the conic meets

I the line at infinity.

9. If it be given that three given points form a con-

jugate triad, this is equivalent to three conditions, as the
equation of the conic, when these are taken as angular points

of the triangle of reference, is of the form »

Two more conditions will therefore completely determine
the conic. If these conditions be that the conic shall pass

through two given points, or touch two given straight lines,

or pass through one given point and touch one given straight

line, one conic only can be drawn to satisfy these condi-

tions.

We may observe that, if the above conic pass through
the point (/, g, h), it also passes through the three points

(""./> 9> ^0' (/> ~9i ^)> (f> 9y —^0' ^^3 thd^t, if it touch
the line {I, m, n), it also touches the lines (— /, m, ?i),

{I, — m, n), (I, m, — n).

ON THE LOCUS Ob^ THE CENTRE OF A SYSTEM OF CONICS
WHICH SATISFY FOUR CONDITIONS, EXPRESSED BY
PASSING THROUGH POINTS AND TOUCHING STRAIGHT
LINES.

10. The locus of the centre of a conic, which passes

through m points, and touches n straight lines, m + n being
equal to four, will be a conic, in every case except two. We
will consider the several cases in order.

11. Let the system pass through four points.

This is best treated by Cartesian co-ordinates.

Of the conies which can be described passing through four

points, two are parabolas. Take, as co-ordinate axes, that
diameter of each of these parabolas, the tangent at the ex-
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tremity of which is parallel to the axis of the other. Then
the two parabolas will be represented by the equations

^' + 2/y +A =0 (1),

f + yx + h' = (2).

The system of conies is represented by the equation

x' + \\f + ^\g'x + 2/y + h + \h' = (3),

X being an arbitrary multiplier.

The centre is given by the equations

x + \g==0, \y+f=0.
Eliminating X, we get for the locus of the centres

^y=fg (4),

a conic, whose asymptotes are parallel to the axes of the

parabolas (1) and (2).

If the four points form a convex quadrangle, the parabolas

will be real, and the locus (4) an hyperbola. If the quad-
rangle be concave, the parabolas will be imaginary, and the

locus of the centres an ellipse.

The curve (4) bisects the distance between each pair of

the four points, and passes through the vertices of the quad-

rangle. This may be seen from geometrical considerations,

for the three pairs of straight lines which belong to this

system of conies, the vertices are respectively the centres.

From the form of the equation (3) we see that every conic

of the system has a pair of conjugate diameters parallel to the

axes of the parabola (1), (2) ; in other words to the asymptotes

of (4).

The conic of minimum eccentricity is obtained by making
X = 1. In this case, these are the equal conjugate diameters.

If the axes of the parabolas be at right angles to one

another, the four points lie on the circumference of a circle.

The axes of every conic in (3) are then parallel to the co-

ordinate axes, and (4) is a rectangular hyperbola.

If each of the four points be the orthocentre of the other
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three, the system of conies is a system of rectangular hyper-
bolas, and (4) is the nine-point circle of the given points.

12. Let three points and a tangent be given.

In this case we may see, a priori, that the locus will

be a curve of the fourth degree, for we can describe four

parabolas satisfying the given conditions, and the locus

will have four asymptotes, parallel to the axes of these

parabolas.

Take the triangle formed by the three points for the tri-

angle of reference, and use triangular co-ordinates. Let the

tangent be represented by Ice -\- my + nz = 0.

Then, if the system of conies be represented by

\yz + fizx 4- vooy = 0,

the condition of tangency gives

rx^ + m'fjL^ + ?iV' - 2mnfiv - 2nlv\ - 2lm\/u, = 0.

The centre is given by the equation

fiz+vi/=vx + \z=\y-{- fix.

If each member of this be put for the moment = p, we have

y -\- z — X z-\-x — y x + y — z
^=

iyz P- '' = —2i^P- "= ioy P'

therefore the equation of the locus becomes

;V (y + z-xf +my [z+x-yj + n^z^ (^ + 2/
- zf

— 2mnyz (z -\-x — y)(x + y —z) — 2nl lx{x-{-y - z) {y + z — x)

— 2lmxy {y + z — x) (z -{- X — y) = 0,

a curve of the fourth degree.

Writing 1 - 2ir, l-2y, 1 - 2z, for

y + z — x, z -\- X — y, x -\- y — z,

respectively, the terms of the fourth order become

;V + my + wV - 2mny^z' - 2nlz''x' - 2lmxy.
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Hence the asymptotes, and therefore the axes of the four

parabolas, are parallel to the four lines

± l^x ± m^y ± n^z = 0.

13. Let two points and two tangents he given.

In this case, again, four parabolas can be described satis-

fying the given conditions, and we might therefore expect

that the locus would be a curve of the fourth degree. It

(
will be found, however, that it breaks up into two factors of

the second degree.

Taking the line joining the two points as a = 0, and the

other two as yS = 0, 7 = 0, the equation of the system may be
written

2y87 + (\a + W./3 + nif = 0.

Here \ is a variable parameter. For the determination

of m and n, we may proceed as follows. Let the values of
o
-

, corresponding to a = 0, be called I, l. We have then
7

(^ - ^7) (/9 - ^7) = ^^ + 2^^ ^7 +
J,

7-^ identically,

.,i+r = -2^?^,
Tnr

11'=^,.
nv

Hence '^=^{IX)\

For the centre, we have the equations

\ (Xa -I- m^ + 117) = m (\a + m/S + wy) + 7

= n (Xa + m^ + /17) + /8
;
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_ (m + n) (\a + m^ + 217) + /8 + 7 _ ?^ + ^
,
7n-n /g + 7

*"

2(Xa + m^+^7) ~
2 2 /3-y

r Hence, the locus becomes

m^ — ny
a\ + m/9 + «7 =

m^ — ny

^-y
/8 —

7

'

' m — n

or {m — n) a (myS — ny) + (m — ti) (/9 — 7) (m/9 + ^17) = {^ — yf ',

.'. (m — n) [m^^ — ny^ + (?i —m)^y — nya + ma/3} = (^ — yf-

This may be written

(m^ - mn -1) ^' + {71' -mn-l)y'-{m^-2mn-^ if- 2) I3y

+ (n^ — mw) 7a + (^Ti'^ — mri) a^ = 0,

71/

or, dividing by m*, and substituting the values of - already

obtained,

+ ll'ya + a^ ± (ZZ')* (7a + a/3) = 0,

giving, as stated above, two conic sections for the required

loclocus.

14. Let one point, and three tangents be given.

Here the required locus will be a conic, since only two
parabolas can be described satisfying the given conditions.

Take the three straight lines as lines of reference ; and let

/, g, h, be the triangular co-ordinates of the given point. We
have then, as the equation of the system,

Px^ + m^y^ + n^z^ — 2mn yz — 2?iZ z£c — 2/m xy = 0,

subject to the condition

V + '^y -^ n%^ - ^ningh - 2nl hf- 2lmfg = (1).
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For the centre, we have

I {Ix — my — nz) = m{- l£c + my — nz) = 7i (— Ix — my-^ nz)

la;— ny-'nz_ — lx-\- my — nz_- Ix — my + nz

mn nl
~

Im '

Ix _ my nz
or

l{m-\-n) m{n-\-l) n{l + m) '

X V z1. -
' m-^n n-\- 1 l-\-m

I m
y+z—x z+x—y x+y—z

giving, for the locus of the centre,

/'(y + z-xr + f(z-\-x-yy-^h'(x + y-zY
-2gh{z + x-y)(x + y-z)-2hf{x + y-z)(y-\-z-x)

-2/g{y + z-x){z + x-y) = 0,

a conic touching the three straight lines which join the

middle points of the sides of the triangle formed by the three

given tangents.

Its asymptotes are parallel to those of the curve

/V + g'Y + AV - 2ghyz - 2hfzx - 2fgxy = 0.

It will therefore be a rectangular hyperbola, if

aT +W + o'h' + (6^ -he'- a') gh + {& + a^ - h') hf

+ {a' + y'- c')fg = (Art. 3, Chap, v.),

that is, if

(b' + c'-a')(g + hf + {c' + a'- b') (h +/)'

-^(a' + h^-c'){f+gf = 0;

or, if the point (/, g, h) lie anywhere on the circumference of

the circle, which is self-conjugate with respect to the triangle

formed by drawing through the intersection of each pair of

the three given straight lines, a straight line parallel to the

third.
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It will be a circle, if

171

or, if

i'-i^hm''"-"'''

f
b+c-a c+a—b a+b—c a+b+c'

h 1

a+b+c a+b

f _ -9
a + b — c

f

a + b A- c

9

c + a — b

h

b + c — a

-h

a

b-c

1

c + a — b b + c a+b+c c a

It will be a parabola, if fgh (f+g + h) = 0, that is, if the

point be at an infinite distance or on any one of the three

given straight lines.

15. Let four tangents be given.

In this case, but one parabola can be described, and we
may anticipate that the locus will be a straight line. This
may be proved algebraically as follows. Take the diagonals

of the quadrilateral formed by the four given tangents as lines

of reference, and let the equations of the four tangents be

±loo ± my ± nz = 0.

If the equation of the conic be

uaf + vy^ + wz^ =
we must have

vwl^ + wum^ + uvn^ =

And the centre of (1) is given by the equations

therefore its locus is represented by

l^x + ni^y + n^z = 0.

(1).

.(2).
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SUPPLEMENTARY PROBLEMS.

16. The following theorem is useful in many geometrical
investigations.

The product of any two determinants is a determinant.

First, take the case of two rows and columns.

Let

And let

V. + M.=fj ^^'

(2).
^.f.+^A = o|

These equations lead to the following

:

a, {a^x^ + a^x^) + a, {h^x^ + h^x^) = 0,

/3, {a^x^ + a^x^) + /3, {\x^ + \x;) =

or ( a^a, + a^ij x^ + [a^a^ + a^ftg) ^2 = ^1

(;8,a, + ^X) ^, + (^x«2 + /^A) ^2 = Oj

Now, if (2) be satisfied, (3) will be.

And (2) are satisfied, if either

i ^v ^2

or if fJ
and fg are each = 0.

In the latter case, we have by (1), either

I K K
or x^ and x^ — 0. But if x^ and ^'^ be not = 0, then (3)

gives

^,a^ + ^X^ /^x»2 + ft^2 i~

Hence (6) is satisfied whenever either (4) or (5) are, and

therefore its left-hand member must involve, as factors, the

left-hand members of (4) and (5). The only other factor is

numerical, and this will be seen, by comparing the coefficients

of any term, as for instance afi^afi^, to be unity.

= 0.

= 0.

(3).

.(4),

.(5),

.(6).
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It may, in like manner, be proved that

7i. 72. 73

I

«i«i + "a^t + «3C,
. "i^i^a + a-^i^a + V2' "i^^a + a2^3 + "s^s

7i«i + 72^ + 73C,. 710^2 + 72^ + 73^2. 71^3 + 72^3 + 73C3

«I. «^2' «3

'-.. ^>2> 63

^1' ^2. C3

and so on, for any number of rows and columns.

17. // (f, g, h), (f, g, W), (r, g\ h") 6e f/^ree jmints

tvhichform a conjugate triad with respect to the conic

(f)
(x, y, z) = ux" + vy^ + wz* + 2u'yz + 2v'zx + 2w'xy = 0,

then

u, w', V f^ 9> h

w\ V, u f\g\h'
v, u, w f\g"X

u, w\ v'

W , V, u

v\ u\ w

= 4>{f,g,h)<i>{f,g\K) <i>{f",g\h").

For, generally,

/. 9> h

uf +w'g + vh, uf +w'g-{-v'h',uf" +w"g" -\- v'h"

wf -^vg \- u'h, w'f + vg' +uh\ w'f" + vg" + ii'h"

vf + ug + wh, vf +u'g' + wh', vf" + v!g" + wK'

</)/, <i>g', <i>h'

4>f'> 4>g"y 4^h"

where
<j)f

is written for x -77; > &c.
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u, w\ v' /. !). h

w\ V, u' /, 9'. h-

v', u', IV r.g'.h"

Hence

/<!>/" + 9<t>^' + Hh", fcf>r + 9'<t>9" + h'<t>h", f<j>r + g"4>g-' + K'<i>K-

But f<l)f + g(l>g + hcph = (f> (/, g, h), whatever/, g, h may be.

And /</)/ + g'(^g + h'(f>h = 0.

Similarly, all terms of similar form = 0.

Hence the theorem is proved.

18. A triangle is inscribed in the conic,

ux** + vy** -H wz'** + 2u'yz + 2v'zx + 2w'xy = 0,

tiuo of its sides passing through the fixed points (f, g, h),

(f, g', h'), to find the envelope of the third.

Call the fixed points K, K', and the angular points of

the triangle PQR, RP passing through K, PQ through K'.

Then, by projecting the conic into a circle and the line KK'
to infinity, the lines RP, PQ will project into two lines always

parallel to themselves, and therefore containing a constant

angle, hence QR will project into a line always touching a

circle concentric with the given one. Therefore, in the given

problem, the envelope of QR will be a conic, having double

contact with the given one along the line KK', and will there-

fore be represented by the equation

/ 9y h

X(f) (x, y, z) + /, g, h'

X, y, z

<f)
{x, y, z) being written, for shortness, instead of

uaf + vy^ + wz^ + 2uyz + 2v'zx -\- 2w'xy,

and \ being a constant to be determined.

Now we observe, in the first place, that X must be of two
dimensions in /, g, h, of two in /', g\ h' , and of — 1 in u, v, w,

u', V, w'.

= 0. .(1),
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I

Next, let V be the point of intersection of two consecutive

positions of QR. Then, if a triangle be inscribed in the conic

so that two of its sides always pass through K\ V, the en-

velope of the third side will pass through K. Hence (1) must
be satisfied when we exchange os, y, z, with /, g, h.

Therefore we have

\<l> (/ g, h) +
CO, y^ z

A 9\ h'

/ 9> h

0,

\ being what \ becomes when oc, y, z are written for /, g, h.

Hence

X<^ {x, y, z) = \</) (/, g, h) identically,

whence, \ involves ^ (/, g, h) as a factor. Similarly it in-

volves (j) {f, g', h') as a factor. Hence we may write

^ _ 4>{f, 9. h) if, g\ /Q

/A being a function of u, v, w, u, v, w', of three dimensions,

since X is of — 1

.

The equation then becomes

<f>(/,g,h)cf>{f,g',h')cl>{a,^,y) + f.

f> 9> ^^

f,9',h'

ct, 13, 7

= 0.

To determine fx, we may suppose, since it is independent
of the co-ordinates of K, K', that each of these points lies on
the polar of the other. Then, the envelope of QR must pass

through the pole of KK', as may be seen by projecting KK'
to infinity, for then QR will always pass through the centre

of the conic. Hence, if (/", g", h") be the polar of KK'

/ 9. h

<P (/ 9, h)
<f> if, g, h') <!> if", g", h") + /x f\ 9'^ ^

f\9",h"

= 0,

whence by Art. 17, ^1 =
U, W , V

w' , V, u,

V, u', w
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Therefore the required envelope is

w, V,4>(f.g,h)<f,{f,g,k'),l,{x,y,z) =
v' f. g.h
u /', /, K
w «, y, a

19. A triangle is described about a conic, x^-\-y^ + z^ = 0,

two of its vertices move on fixed straight lines, Ix + my + nz = 0,

I'x + m'y + n'z =^
; to prove that the locus of the third vertex

ivill be given by the equation

1, m, n *

(ir + mm' + nn )* (x*^ + y' + z'O + 1', m', n' = 0.

X, y, z

It may be shewn, by reciprocating the theorem in the last

article, that the locus will have double contact with the given
conic along the pole of the intersection of the two given

straight lines ; hence its equation will be of the form

\{x'^f + z') +
I. m, n

I', mf n

X, y^ z

= 0. .(1).

and it remains to determine \.

For this purpose let the straight line Ix + my + ?i-2 = cut

the given conic in P, P'. Let T be the pole of FP'

.

Now, suppose one side of the triangle to become the tan-

gent at P, then the other tangent through P will coincide

with it, hence the required locus passes through the point of

intersection of Ix + my + nz = 0, with the tangent at P, and
also with the tangent at P'.

Now, the co-ordinates of T are I, m, n, hence these two

tangents are represented by the equation

(t' + m' -\-n')(x' + f + z') -(Ix -\- my -{-nzf = (2).

Hence (1) must be satisfied by the values of x, y, z, which

satisfy (2), and also make

Vx + my -I- nz — 0.

Now
I, m, n

I', m, n

X, yy z
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it

P + m' + n^, W + mm' + nn\ Ix +my + nz

IV + mm' + nn', V^ + m'^ + n\ I'x + m'y + nz

Ix + my + nz, I'x + m'y + n'z, x^ -^y"^ + z^

which if I'x + m'y + nz = 0, becomes

r +m^ + ?^^ ^Z' + wm' + nn, lx-\-my + nz

U' + mm' + nn', I'^-hm" ^-n'^

Ix+ my +nz, 0, ^^-^y' + ^''

= (l^ + ^2 + n') (p + m''^ + n") (x' + y'+ z')

- (W + mm' + nn'f (x^ \-y^ + z^)

- {P + m'^ + n") (Ix + m.y + nzf

= _ (ir + mm' + nn'Y (x' -\-f-\- z'), if (2) be satisfied.

Hence, by (1) \ — {W + mm' + nn'f = 0, identically,

therefore, the equation of the required locus becomes

I, m, n ^

ill' + mm' + nn'Y {x' + y'+ z^) +
I, m, n

I'. m', n'

X, y> z

TRILINEAR CO-ORDINATES OF THE FOCI OF A CONIC.

20. The following investigation of the trilinear co-ordi-

nates of the foci does not introduce the conception of the

imaginary circular points at infinity, or of imaginary tan-

gents.

The trilinear co-ordinates of the focus of the conic

uoL^ H- vyS' + W7' + 2u^^ + 2v'7a + 2w a/3 = 0,

may be investigated in the following manner. Draw two

tangents to the conic parallel to a = 0, and let f^,f^ be their

respective distances from that line. Then, if /, g, h be the

co-ordinates of a focus, we have

(f—f^) (/a
~ f) — ^^^ square on the semi-axis minor.

F. 1^
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If the equation of either tangent be

a (6/3 + C7) = (2A - aa) a,

which represents a line parallel to, and at a distance a' from
a = 0, the two values of a' obtained by introducing the con-
dition of tangency, will be /,, f^. Now, the condition of
tangency is

0, a'a. - 2A, ba, ca

aa' — 2A, u, w', v

hoi!, w, V, u'

ca, v\ u\ w

= 0,

or U {aa' - 2A)'^ + F {ha'f -h W {caj

-f 2 U'ha: . ca' + 2 Tea' {aa' - 2A) + 2W {aa' - 2A) 6a' = 0,

which may be written

(
Ua' + 76' + Fc^ + 2 U'hc + 2 V'ca + 2 W'ah) a^

-^^{Ua-v W'b + V'c)a' + '^^^U = 0.

Hence, the left-hand member of this equation is identi-

cally equal to

( Ua' + V¥ +Wc'+2 V'bc + 2 V'ca + 2 W'ab) {a' -/J (a -/,),

and therefore the square on the semi-axis minor

= -/^4-4A
{Ua+W'b+V'c)f-AU

Ua' + Vb' -h Wc' + 2 U'bc -I- 2 F'ca + 2 Tf'a6

Two similar expressions being obtained, we get for the
determination of the foci, the equations

(
Ua' + Vb' 4-^0=^ + 2 U'bc -\- 2 V'ca + 2 Tr'a6) /'

-4>A{Ua+ W'b + V'c)f+ 4A'^Cr

= {Ua'+ Vb^ -f Wc' + 2 U'bc + 2 V'ca + 2 W^'a6) g'

- 4A (F6 -h U'c + F'a) g + 4A*F

=
(
Ua"" + F6' + Tfc' + 2 tr'6c + 2 F'ca + 2 Tf'a6) h^

-^^{Wc+V'a-{U'b)hv^^'w

the same as those obtained in Chap. VI. Art. 33.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Prove that the centre of the conic

coincides with the centre of gravity of the triangle of reference.

1 1 1

aa op cy

2. Prove that 0, 1, 1, 1

1, 0, «^ y'

1, A 0, 7?

1, f. ar^,

--{x+y+z) {x-y-z) (y-z-x) (z-x-y).

3. Prove that the square on the radius of the circle, de-

scribed about the triangle of which the angular points are a, b, c,

is

0, «6^ ac"

1 ha\ 0, he
"2

ca\ ch\

0, 1, 1, 1

1, 0, ab\ ac"

1, ha\ 0, h(^

1, ca\ ch\
1

Investigate a similar expression for the square on the radius of

the sphere, described about the tetrahedron of which the angular

points are a, 6, c, d.

4. aS is a focus of a conic, PQ a chord subtending a constant

angle at 8 ; *S'^, 8T are drawn meeting the tangents at P and Q
in R^ T respectively, so that the angles P8U^ QST are constant

;

prove that RT always touches a conic having S for a focus, and a

directrix in common with the given conic.
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(^5^ Prove that, if the conic (Za)i + (myS)* + (nyY = be a para-

bola, its focus and directrix are given by the equations

\lo-_ '^1/3 _ ny

la
1

^/3
,

ny ^^
tan A tan B tan C

Hence prove that, if a parabola touch three straight lines, its

directrix always passes through a fixed point. State, in geometri-

cal language, the position of this point relatively to the three

straight lines. • ' -.-r^/^ «>/" -^c.

6. A system of parabolas is described so that a given triangle

is self-conjugate with respect to each curve of the system
;
prove

that the locus of the focus is a circle, that the directrix always
passes through the centre of the circle described about the tri-

angle, and that every parabola of the system touches the three

straight lines which bisect each pair of sides of the triangle.

7. If P be any point on the circumference of a circle, any
fixed point, prove that the locus of the point, in which the tangent

at P intersects the line which bisects OF at right angles, is a

straight line.

8. A rectangular hyperbola circumscribes a triangle ; shew
that the loci of the poles of its sides are three straight lines form-

ing another triangle, whose angular points lie on the sides of the

first, where they are met by perpendiculars from the opposite an-

gular points.

9. If ABC^ A'B'C be two triangles, each of which is self-

conjugate with regard to the same given conic, shew that another

conic can be described about both.

10. If a, ^, y, 8 be the distances of a point from four given

straight lines, so connected that la + m^ + ?^y + joS = 0, prove that,

if a conic be described, touching these four straight lines, the locus

of either of its foci will be the curve of the third degree repre-

sented by the equation

I m n p r.

a fi y
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11. Prove that the polar reciprocal of a rectangular hyperbola

with respect to any point S, is a conic, the sum of the squares on
the semi-axes of which is equal to the square on the distance of its

centre from S.

12. Two given conies are so related that each of their common
tangents subtends a right angle at a given point. Prove that, if

any two points be taken, one on each conic, so that the line join-

ing them also subtends a right angle at that point, the envelope of

this line will be a conic, of which that point is a focus.

13. In Example 2, p. 116, prove that if any conic (A) be

drawn touching the directrices of the four conies, the polar of

the given point with respect to it will be a tangent to a conic,

having the given point as focus and touching the sides of the tri-

angle ; and that the tangents from the given point to A are at

right angles to each other.

14. If, through a fixed point 0, a straight line be drawn cut-

ting the sides A£, AC oi a, triangle ABC in F, Q respectively, and
BQ^ CP be joined, prove that the locus of their point of intersec-

tion is a conic circumscribing the triangle ABC.

15. If p^j, Pi,, pc be the semi-diameters of a conic, respectively

parallel to the sides of the triangle of reference, prove that the

area of the conic is

sin A sm B^inC \ Pa J \ Pb / \ pc /

sin A sin B sin C
where 22

Pa Pb pc

16. PQ is the chord of a conic, having its pole on the chord

AB or AB produced ; Qq is drawn parallel to AB meeting the

conic in q ; shew that Pq bisects the chord AB.

17. Similar circular arcs are described on the sides of a tri-

angle ABC, their convexities being towards the interior of the

triangle ; shew that the locus of the radical centre of the three

circles is the rectangular hyperbola

siii(^-C) sin{C-A) sin (A - B) _
a /3 7

~ *
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18. Prove that, if r be either semi-axis of the curve repre-

sented by the equation

ita^ + v^ + vrf 4- 2u'/8y + 2v'ya + 2w>'aj8 = 0,

the values of r will be the roots of the equation

a' 62

j w+ 7- {a'u-bv'—cw) \ r^—ascosA \ v+— (bv'—cw'—au') i r^—bs cos B

+ = 0,

j
w + -7 (cw'-au'— hv') \ r^-cs cos G

where

u, to', v'

ahc w', V, u'

u, w\ v\ a

w', V, u', b

v\ u', w, c

a, b, c,

19. If a triangle is self-conjugate with respect to each of a

series of parabolas, the lines joining the middle points of its sides

will be tangents : all the directrices will pass through 0, the

centre of the circumscribing circle : and the focal chords, which
are the polars of 0, will envelope an ellipse inscribed in the given

triangle which has the nine-point circle for its auxiliary circle.

20. A conic circumscribes a triangle ABC, the tangents at

the angular points meeting the opposite sides on the straight line

DBF. The lines joining any point F on DBF to A, B, and C
meet the conic again in A', B' , C ; shew that the triangle ABC
envelopes a fixed conic inscribed in ABG, and having double

contact with the given conic at the points where they are met by
DEF. Also the tangents at A', B', C to the original conic meet
B'C, C'A', A'B' on points lying on DEF.

21. The anharmonic ratio of the pencil formed by joining

a point on one of two conies to their four points of intersection is

equal to the anharmonic range formed on a tangent to the other

by their four common tangents.
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22. If the two pairs of straight lines represented by the equa-

tions ax^ + 'ihxy + hy"^ = 0, a'af + 2h'xy + h'lf = 0, form a harmonic
pencil, the two straight lines of each pair not being conjugate,

prove that {ah' + ha' - IhhJ = 36 {ah - 7r) {ah' - h'%

23. The four common tangents to two conies intersect two
and two on the sides of their common conjugate triad.

24. The locus of the centres of conies inscribed in a triangle

and such that the centres of the escribed circles form a self-con-

jugate triad with respect to them is a straight line parallel to

aa + h^ + cy = Q in area] co-ordinates.

25. A triangle ABC^ right-angled at A, is inscribed in a
rectangular hyperbola : tangents at B and C meet in P : prove
that AB, AF, AC and the tangent at A form a harmonic pencil.

26. AB, CD are two fixed chords of a conic. A straight

line APQ meets ClJ in P and the curve in Q, and on CQ a point
R is taken so that PR subtends a constant angle at B : the locus

of R will be a conic passing through B and C.

27. Conies circumscribing a triangle have a common tangent
at the vertex ; through this point a straight line is drawn : shew
that the tangents at the various points where it cuts the curves
all intersect on the base.

28. One conic touches OA, OB in A and B^ and a second
conic touches OB, OC in B and C : prove that the other common
tangents to the two conies intersect on ^C

29. With any one of four given points as centre, a conic is

described, self-conjugate with regard to the other three
;
prove

that its asymptotes are parallel to the axes of the two parabolas

which pass through the four given points.

30. A rectangular hyperbola passes through the angular
points, and a parabola touches the sides, of a given triangle;

shew that the tangents drawn to the parabola, from one of the
points where the hyperbola cuts the directrix of the parabola, are

parallel to the asymptotes of the hyperbola. Which of the two
points on the directrix is to be taken ? When they coincide, shew
that either curve is the polar reciprocal of the other with respect

to the coincident points.
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31. The triangular co-ordinates of the two circular points at
infinity are given by the equations

X y z

32. If each angular point of a triangle be joined with the
points in which its opposite side is cut by a given conic, the six

straight lines thus formed will be tangents to another conic.

33. With each of four given straight lines as directrix, two
conies are described, self-conjugate with regard to the other three;

prove that the four pairs of conies thus obtained, will have the
same pair of points as foci corresponding to the given directrix.

34. If a triangle be self-conjugate to a rectangular hyperbola
and any conic be described, touching the sides of the triangle, each
focus of this conic will lie on the polar of the other with respect

to the rectangular hyperbola.

35. If ahcy defy be two triangles in different planes, prove
that the product of their areas into the cosine of the inclination

of their planes is

0, 1, 1, 1

1 1, ad", ae^, w/*^,

~ 16 1, hd\ he\ hf\

1, cd^, ce% cf\

36. A triangle is described about one conic section and
circumscribed about another. Prove that a conic section may be

described, touching one side of the triangle, and the oppof"'''>

tangent to the outer conic section, and passing through the four

points of intersection of the two conic sections.

37. Prove that the self-conjugate circles of the triangles

formed by each three of four given straight lines have a common
radical axis.
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